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FOgEWORD

Manytof the'prOblems and issues wepresently face reflect our increasing
demand for energy with very little or no concern for our natural surroundings.
The se3,iousness of today's energy'situation can be viewed in terms of economic
and environmental consequences as well as personal inconveniences. As a result,
state, national and world attention is increasingly being focused on our need
for, and wise use of energy resources and our concern for the environment.

To cope with the reality of this would -wide energy problem, energy educa ion
must be'provided for all citizens. The purpose of this kind of

critical
is t

cdevelop an "energy literate" population that is informed about ritical energy
and environmental issues, can cope with change and make effective decisions in
its futures-planning.

A

The issues related to energy use and the environment are becoming more
complex because they are multi-dimensional and frequently global in'nature.
Adding to the complexity of these issues,is the growth of technical,.knowledge

, and rapidly changing political and social conditions.

If students are to adequately understand and deal with these complex and
often controversial issues, they must learn to vidW,the issues from the perspec-
tives of the citizen, consumer, worker, and producer as well as from the scientific,
economic, social, ecological, cultural, technological, legal, and political
frames of reference. Students need to be encouraged to become personally involved
in issues and be provided with opportunities to project energy demand and ,

environmental concerns into a futures perspective.

The Department of Education:s energy datcation program focuses on, pioviding
learning experience which will enable students to thoughtfully consider various
alternatives, make decisions and take responsible actions in regard to energy 1/4
use and the environment. These experiences will help thei to become better
decision makers and'problem solvers in the future

Charles G. Clark
Superintendent
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INTRODUCTION

The growth of technology and the eer changing political and social
conditions make ii necessary for students to achieve energy literacy. Students
need to be able to cope with and understand -related issues and'problems
as these relate to their own persodal environm nd their global environment.

"Since education is the principal agency charged with the 1

tas of equipping the individual for a lifetime of effective
liv fig and learning, it must provide a program which will allow

-, him/ er to deal effectively with the world that is already upon
..him/her, as well as a yet-unknown world which is Certain to cdnver,e
on him/her with, dramatic suddenness. Thus, planning for the future
becomes urgent if we are to understand future requirements and cope
with them in an orderly and efficient manner."1'

The educational purposes as stated in the'Master'Plan for Public Education
in Hawaii indicate the' ends to which our educational system should direct its
efforts. The purposes of the Department of Education are to provide students--
with equal opportunities for a basic education and to prepare them for the
life-long process of self-education.

"The Foundation Program is a plan to fulfill the commitment
for equal opportunities in education as stated in the Master Plan
for Public Education in Hawaii. It offers students the school
programs through *dal they can acquire the fundamental skills of
compucation, language, the arts, the physical and social sciences.
The Foundation Program also provides students with the opportunities
to use and practice these'skills to communicate and acquire knowledge;
to pursue knowledge independently and apply that knowledge in making'
decisions; to grow in personal/social development;,to develop and

I maintain gbod health; and to be able to choose from a variety of
career opportunities.

There are eight Foundation Program objectives. These statements'
of objectives indicate the kinds of behavior we hope to see students
demonstrate as they grow intp adulthood. The list of objectives
covers those related behaviors that describe students as active,
contributing human, beings in our society."2

1Master Plan for Public Education in Hawaii, Department of Education,
September, 1969.

2Foundation Program for the Public Schools in Hawaii, Department .of
Educatiori, April, 1974.

1
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' The eight Foundation Program dbjectives are:3
44.

evelop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.

2. Develop positive self-concept.
'3. Develop decision-Makingand problem-solving skills at-the

sr,

student's proficiency level.
4. Develop independence in learning.,

5. ,DevelopPhysical;social and emotional health.
.6. Recognize and pursuecareer development as an integral part of

.growth and ddvelopmelt.
7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.
8: Develop, creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

A major aim of the DepartMentof Education's Environmental Education Program
'is to promote the educatidonal purpioses as statediin thegaster Plan for Public
Education in Hawaii and the obje'c'tives of the Foundation Program for the Public
Schools in'Hawaii. To ccbmplish this intent, thOdesign for the Environmental
Education K-12 Curriculum Guide uses statements of performance expectations,
including essential competencies, program goal and objectives as translations
of the educational purposes and objectives mentioned above.

The goal of the Environmental Education Program in Hawaii's schools is to
develop An environmentally literate and enlightened society which, through its.
ethical commitment to wise use of its resources, creates and maintains optimuth

' in -both human-made and.natural env,ironments. Achievement of this goal 4
will be indicated by attainment of the following objectives whereby students:4

1. Develop pareness of themselves in relation to their environment
and the need for wise use of the environment.

2. Develop knowledge of the various aspects of the environment- -
I' land, water, sea, air, total eco-systems--and the inter-relatedness

among human lives, environmental concerns and social, political,
cultural and economic structures.

3. Develop skills in coping with environmental problems.
4. Develop attitudes and valaes Which will'help them to live in

harmony with the environment.

1

1

3The Foundation Program's Authorized Courses and Code Numbers 1980-81,
Department of Education.

4Environmental Education K-12 Curriculum Guide, Department of Education,
December, 1978.

2
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The major instructional goals of the six areas in the Environmefiltal
Education Curtieuldm Guide are given in the following list.5

1. Energy Use and Development: Students will support and practice
wish utilization of traditional seurces of energy and also support
research and development of alternate energy sources.

2. Use of Earth Resources: When faced with decisions concerning the
use of earth resources students will select yractices developed
in recognition of present and future environmental and human needs.

3. Resource Reclamation: Students will voluntarily participate in
'programs involving resource reclamation..

4. Population Processes and Dynamics: Students will demonstrate their
awareness of popUlation procestes and dynamics.

5. Interdependence,of Living Things: Students will demonstrate an
appreciation for.the interdependence of living things in the closed
earth system.

6. pgLiellialityofLifeltnr_,ovintl: Students will examine optional courses
of action and their consequences for improving the quality of life
and will' support those that will prOvide optimum short- and long-term
beriefits for society and the environment.

Energy is the focus of one area and is pervasive throughbut the other five
areas. It should 'also be noted that all areas are interrelated. Therefore,
an energy education program has been developed as an\integral part of
environmental education and igiorporates all of these'areas.

t In keeping with the environmental, education format, energy education
involves all instructional areas eithe'r through an interdisciplinary and/or

lti-disciplinary approach. Therelationship of classroom, instruction in
Education to the Master Plan, Foundation Program, the Environmental

...tion Guide and the femaining instructional area guides and the essentiaL
';'etencies is shown in the following diagram:*

%

*The present instructional area guides consist of subject area guides
in 1) Agriculture, 2) Art, 3)' Mien, European and Pacific Languages, 4) Basic
Practical Arts, 5) Business Education, 6) Health, 7) Home Economics, 8) Indus-
trial Arts, 9) Industrial.-Technical Education, 10) Language Arts, 11) dathema-
tics, 12) Music, 13) Physical Education, 44) Science, and 15) Social Studies
and thematic area guides in 1) Career Education, 2) Environmental Education,
3) Guidancei 4) Library Skills, 5) Student, Activities and 6) Values Education.

3 0



MASTER PLAN

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Instructional Area Guides

Thematic Area Guides

Environmental Education
Guide '

Energy Use & the
Environment Project

Goal and Objectives

Energy Edu.cale40,,

Framework

&

Subject Area Guides

Energy Education
Instructional Modules

Ed---...

Essential Competencies
_

InstructiOnal Objectives

Classroom Instruction

1

I

RELATIONSHIP ANON MASTER PLAN,JOUNDATION'PROGRAM OBJECTIVES, ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION, SUBJECT AND 'NIEMATIC AREAS, ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES, AND CLASSROOM *

INSTRUCTION IN ENERGY EDUCATION.

f

By viewing the energy education program. in this manner and understan ding

its rationale and development, teachers will realize that1energy education is

not a new subject. They can then review present lessons to deterrine what,is
already being done in terms of energy education and use the modules as inte-
grative tools in their day-to-day interactions with students. In this context,

,'the energy education modules will become meaningful, helpful and truly functional

to teachers and their students: 4

.

3
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Society has grown Materially and technologically, but has not controlled
many .of the negative by-products of this growth. The demand for higher
standards ofliving with little or no concern for the resulting energy and
environmental problems heightens the importance of educating our young people
In this area of growing concern. Thus, energy education must become part of
the broader effort needed to make citizens aware of the iues and problems
related to energy use amend the environment.

GOAL

The goal of energy education is to develop an "energy literate" population
with the necessary intellectulresources, values, attitudes, and decision=
making skills to cope with problems and issues associated with energy use
and the environment. The following list of traits may be used to define an
energy literate person.

Ani gnergy literate person:

1. Uses enez y consfrvation and wise-use concepts, practices, and
values in making everyday decisions as he/she interacts with
other people and his/her environment.

2. Understands that the generation of energy-related knowledge
depends upon the inquiry proCess and upon conceptual theories.

3. Distinguishes between scientific, evidence and personal, opinion
regarding energy-related matters.

4. Identifies the relationships among energy-related facts, concepts
and theorieS%

r 5. Recognizes the limitations as well as the usefulness of scientific
and technological research in the development, of energy for improving
the quality of life.

6. Has sufficient knowledge and experience so that he/she can appreciate
energy-related work being carried out by others.

;= 6 47f7. Understands'the intecrelatedness of science, tedinology and other
facets of society, including social, economic, political and
cultural systems, when considering issues and problems related to
energy and the environment.

8. Recognizes the human origin of ,energy - related knowledge and under-
stands that this knowledge is tentatilze and subject to change, as
evidence.acoumulates.

9. Has adopted values based on principles underlying wise and judicious
use of energy and the environment

10. Continues to inquire and increase his/her knowledge about energy and
the environment throughout)his/her life.

11. Uses problem-solving skills and takes appropriate actions in
contributing to,the solutions of energy-related problems.

12. Recognizes that energy-related decisions made _today will affect
his/her life and those of future generations.

13. Uses decision-making skills in assessing the outcomesof alternative
actions and policies regarding preferred futures related to energy
use and the environment.

5 1«
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OBJECTIVE AND CORE AEMES

To achieve the goal of .developing an "'energy literate" populatiaff, a °.

general objective was formulated and Srticulated.in the Energy Education Framework
for each of 'fifteen core themes. The objectives were selected to reflect
the scientific, technological, historical, social, political, economic, and
human perspectives of energy.iSsues and problems. The core themes were devel-
oped ky integrating the. energy-related Concepts and the views from as many
disciplines and interest areas within the community as possible. They are
tangible, definable, relevant and "in toto" a reasonably complete representa-
tion of energy in Hawaii, yesterday,,today and tomorrow.

9

(

The following is a list of core themes and general instructional
objectives. Each objective is attained when,fhe student demonstrates the '
general behavior defined for eel, theme.'

1. Energy Fundamentals: Applies basic laws of science and mathematics
to the study o.f energy.

. t.

2. Evolthich of Energy: Understands the historical development,of sources
and uses of energy.

3. Ene4gy Today:. Knows current sources and uses' of energy.

' 4. Conservation: -Formulates and practices a conservation ethic in
,regard to energy use and the environment.

5.. Human Dimensions of Energy:. Understands that personal values and
choices of energy Itse will affect the Auality'of life for all.

6. Energy Alternatives: KfloWs alternative energy sources and uses.

E#rgy Storage and Transmission Systems: Knows various energy
storage and transmissions systems.

8, Transportation: Knows a wide range of transporteition-modes and
their energy resource requirementi..

4'9. Environmental/Ecological Considerations: Knows various energy Options
and their environmental/ecological'benefits and consequences.

° .

10. Energy Cose, Responsibility and Privilege: Understands various
energy cost/responsibilfity/privilege interrelationships.

11. Energy vs. Population, vs. Food: Understands, various energy/
opulation/ food interrelationships.

12. ' Ener&lInterdependence: Understands current energy exchange practices
whichink nations in an economically, socially and politically'
,interdependen manner:

-13. f EnergT Self-Sufficiency: Understands the movement towards self-
sufficiency4t.necessary and feasible.

14. Appropriate EtergY Technoldgy: Understands that energy technology has

. J' to fit the'llse:to which it is put with minimum negative effects upon
the qualittof life.

15. Future Perspective: Utilizes decision-making and Problem-solving
skills in formulating plans and actions to achieve a preferred
.future in energy use and.the environments.

6
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KEY ELEMENTS OF THE ENERGY E

*11

UCATION PROGRAM

To achieve the goal and o jectives of energy education, this program
utilizes an interdisciplinary a.prokh, relates to the everyday life of
students,-considers personal va ues.and involvement, and focuses on the

'decisions that will have to be -de for the future. It is designed to help
students Understand and appreci to the'impact of energy use on their past,
present and future environments. In addition, energy education may provide
the stimulus for some students to discover untapped sources of energy, devise
new ways to use "old" sources, and invent new machines which many contribute)
,to the solutions of out complex energy problems.

The following elements are emphasized in this program:

1., An interdisciplinary and/or multidisciplinary approach to energy
education is used whenever possible. The approach emphasizes
the teaching of energy as necessarily involving many subject
areas to adequately educate young people about the complexity
and interrelatedness of the issues and problems associated with
energy use and' the environment.

The use of informatiotcand concepts from many disciplines such
as. science, social studies, mathematics, and economics to explain
and-understand energy - related problems and issues reflects the

k.rinterrelaedness among science, society, and .technology. For
example; the application of economic concepts enables students
to examine the supply and demand for various energy resources.
From atechnological perspective, students are able to examine
the cotes and benefits of new scientific procedures used to
produce, convert, store, transport, and utilize these energy

mw resources. In addition, political science concepts are useful
for assessing ways Nin which the political processes within and
among nations determine the extent to which-economic efficiency

'and technological possibilities influence the availab 'ility o;
energy sources for wtrld consumption.

2. To make energy education relevant' energy problems and.issues
are relatedto the everyday life of 'students. This enables
students Co understand energy as an important component of their
daily lives. Students are encouraged to become personally
involved in energy-related issues bymaking decisions and
takinf problem-solving actions.

3. Another key element of energy education is siddents' attitudes
and personal values in making decisions. When energy-related
issues and problems are integrAted into the totaL curriculum,
students become awe of their personal values as they are
involved in the process of choosing from alteinatives after
thOughtful consideration of the consequences of each alternative.
They also realize that decitions are made in light of the values
and goals of a given society as a whole and each person as a

.4-limber of the society. .

( 7
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It is important for student to:understand that resources are
finite and to develop a 'conservation ethic" and be positively
affected in their attitedes'toward.appropriate choice and wise
use.of energy resources.

4. Energy education focuses the tudents' attention tq the future.
It allows them to examine the alternatives and possible outcomes,
of many possible futures. This program also emphasizes that
decisions and actions for a preferred-future should be based
on values of society, technology, and issues and facts related
to energy use and the environment.

Students should realize that they must have an active say in what
kind of future they want. They must-also understand that decisions
made:today Will affect both their own lives and those of generations
to come-.

This orientation of energy'education'to the future will help
students realize the importance of being flexible and adaptable.
It will also enable them to better Cope with rapidly changing

0 technology and political,. social and economic circumstances
,.iffecting energy,uke and the environment.

K-12 ENERGY EDUCATION PROGRAM DESCRIPTION .

Energy education,is not a new subject. .A review of present curriculum
guides an determine what is already being done in terms -of energy education.
The task of implementing energy education is primarily one of refocusing what

now being done, rather than trying to add another new subject.

The major components of the planned energy education effort of the Department
of Education are designed to assist teachers in implementing energy'education
in the public schools of Hawaii. They include:

1. An assessment of present curriculum guides. The following chart
indicates where core themes of the Energy Use and the Environment
Project are directly or indirectly mentioned in the various
instructional area guides.

t

8,
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ASSESSMENT OF K-12 CURRICULUM GUIDES

CORRELATION Of CORE'lNEMES

WITH INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS

4 LEGEND:

The polititiOn of the numbes

represents grade levels. \

- Upper left corner
represents grades K-3

- Lover left corner

represents grades 4-6
- Upper right corner

represents glades 7-9
- Lover right corner

represents grades 10-12

K-3 7-9

4-6 10- 12

'The numbers on the chart
represent the degree to which
energy education is. covered.
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2. A resource handbook. This handbook is a.00mpilation of background
information, helpful hints about teaching strategies and content

organization, practicalideas for classroom activities and suggested
refeiihce materials and resources available to teachers and students,
It includes lists of reference books, curriculum materials, films,
field trips, speakers,. etc. The handbook is intended to be a

'practical reference guide.

3. Student assessment/evaluation instruments for each grade lever in
the elementary school (K-6) and .for various subject areas at the
secondary level. These,instruments include pre- and post-tests to
assess and evaluate the progress of students in their attainment
of energy-related concepts.

4. Instructional modules for each grade level in the elementary
sChool (K-6) and for various subject areas at the secondary
level'(Basic Practical Arts, Science, Social Studies, etc.).
These modules are composed of suggested activities based on the
fifteen core themes that form the framework nor the Energy Use
and the Environment PrOjeeL:. They were desi ned to emphasize and
integrate energy-related concepts, issues; d problems within
the existing instructional areas.

ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES

The modules are intended to give the teacher orientation, background
information and generalsuggestions for teaching a riviiies related to energy
use and the environment. Each Module is organized by core themes. The.
foreword, introduction and overview sections are color coded in yellow.
The "Background Information" pages for each theme are color coded in'green
throughout the module while the "Things To Do" an "Sample Activity",pagess
are white. The components of these pages are des ribed on the format pages
that follow.

o
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BACKGROUND%

"'BACKGROUND INFORMATION': PAGE FORMAT

THEME (Number). TITLE

\.

A brief description of the theme and its significance to energy
education.'

N

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

. Alist of the Foundation Program Objectives (FPO's) appropriAe
to the the

CORE THEME OBJECTIVEN

A statement of the general instructionaf-objective of the theme.

`CONCEPTS ye.

. \ ,

A list of important concepts of th-6\ttieme. It.represents some key,
perspectiveS and interests about energy but is not exhaustive:

,
\

6

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES.

Taken from various_ subject area program guides, a list of goals and/,
'or general objective stateMihrs-rel ed to the theme. (The page number.
listelisted refers to that of the guide,from w:Ichtheg91_ or objective was .1

d

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS OF THE "BACKGROUND INFORMATION" PAGE FOR EACH
CORE THEME.

-7,

The "Background Information" pages for the fifteen core themes are included
in all, of the modules,i.a.., for all'gradeolevels.and subject areas. These pages
appear in Steen throildioul the modules.



"THINGS TO DO" PACE FORMAT

THEME (Number). Title

THINGS TO ADO

A list of suggested

the theme. An activity
detailed explanation is
follow the list.

Subject-Area

'Grade Level

clAssroom activities that are approiate to"`
marked with an asterisk (*) indicates that a
given on the "Sample 'icl.tivity'.! pages°that

>dr

vs

I

.vocauLARt,

A list of suggested key words for the theme. The teacher should'
determine %Mich words are appropriate-for a partiCular class or-group
of students.

'3.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS OF THt "THINGS TO DO" PAGE TOR CORE THEMES
EMPHASIZED rN A GIVEN GRADE LEVEL OR SUBJECT AREA.

Although only a few themes are emphasi26 in any gitren grade level or
sublearee, all of the themes are covered in the combined set of modules'-
ins the overaii-r=12-prpgram. For each,core theme that is aphasized, tbe,
module includes a "ThingS-Tb-De.-page. Note that the blank space for subject
area in the upper right' hand corner of Itf-s-pagewill,be_ used to list areas
directly related to one or more oT the activities listed Under-."ThingsTo_DO:"_
These pages appear in white throughout the modules.

47
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"SAMPLE ACTIVITY' PAGE FORMAT .

.
.

.

THEME (Number). -Title . Subject'Area
.

.

.

.

'

, . .1

m Thematic Area

Grade Level'
lk -

. .

SAMPLE ACTIVITY ( Number). Title
....

OBJECTIVE

Statement of general objective of the 'core theme. ' -

CONCEPTS

A list of selected clore theme concepts appropriate lo the sample
activity.

.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES
"-----

A list of essential competencies (EC's) appropriate to the
activity. ,.,,

'

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES
4.4

- A list of instructional goals and/or objectives from the .

'Environmental Education K-12 Curriculum Guide which are
appropriate to tht activity.

.

INcfRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES' :
.

...s.m.
.

.

A list of appropriate general and/or spedific instructicp'al

objectives or performance expectations, (PE's) taker; from subject
area cuiric4...,1um guides.

. ,

SI:GGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR IkSOURCE
-. .

4
A'lift of suggested materials andkr resources appropriate to the

activity.

t

.

oACTIVITY (Related CoreThemes: ) .

A detailed'explanation of the activity whichincludes suggested
procedures and relationships to other appropriate cone themes.

.-

.. , .

StIGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES t

N
.

A list of activities which may be helpful in assessing students°
and/or summarizing the sample classroom activity.

flY

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS OF THE "SA.PLE ACTIVITY' PAGE FOR SAM'!
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES.

"RP,.

Some of the classroom activities ted on the "`Things To Do" page are
csTlained in detail on the "Sample Activity" page. Note that the blank space
for subject' area in the upper right hand corner of the "Sample Activity" page
will be used to list areas directly related to the instructional objective
of the mipivity and, in the parenthesis following, a list of ()chez. areas which
involve skills and attitudes related to the activity. The thematic area blankcs'

space will list those thematic instructional areas that involve skills and/or,
attitudes relevant to the sample activity. The "Sample Activity" pages appear
in white throughtout the mddules.
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GUIDELINESF0g USING THE MODULES-

The following guidelines are offered to assist teachers in using the
energy education modules. The modules are designed to provide students
with.experiences which stimulate creative social and s0.entific thinking,
explorat/bn, decision-making and problem-solving of energy related issues.

1. The teacher is free to. use the modules in any manner. It is
the responsibi4ty of each teacher to select the themes,
objectA,es, concepts, and activities which reflect his/her
instructional objectives and the needs of,a particular class
or group of students.

?. The time needed to complete a module varies from one to.'two
or more weeks depeng upon the number oil activities selected.'
Whether the activities are used in total or in part will be
determined by the aae, ability level and interest of the students.
Some activities lend themselves to periodi observations over a
few months while others can be done in a few clyS.

1. Core themes appropriate to the ability levels of students and/
or subject afoaas w re selected for emphasis at each gAade level
In the elementary s hool and various subject areas at the second-
ary' level. The fol owing chart indicates the level of emphasis
of each core theme'1 the various modules ofthe K-12 energy
education program. 4

4. W rksheets and Exercises-are written for the students; therefore
a e printed on'whitp for easy reproduction. For'the secondary
1 vel modules, the "Things To De pages are'alto written for the
students and are also on white Sheets.

VD.
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4. The major instructional emphasis of the modules is concept attainment.
To achieve the goal ofenergy literacy? students must learn and
understand basic natural and Social science concepts along with
problem - solving, and decision-making skills. These concepts and
skills will enable students to accurately describe and explain
'today's energy situation and to examine. energy alternatives.

'a. The f t level of concept attainment being sought is the
compr hen on of a concept. The ability to cite new and/
or different examples demonstrates understanding or compre-
hension of a concept. thus, learning experiences should
include. opportunities for students to manipulate newly
learned concepts. Students should be encouraged to discuss
main ideas of the concept, define a concept in their own words,
use vocabulary associated with the concept, and cite new
examples 'of the concept.

,

b. The second level of concept attainment being sought is the
application of concepts to energy-related issues. In other
words, concepts become most useful 'when they ire applied
to releAnt.or personal 'problem-solving situations.

2
5. Most young children in the primary grades (K-3) are not able to deal

with absqft concepts. TKe'refore, the suggested activities reflect and
emphasize ptudent awareness of energy use and the environment rather
than.a forMal study of energy. In the upper grade levels (grades 4-12),
however, qtudedts can be made aware of problems and issues of energy
throukh-c4ncepts and use of energy-related language.

6. The skills and attitudes associated with the various thematic areas
of instruction should be incorporated into appropriate energy education
activities whenever possible. This has been done for Environmental
Education. Foi the other thematic areas, refdr to the guides on
Career Education, Guidance, Library Skills, Student Activities and
Values Education fortggestions. The major goals of-these areas are:

a. Career Education: (1) achievement of self-realization; (2) develop-
ment of capabilityto maintain social relationships; (3) develop-
ment of capability'to fulfill civic responsibility; and (4) develop-
ment of capability to achieve economic efficiency through producel
and consumer

b. Foundation Guidance Program: (1) personal growth and develOpment;
(2) social growth and development; (3) educational- planning and

development; and-(0 career-planning and development.

c. Library Skills: To help studerits develop the skills needed to (

become independent, resourceful users of information.

d. 'Student Activities!: To provide experiences which will enable each
individual to lea n to think and act intelligently in achieving
maximum self-fulf llment and ip preserving, and contributing to
the strength of h s/her school, community, state, nation and world.

e. Values Education To help each individual become a self-fulfilling,'
fully functionin arson.

--' 16
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7. Because the core themes are statements derived from many existing
community perspectives, their educational useds not necessarily
limited to4specific subject areas. They can be applied to a number
of subject areas as individual unit themes or as combined study
cores while maintaining the integrity of each subject area. Where '
appropriate, the activities suggested are interdisciplinary and/or
multidisciplinary.

8. Since there are many interrelationships among the core themes, some
of the suggested classroom activities have been listed in an empha-
sized area lather than within several themes. For example, the
modules for grades K-3, activities related to Theme 5, "Human Dimen-
sions of Energy," have been incorporated into Theme 4, "Conservation,"
to simplify the lessons for the primary school children. In the
description of the appropriate sample activities of Theme 4, this
relationship is noted as "(Related Core Theme: 5)."

9. The background information for each theme has been written for all
teachers from kindergarten through the secondary school. The
objectives and concepts are broad and general statements which are
common to all grade levels (K-12). They differ only in the degree
to which students in various grade levels attain them.

10.. The suggested activities listed as "Things To Do" become more and
more complex and sophisticated as students progress through the
gradeAlevels.

11. The modules are intended to give the teacher an orientation, back-
ground information and general suggestions for teaching activities
related to energy use and the environment. It is hoped that teachers
will use these materials as a starting point and be encouraged to
adapt and create lessons in meeting the need for developing an
"energy literate" population. For example, if teachers select core
themes which do not have "Things To Do" and/or "Sample Activity"
pages, they are encouraged to follow the format of sample activities
given in the modules. They should consider:
a. Foundhtion Program Objectives (FPO's) and Essential Competencies

(EC's);
b. Energy education core theme objective and concepts;
c. Goals Ind/or general objectives of environmentaleducation and

other subject and thematic areas' of instruction; and
d. Idstructional objectives of subject areas appropriate to the

lesson being &veloped.

f
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c.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

0

Appropriate essential competencies (EC's) are,listed for each sample
activity. These are taken from the fifteen competencies identified by, public
validation to be the minimum required for every high school graduate to func
tion irr the adult world-as productive and contributing members .of society..
The essential competencies are: 6

1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
2. Complete commonly used forms.
3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
5. Use dampmtational skills in situations common to everyday life.
6. Read and use scales on standard, easuring devices.

" 7. Interpret common visual symbols.
8. Reach reasoned solutions to Commonly encountered problems.
9. Distinguish fact from opinion in_TV.Ald radio news broadcasts;

...advertising, newspaper and maviine articles, and public speeches.
10. Use resources for independent learning.'
11. Identify the harmful effects of smoking, drinking, drug,abuse;4

overeating, insufficient sleep, poor personal hygiene; and pocir
nutrition.

12. Identify the training, skill and background requirements of at
least one occupation in.which the student is interested.

13. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic structure and functions of
national, state and local governments.

.

14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunities to participate
in political processes.

15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen - rights and responsibilities

e

. .

6Studett Performance expectations of the Foundation Program, Department of
Education, August, T978.
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The

the subject

Elementary

SYMBOL KEY FOR SUBJEC AREAS, THEMATIC AREAS-, AND CORE THEMES

following abbreviations are u& $A throughout the modules to indicate
and/or thematic areas relaf to the energy education activities.

/Secondary Additional Secondary Subject Areas

Subject Areas Ag : Agriculture
AEP Asian, European and

Art Art Pacific Languages
H Health BPA Basic Practical Arts
LA Language Arts Bus Business Education
M Matheimatics HEc Home Economics
Mus Music IA Iddatria4Arts
FE' Physical Education IT IndustriallTechnical
Sc Science Education
SS Sccial*Studies

Thematic Areas

CE
EE

LS
SA
VE

Career Education
Environmental Education
Guidance
Library Skills,
Student Activities
Values Education

4

The-following.numbers a're used throughout the module to indicate the core
themes related to a specific sample activity.

Core Themes
e

1. Energy Fundamentals
2. Evolution of Energy
3. Energy Today%
'4. Conservation
.5". Human Dimensions of Energy )_

6. Energy Alternatives
7. Energy Storage and Transmission Systems
8. Transportation k.

9. Environmental /Ecological Considerations
10. Energy Cost, Responsibility and Privilege
11. Energy vs. Population vs: Food
12. Energy Interdependence
13: Energy Self-Sufficiency
14. Appropriate Energy Technology

Future' Perspective

19
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THEYX 1. ENERGY FUNDAMENTALS

BACKGROUND

Theme I deals with a definition of energy and the basic laws of science
andloathematics as they apply to the study of energy and its technological
implications'. Understanding of these energy-fundamentals will help students
appreciate the vital role that energy plays in their lives. This theme will
also enable them to understand options, make decisions and/or take pcsitive
problem-solving agti ns which are rel-gid to energy use and the environment.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJiliiVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective oMmmunication
with others,

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem- solving skills at the

`student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

CORE THEM OBJECTIVE

To apply law;-7:-.1 science and mathematics to the study of energy.

. \
CONCEPTS

1. Energy is the capacity to do work and is subject to natural laws.

2. All living things and natural processes require energy. -

'3. The sun is the basic source of energy on earth.

4. Energy exists in many forms.

5. -Energy can neither be created-nor destroyed but can be converted
from one form to another.

I 21
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THEME 1. Energy Fundamentals

RELATED GOALS 4Nb/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 54-56 - Units I & II) The application of scientific
principles aids pe*le'to cultivate eilonomic plants. People's ability to bring
about optimal conditions for animal growth and development is dependent upon
their scientific knowledge and technical skills.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively meet the basic
necessities of life in order to sustain life to the optimum.
p

HEALTH: (pg. 1 (7-12) Goal) Through a develppmental health education
program, students will acquire accurate healt information, and gain experience.
contributing to attitudes, values and responsib e health practices; students
will be able to make decisions relating to their alth and understand how
these decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) PurChaseconsumex goods and services
appropriate to an overall consumption plan and wise-use of economic resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Develop an understanding
of the principles, coLepts, and probleMs of industrial technology.

MATHEMATICS+t (pg. 13.--Goals) Develop ability to think critically and to
solve problems.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - ObjectiVe) Move skillfully and know the
concepts relevant to all physical movement.,

- SCIENCE: (pg. 13 - Objectives) '1. Nurture in our children a curiosity
and excitment about the biophysical environment. 2. pTeach students to value
science as one way of learning and communicating effedtively about self,others
and the,environment. (Develop a longing to know and understand.)

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11,- Objective) The student is able to interpret.
and accurately use symbols, figures, and models by which scientifically gathered
information is 'related and displayed (e.g., maps, tables,, graphs, charts).:

/
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THEME 1. Energy Fundamentals

THINGS TO DOI,

P

Subject Area Mathematics
4 .

Grade Level 7-12.

*1. Calculate the amount of,KW consumed by your family each week. Each
year. How many barrels of oirdoes the KWH of electridity consumed by
your family represent? (See Sample Activity 1-1. "Watt's Used For
Power?")

*2. Conduct a home energy audit. Do an inventory of the'5 most 'used appli 4ces
in your home and calculate the annual hours of operation, the annual
used, and the annual cost of operation. (See Sample Activity 1-2. "Wat

.Your Pleasure?") ''a

*3. The sun is the basic source of energy on earth. How big is the sun? How
much of the sun's energy reaches the earth? (See Sample Activity 1-3.
"You Light Up My Life.")

4. Study the power consumption data on various appliances. Calculate the
,energy consumed by each appliance. What information is necessary to
calculate energy consumption?

.-

5. Calculate t

walking. Co

bicycle; one

quired to move your'body weight one mile by
s with energy required to move one mile by

e by automobile. `

VOCABULARY

Amperes, British Thermal Unit (BTU), calorie, electricity, energy,
energy conversion, energy efficiency ratio, energy transformation,
kilowatt, kilowatt-hour, light energy, per capita, power, volts, watt,
14att -hour, work.

t
1Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to any math class
anemathdfoUrse. Other energy siath problems can be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Science textbooks.
b. Mathematics in Energy , Student/Teacher Materials in Energy, the .

. Environment, and the Economy (EEE). Prepared for the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy by the National Science Teachers Ansociation,
Washington,D.C.0 Novemper 1978. .

c. Fuel and Erectricitx.nOffice of Instructional Services, Department
of Education, Honolulu,' Hawaii, July 1972 (unoffidial publication).

d. Energy Environment Source Book by John Fowler. National Science
Tedchers Association, Energy-Enviionment Materials Project, .
Washington, D. C.,-1975.

4_

* For detailed description, refer to RotedSaiple Activity.
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THEME 1. Energy Fundamentals Subject Area Math (HEc, Sc, 'SS)

Thematic Area EE,G, LS, VE

Grade Level, .9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 1-1. "Watt's Used for Pourer?"

OBJECTIVE

.To apply laws of science and mathematici to the study of energy.

CONCEPTS

Energy is the capacity to do work and is subject to natural laws.
All living things and natural processes require energy.
Energy exists.in many forms.

Energy can neither be created nor destroyed but can be converted from one
form to another.

s ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily
-EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

.Np 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5. Use computational skills in%situations common to everyday life.
EC 8. Reach reasoned Solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and responsi-

bilities. *

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

' Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of alteenate

'energy sources. "(Goal: pg.. D2)

When faced with decisions concerning, the use of earth resources, students
wi1lsel4ect practices developedin recognition of present and future
environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)
Students examine optional courses of action and their consequences '

fox improving the quality of life and will support those that will pro-.
vide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the environ-
ment. Goal: pg. D38)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER' OBJECTIVES (Option X, Level A)

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides whole numbers, fractions, and
decimals. (pg. 122)

Solves simple equations in one unknown.. (pg. 122)
Estimates and rounds off as needed. (pg. 122)
Solves problems involving measurement. (pg. 123)

E
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Theme,l. Energy Fundamentals
...

Sample Activity 1-1 .

Grade Level 9-12

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

It
1. Exercise 1.1.
2. Worksheet 1:1.

-40
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Theme 1. Energy-Fundamentals
,

Sample Activity 1-1

Grade Level 9-12

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 3, 4, 5 & 10)

Electricity is one of the most con ways we qonsume energy today. We can
produce electricity, using any energy source but.at,p-esent fossil fuels such as
oal, oil and natural gas produce most of our electrical negp. Electricity is
algo produced by hydroelectric and nuclear pbwer plants. In Havaii, 90% of our
electricity is generated using petroleum, while in the contiOrpl U.S.A. it is
only 24%. (About 9% of Hawaii's electrical energy comes from sugar factoriA

.

burning bagasse (sugar cane wastes) supplemented periadically with oil.).

Approximately 60%,of the energy used by an is nd resident is for electri-
city. In 1979 the average island household of 6 cor sumed 18,430 kilowatt hours
oL electricity. (Electric power is measured in watts. All electrical appliances
and light bulbs are rated inn watts or kilowatts: one kilowatt is equal to 1000
watts. A kilowatt hour is1000 watts of power used for one hour.)

The nation's use of electricity has been steadily on the rise. In 1930,
Hawaii's average. per capita consumption of electricity was 235 KA, while in 1975
it was 6,143 KWH, an increase of about 2607.: (In 1975, approximately 50% of all
electrical energy consumed was for residential use.)

The time may Have come when the individual's-' use of elecericity may be
limited.

is activity, students will learn about electricity by,using some basic
math skills.

1. piscuss nd/or reNiew the definition for energy. In5roZUCe and discuss
the use of electrical' energy in the home.

.2. Bring some convenience type appliances and let students guess the watt-
age orr each. Point/out that different appliances use different amounts
oftelectricity. Introduce the unit kilowatt-hour (KWH) as a=z--nrm used
to measure consump.tion of electricity. -

3. Distribute Exercise 1%1, "Watt's Used far Power"
4. Discuss Exercise 1.1. Include in your discussion the fact that our -

supply of electricity may be limited in the future and may sooh affect
our life styles. Have them do the follow-up'activity.

5. Discuss the follow-up activity, after students have completed it.

SUGGESTEDTOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMNT ACTIVITIES

Do Worksheet 1.1 "FUelintArOund".

A
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals Sample Activity 1-1

Exercise 1.1

Background:

Grade Level

"Watt's Used for Power?"'

9-12

Oil is brought to Hawaii in ships to make the fire that produces
the steam that turns the generators that make the electricity
that lights the City of Honolulu.

Let's get an idea of the amount of fuel that is burped.

Oil is unloaded from the ships and stored in'huge holding anks
at Iwilei and at Barber's Point. Each tank holds 1.6 x 10
barrels of oil, or just about one-million cubic feet.

Every time a cubic fOot of oil is burned, about 1.2 x 10
5

watt-hours of electricity is produced.

.flome Facts .gout Energy

e ,watt = unit of electrical power (power =
time

)

kilowatt

watt -hoar

izfr,

= 1,000 watts

= unit of energy and is equal to the energy supplied by one watt
of power in one hoUr

kilowatt-hour = 1;000 watt-hours (KWH)

1. How many kilowatt-hours of energyccan one cubic foot of oil produce?

2. In 1976, the State of Hawaii consumed ab24.5.62 x 105 KWH of electricIty
a year. How many cubic feet of oil per year was needed to produce
the electricity used in 1976?

/

3. If the 1976 population of Hawaii was 8.7-x 10
5
, what was the per capita

kilowatt-hour consumption per year?

I
Adapted from Fuel and, Electricity. Office of Instructional Services,

Department of Education,- Honolulu, Hawaii, July 1972 (unofficial publication).
27.
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Theme 1.. Energy Fundanientals r Sample Activity 1-1

Exercise 1.1 - "Watt's Used for Power?" (Cont'd.) Grade Level 9-12

/

4. If and of vie A./ect4Cplants on Oahu burns 1.8 x 10 gallons of oil a
` day, or abdut 25,000-'cnbic feet, hdig many kilowatt -hours of electricity

does it produce each day? each hour? each year?

I it

.__. 5.- In 1976, ehe-'total elec4tcity consumption for Oahu was 4.8 x 09 KWH.
Assuming that each plant on'Oahu has thvvenerating capacity as the
one in problem 4, how ma My plants were needed to supply the electricity

. needs for Oahu in 1976?

tb.

I

67--Iyhaff of Hawaii's pop
by\using 10 KWH less el
would we save? How ma.
equals 0.14 cubic feet

lation or apprdximately 3 x 10
5
persons cut back

ctricity each year, how many ceic feet of oil
y gallons would that amount to? (Assume 1 gallon

28
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

Worksheet 1.1

/"Fueling Around"

)

Sample ACtivity 1-1

Grade Level 9-12

Directions: If you were allowed to use only 5,600 kilowatt -hours of electricity
each year which of the appliances'listed below would you use? Place
a check mark (V) before the appliances that you would use and then
add up their kilowatt- hour'.

Appliances

. _

Average Kilowatt
Hours Used Annually

KiloWatt-Hours of
Appliances Chosen

Electric Water Heater 1200
.

Refrigerator/Freezer
, 0 2400

.

Electric Kitchen Range
.

600
.

...,Toaster 4 40

Dishwasher 400.
u- 4.,

Stereo 120 .

Radio 90
.

Color TV
>

500
.

Black & White TV A , 360
1

Vacuum Cleaner
, 50

Automatic Clothes Washer moc
125

Clothes Dryer °\\ '480

Iron
. , P

Room Air Conditioner .

rii

,

1400

Electric Ligbts 600

Electric Clock

t .

,

20
.

Hair Dryer 105

YOUR TOTAL (must be less than 5,600Y-
,

.

0

2933
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THEME 1, Energy Fundamentals

4

°

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 1-2. watt's Your Pleasure?"

f

Subject Area Math (HEc, LA)

Thematic Area EE

'Grade Level
(

OBJECTIVE

To apply laws of science and mathematics ealthe study of energy."

CONCEPTS

Energy is the capacity to do work and is subject to natural laws.
Energy exists in many forms.
Energy can neither be created nor destroyed but can be converted
from one form to another.

I

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read And use printed materials from daily life.
EC 2., Complete commonly used forms.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5. Use computational skills in situations common to everyday life.
EC 10i ;Pseresources 'foie independent learning.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen righis and resppnsibilities.'

RELATET ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALWAND/ORvOBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research ,and development of alternate
energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

When faced with dedisions concerning the use of earth resources, students,"
will select practices developed in recognition of present and future
environmental and human needs. (Coal: pg. D6)
Students will'yoluntsrily participate in programs involving resource
reclamation. (Goal: pg. D18)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJEtTTVES (Option X, Leyelt)

Adds, ,subtracts, multiplies; and diyideintegers% (pg. 124)

Applies equation-solving techniques to iirbal problems. (pg. 124)
Understands and uses the relationship among common fractions, decimals,
and percents., (pg. 124)
Makes decisions after interpreting data. ,(pg."125)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS6AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 1.2.
2. Worksheet 1.2.

30



Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals Sample Activity 1-2;
Grade Level ,9-12

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 3, 4, 5 & 10)

Americans use enormous amounts of electricity each day. It is so
commonplace, many,of us hardly'give it a second thought. It seems to be always
available at the flick of a switch to light our homes, run our kitchen
appliances, and provide entertainment through our televisions, and stereos.

Electricity, unlike, fossil fuels (oil, gas, or natural gas), cannot be
uncovered from earth by drilling or° mining. It must be manufactured. Most
of our electricity is generated by the burning of fossil fuels. It has been
estimatedthat 16% of-our petroleum,. 15% of our natural gas, and 46% of our,
coal is burned to make electricity, In,Hawaii, petroleum is used foix most
of the-generation pf electricity.

The amount of electricity we use is measured in kilowatt-hours (FWH).
A kilowatt=hour is equivalent to the energy used when a device rated
1,000, Wattsiverates for an 'hour (or a 100-watt appliance operates for 10
hours). In 1958, the average home in Hawaii used 3,016 KWH per year. In 1976,
the average home in Hawaii used°7,543 KWH per year. (Information from the
Department of Energy.) Until recently our supply of electricity seemed limitless
Today with the "energy crisis," our limitless supply of electricity may be in
jeopardy. We can no-longei be assured of all the electric power we need if
4ttccontinue to rely on fossil fuels alone. We need to increase our research
and development efforts in search of alternate, renewable, sources of energy.

In this activity, students will use mathematical skills while learning
about electricity and its use in.the home:

1. Discuss the present energy situation with the students. Ask studentt
the following:

(a) How do you use energy-each day?
' go) What kinds of energy do you use?

(c)\What form of energy is most frequently used at home?

2. Next, distribute Exercise 1.2 end discuss briefly electricity and how
the amount of electricity used is measured.

3. After students have completed the exercise, have them do Worksheet, 122.

4.. Now that students are familiar Kith some costs associated with the
operation of electrical appliances, discuss the following questions;
(a) Which appliances would. you be willing todo without?
(b) Are therg,,any appliances that you could not do without.? NW?
'(c) Which electrical' applianPe is the biggest energy hog imyour house?
(d) If you had to cut back electrical consumption by 20%, what would

you be willing to do?

o . -

SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP /ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Using the "AnnUal and Daily KWH Use for Various Electrical Appliances,"
c?eate your own problems for fellow classmates.to soave. Post them on the
bulletin'board under the heading: Energy Challenges.

,AL
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

, Exercise 1.2

0 0

Sample Activity 1-2

Grade Level 9-12

"Watt's Used?"

Background: The basic unit of power is the watt. For any electrical appliances,
the wattage (power rating) is found by multiplying voltage (volts)

..1 by current (amperes). For example, a 200-volt appliance drawing a
current of 10 amperes has a power rating of 2000 watts. A kilowatt
is 1000 watts and a megawatt is a million watts. One horsepower .

is equivalent to 746 watts.I .
cr

-The basic unit for the amount of electricity used is the kilowatt-
hour (KWH) which is the amount of energy used by a 1000 watt device
operating for one hour. For example, a 2000 watt appliance operat-
ing for 2 hours uses 4 KWH of energy.

PART I: Consumption of Electricity

Directions: Using the "Annual and Daily KWH Use For Various Electrical Appliances"
chart, do the following problems.

1. If the toaster is used 15 minutes a day, how many KWH will it use in a week?
A month? A year? Write your answers on the chart.

2. What is the current (amperage) used by the electric fry pan if the voltage
used is 120 volts? (Hint: Using the information on the chart, first calcu-
late wattage for the electric fry pan.) Write your findings on the chart.

3. A IN)lor television is on for 3 hours a day and the stove for 30 minutes.
Which electrical appliance is using more energy? How much more?

4. If the clothes dryer is used 240 hours annually, what is the daily hours of
operation? Write your answer on the chart.

5. Calculate the annual cost of electricity' for the "range, if electricity costs °
6.4 per kilowatt-hour. what would the daily cost of operating the range
be?

6. The food mixer is used 12 minutes each day and Consumes 0.02 KWH of energy.
Calculate the wattage of the mixer. Write your answer on the chart. -

,

7. The blow dyer is used 15 minutes a day and incurs an annual operating cost'
of $7.00. 'Whet is the wattage of the dryer if the electricity rate is
$.064 per kilowatt, hour?

32
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

Exercise 1.2 (Cont'd.)

Sample Activity 1-2

Grade Level 9 -12

PART II: Electricity Use Equivalents;,.

Directions: Given the following information, solve problems 8-10.

ENERGY FACTS

Unit or Process Number of KWH

calorie (food) ,1.2 x 10
-3

calorie
1.2 X 10

-6

British Thermal Unit °
2.9 x 10

4

1 hour manual labor 6.0 x 10
-2

Combustion of 1 gallon of gasoline 3.83 x 10
1

,

Heating 1 gallon of water 1°F 2.4 x 10
-3

8. Calculate the KWH equivalent of driving an automobile at 88 kilometers/hour
(55 miles/hour) for one hour if the fuel economy of the car is 6.5 kilometers
per liter? How long would this amount of energy operate a 200-watt bulb?

9. .If a man worked 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, for one year, how many kilowatt
of energy would he expend? How many 40 watt-fluorescent lights could burn

010".for 2 hours if we could convert the energy he expended into electricity?

10. How long will it,tatte a 20-amp, 220-volt hot water heater to heat 50 gallons
of water from 60°F to-140°F?

O
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

Exercise 1.2 - "Watt's Used?"

Sample Activity 1-2

Grade Level 9-12

Annual and Daily KWH Use lor Various Electrica1Appliances

APPLIANCE

ANNUAL DAILY
AVERAGE HOURSOF HOURS OF ANNUAL DAILY
WATTS OPERATION OPERATION KWH USE KWH USE

Clothes. Dryer 4600 it(:)

Coffee Maker 800 180 0.5 145 0.40
Dishwasher 2/ 1200 360 1 430 1.18
Food Blender 350 36 0.1 125 0.34
Food Freezer 15 cu. ft.

Standard 350, 3425 7.4 1200 3.29
Frost Free 440 4000 . 11 1760 4.82

Food Mixer , .

Food Waste Disposer 450 65 -0.2 30 0.08
Fry Pan

. 300 -0.8 30 0.91
Blow pryer .......,

0.25,
Iron 1100 145 '0.4 160 0.44
Radio

Console 75 1400. 3.8 105 0.29
Table 50 1400 r3.8 70 0.19

Range 12000 100 '.0.2? 1200 3.29
Self Cleaning Oven 4000 50 0:14 200 0.55

Record Player
Console 160 300 0.8 50 0.14
Table 75 300 0.8 25 0.07

Recorder 100 -100 0.27 . 10 0.03
Refrigerator-Freezer - 14 cu: ft.

0

Standard . 325 3540 '9.7 1250 .3.42
Frost Free 360 5150 14.1 1850 5.07

Sewing Machine 100 120' 0.33 12 0.03.
Television

Black and White 240 1500 4.1 360 -0.99
Color 350 1500 4.1 525 1.44

Toaster. 1150 025
Toothbrush 5 10 0.03 1/
Vacuum Cleaner

Portable
0.

210 . k.60 0.16 t L3 0.04
Standard 600' -7120 0.33 70' 0.19

Waffle Iron 1100 '24 . .0.07 26 O.
Washer 2/

Automatic . 500 200
0

0.55 100
Nogautomatic 285. 200 0.55

Water Heater (varies considerably with 2475- .

447.5clothes washing and bathing habits)

0.27
75 0.21

13.15-26.30

1/ Less than'l KWH
...2/ Does not include e ectrtcity to heat water.

NOTE: These uses are thosp calculated far an average family of four fo'r an average
number of hours.,
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

Worksheet 1.2
\s.

"The Price of Luxury"

Directions: 1. Do an inventory of 5 electrical appliances in your home.
2. List 5 appliances and their wattageO.n the spaces below and keep a log of the number of hours

the appliance was in operation each aay. (See Column 3,)
3. Based on your weekly log, calculate the annual hours of operation, kilowatt-hours, and cost of

operation for each appliance.

Sample Activity 1-2

Grade Level 9-12

.
# /N

Appliance Wattage

.

Daily Hours of Operation
.

- Annual
of

,OperationL

Annual
KWH Use

Annual
.

Cost of
Operation*

Su M T W Sa

1.

.

,

,..

.

,

g

.

,.

2.

,

.

3

. ,

,

, ...
.

. .

.

4.

.

,

_

g

0

.

,

.

.5.

.

.

.

(...

.

_ t

,

- .

.

.

.

.

, J

.
.

*Assume 'the following costs per kilowatt-hour (KW115: Oahu = $.064;. Maui '= $.089; Lanai = $.095; Hawaii = $-088;
Kauai = $.12; and Molokai $.12. (Based bn costs--July 1980.)
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THEME 1. Energy Fundamentals
o

Subject Area Math (Sc)

Thematic Area EE, CE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVIIIT 1-3. "You Light Up My Life"

OBJECTIVE .

,To apply the laws of science and mathematics to the study of energy.

CONCEPTS

All living things and natural processes require energy.
The .4bn114tthe basic source of energy on earth.
Energy e s in many forms.

Energy can be'neither be created nor destroyed but can be converted
from one,form eo another.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed material from daily life.
EC 4. .Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5."tst computational skills in situations common to everyday life.
EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measuring devices. .

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND /OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise }utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of
alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
Students will examine' optional courses of action and their consequigces
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the.'
environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM-MARNER OBJECTIVES (Option Y, Core Geometry)

Is aware of the notion of '"similar figures." (pg. 131)
Uses ratio and proportion to solve problems involving similarity. (pg. 131)

(SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 1.3.
2. Ruler, cardboard, straight pin.

47
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

4

Sample Activity _1-3

Grade Level 9-12 19'

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 2, 6, & 15)

The sun is the basic source of energy on earth. As the sun's rays reach
the earth, they warm the air causing it to move and produce wind. The sun also
causes water to evaporate, which later falls as rain that feeds streams and
rivers. The energy of flowing waters can be harnessed to perform useful work.

The sun's energy is also captured and stored by plants through a process
. called photosynthesis. Plants Help to provide the food energy that starts the
food pyramid.

I
Like the energy found in wind, food, and water, fossil fuel energy can also

be traced back to the sun. Fossil fuels/are really decayed plant and animal
matter'thaf have been changed by heat anh'pressure over millions of years.

The knowledge that the sun was a source of energy can be traced as far
back as the clay tablet era in Mesopotamia. During those days, temple priestesses
used polished golden vessels to focus.the rays of the sun and thereby ignite the
altar fires. Many other solar energy devices have been found, dating back as
early' gs the fifteenth century B.C.

Over the past 10-years, a renewed interst in the sun as a potential source
of energy, for our-dpily life's chores-hasemerged. With usable sources of energy
dwindling, the energy generated by the sun may be one of the answer.

this activity students will be learning more about the sun using prfnci-,

ples of geometry.

1. Discuss and/or'review with the students the definition of energy.
2: Discuss why the- sun is covieerbd to be the basic source of energy,or earth.

4 3, Have students guess how mull energy reaches the earth, How big is thesun anyway?

4. Have students do Exercise:1.3 to find out how big the sun really is.
5. After stadentshave completed the exercise, have them compare theirfindings with data given.in a science eourcebook such as The Handbook,

ofPh-i.sics and Cfigmistry. (Note to the teacher: The diameter,of the.sun is apProximat ly 864,600 miles or 1,380,000 kilometers.)
6. Have students find out more about the sun.: .(See Follow -up /Assessment'

'Activities section on the mext,page.)

-
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Theme 1°. Energy Fundamentals
.
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A

Sample Activity 1-3

Grade Level 9 9-12

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
,.

1. Through research, calculate the Percentage
the slmthat reaches the earth. Consult a
The Handbook of Physics and Chemistry.

2. Devise a means of increasing the amount of
Test out your ideas.

of heat energy emanated by
scientific Source such as

solar energy reaching earth.

.

. e.

/

i

-'1

.

J.

)

.

..

)

e.
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals Sample Activity 1-3

Exercise 1.3
. , Grade Level 9-12

"You Light Up My Life"

Problems: Using the principle of similar triangles, calculate the radius,
diameter, and area of the sun.

Directions:

ti

1. Make a pinhole through a piece of 'cardboard.

2. Select an area in the room facing the sun. Darken the room- as
mueh'as possible.

3. Place the cardboard on the window. (Pinhole on the cardboard shpuld be
large enough to allow some sunlight through.)

4. "Capture" the sun's image using a screen (such as a cardboard or stiff
paper) held parallel to the Window (or the cardboard with the pinhole).
Adjust the screen until the image is visible and clear. (See Diagram A.)

Diagram A

Fti

e

39 30

, Window

/Cardboard with pinhole

rf:

Image
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

Exercise 1.3 (Cont'd.)

Sample Activity 1-3

Grade Level 9-12

e ,

5. Measure the diameter of the sun's image on the screen.

6. Measure the distance from the screen to the cardboard with the pinhole
(or the window).-

Using the principles of similar right triangles and congruency, determine
the radius, diameter and area of the sun. (See Diagram B.)
(Hint: The sun is'93,000,000 miles away from Earth.)

Diagram B

1

t

(Note: Not drawn to scale)

go
Pinhole

Window

8. State the theorems and/or postulates and/or corollaries used.

Y

I

40
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BACKGROUND

\THEME 2. EVOLUTION OF ENERGY

I

In this theme, history is interpreted in terms of,the level of energy-
conversiontechnology in relation to the evolution of energy consumption.
The discovery, development and consumption*of energy resources in different
cultures are traced over thousands of'yiars. This theme also indicates that
energy consumption evolved from initially meeting basic needs of humans to
later satisfying "wants" of industrialize*societies as well.

The historical perspective of this theme will enable 'students to appre.
ci e the essence of energy in the lives of humans'and the primary role energy
has p yed in shaping the history of western civilization and the world. It
will also help thenfto recognize some of the societal problems apd benefits
created by the growth of science and tedhnology.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others

FPO 2., Develop positive self-concept.
FPO' 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivi,ty.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand the historicaidevelopment of sources and uses of energy,

CONCEPTS

1. History can beinterpreteein terms 'of the discovery, development,
and use of energy sources ranging from human power to fossil fuels.

2. Energy use evolved from meeting basic needs of primitive cultures
to satisfying "wants" of highly industrialized societies.

3. Energy-conversion technology evolved-to make re icient use
of energy sources to perform useful work.

4. The development of energy-conversion technology affected and was
. °affected by the growth of differing societal, govArnmental, poli-
tical, economic, and cultural systems.

5. Hawaii's history of energy use shows a movement from dependence
entirely on local sources of energy to dependence on energy sources
outside.

402
ti



THEME 2% Evolution of Energy

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 57 - Unit V) Technical advancement permits larger
volume produ Lion systems and requirements.

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Ac ire knowledge of and an appreciation for
people's cultural heritage by expolEre to and discussion about works of art
from many cultures and times.

ASIAN, B1JROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 5 - Goal) To develop an
understanding of the literary, historical and cultural heritage of the people,

ti
w4bose language is studied.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To develop the ability to
cope with change.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today'se'
economic environment.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Develop mutual understanding and
reciation for differing cultures and ways of life, and cooperate with people
other cultures who are striving to raise levels of living.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Develop an appreciation
o the human-made world and the products of amanaged-production system which
satisfy the needs and wants of people.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To enrich and extend student experie
and understanding of literature.

MUSIC: (pg. 2 - Ob4ective) .Compare and analyze music of various historical
per*ods and styles.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-I3 - Objective) Foster the students' appreciation for the
practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of the quality
of life and to promote in our students the desire to take an active part in that
contribution.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 & 12 - Objectives) 1. The student know's histOri-
cally-documented facts about people, places, events, inventions, institutions,
etc., of traditional or practical significance to communities of which he or 'she
is a member. 2. The students knows sFientificallY validated facts about the
social," political, and economic be!avior of humans and human organizations in
a variety of times and environments. 3. The student values contributions of
history and the social sciences to his or her gnawing philosophy with regard to
self, others, and the environment.

42 1
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THEME 3. ENERGY TODAY

BACKGROUND

In theme 3, stwients examine and evaluate the current sources and uses , 45
of-etrergy for the purpose of understanding how deeply the use of energy
permeates their daily lives. They also investigate the ways in which modern
technological society uses energy to support the conveniences of home, trans-
portation, industry and commerce. The energy used by modern societies amounts
to more than 100 times as much as primitive cultures used in the past.

e
While Peeping the increasing demand for energy in mind,:students become

aware that cnergy resources are becoming scarce and costly. Tbey also becoe t-

, . aware of the need for wise and efficient use of energy sources.
.

tOUNDATION PROGRAMOBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and jffective communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision - making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part

of growth and development.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To know current sources and uses of energy.
. .

/-

CONCEPTS

1. The available energy sources fall.into two basic- categories:
renewable and non-renewable.

2. The major energy sources we use today are fossil fuels whach are
limited.and non - renewable.

...

3. The major uses of energy'are industrial, transportational, residential,
and commercial.

4. The availability of energy sources affects and is affected by
technology and by political, social, economic and cultural systems.

5. Hawaii imports almost all of its materials and energy sources from
outside the state.

.

43
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THEME 31. Energy Today

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES
4 . -

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 58 -Unit VI) Efficient proc'essing, marketing, and
distribution are essential in making agriCultural.products economically. available
to people.

ART:, (pg. 7 Objective) Make and justify judgments about works of art Z-'r
.and the selection Of art products bsed.....in daily living.

t
i

ASIAN,toEUROpEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGESf (pg. 1 Go41) An understanding
of the geographic influences upon-the economic and sociatdevelopment of the
Country. _,

.

.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective), To.effectfvelyNtilize the
resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of

-,. . ,

conservat- .

lir
BUSINPESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective), To live effectively in today's

economic environment. - -
.

HEALTH: (pg. 1 - Goal) Through a develqpmental health education program,
students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experience contributing
to attitudes, values and responsible health practices; students will be able to

--make decisions relating to their health and understand how these decisions
. affect them and the society in which they live.

.

tfr

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objecjiw.) Make and carry out intelligent
4

decisions regarding the use oi personal, family, and community resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 -Objktive) Develop an understapding
of the nature and significance of materials, tools, processes, products and
occupations of air technologigal world, and their impact upon our society.

°LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 Goal) To assist students-to develop the highest'
degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language

MATHEMATICS: '(pg. 13 - Goal) Develop mathematical competencies to function
effectively in today's society

MUSIC: (pg. 2 -I Objective) Use musical Skills in communicating ideas,
thoughts and feelings.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objective) Acquire the habit of participating
in wholesome recreational activities.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objectives) 1. Facili t.:e the students' ability to
use scientific knowledge, processes, instruments and scientific language to.clarify
values, examine issues, solve problems in fulfilling personal, social and career
life roles. 2. ,Foster the intellectual virtues that are characteristics of science
inventiveness; self-direction, and rationality. 3. Help students to analyze and
synthesize holistically (using.knowledge from various disciplines) in solving a
problem. .

pCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objectives) 1. The student is able-to eerect and
use appropriate criteria, procedures, and information sources to assess the valid-,
ity or significance of findings about past, present, or future human life or affairs.
2. The Student is able to identify and analyze problems and issues by which he or
she. is affected as a membdr of a changing multicultural society.
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THEME 3. Energy Today 4 Subject Area Mathematics

C
Grade Level 9-12

THINGS TO DO1
61..

*1. Find out what sources of energy Hawaii depends'on. What percent of
our energy comes from waste,materials? (See Sample Activity 3-1.
"Fuels Rush In.")

*2. What is the average monthly kilowatt-hour consumption of electricity
for a family of 6? Find out what percent of a family's electrical
consumption is for lighting. (See Sample Activity 3-2. "A Part of
Watt?")

*3. 'Find out Hawaii's energy consumption by economic sectors. What percent
of the total energy consumed is for transportation? (See Sample Activity
3-3. "Energy Eaters.")

*4. Investigate the relationship between energy consumption and population
growth. (See Sample Activity 3-4. "There's No Fuel Like ,en Old Fuel.")

5. Calculate the percentage of the world's oil, coal, and natural gas
owned ,,by the United States and the percentage of the world's output
we actually use.

6. Determine the stock market activities for the last three year's for
two to four,companies-that prbduce energy products. Make a graph of
your findings.

VOCABULARY

Allocation of resources, barrel, Crude oil, economic sectors, fossil
fuels, fuels, imports, kilowatt, kilowatt-hour, non- renewable, OPEC,

per capita, renewable, scarcity, wants, watt, watt-hour.

-Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to any math class
ate math course. Other energy math problems dan be formulated using various,
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Ecoscience: Population, Resources, Environment by Paul and Anne
Ehrlich and John Holdreme W.H. Freeman and Co., San Francisco,
California, 1977.

b. Energy - Environment Source Book by John Fowler. National Science
Teachers Association, Energy-Environment Materials Project,
Washington, D.C., 1975.

c. Energy Use in Hawaii. Department of:Planning and Economic Develop-
.

ment, State Energy Office, State of Hawaii, November 1977.

* For detailed description; refer to noted Sgmple Acti;ity.
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THEME.3.- Energy Today

OBJECTIVE

Subject Area Math (LA, Sc. SS)

.Thematic Area EE. G, LS, VE .

Grade Level 7-8
0

SAMPLE, ACTIVITY 3-1. "Fuels Rush

To know current sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

The available energy sources fall into two basic categories: renewable
and non-renewable.' -

The major ehergy sources wt use todayarefossil fuels which are limited
and non-renewable:
The major uses, of energy are industrialrtransportational,.iesidential,
and commercial. , ..

.

The availability of energy sources affects and is affected by technology
',and by' politico, social, economig'and cultural systems.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in,daily life,
EC 41 Communicate orally fh 'situations common to . everyday life.
EC 5. Use computational skills in situations common to everyday life.

',o EC 7.. Interpret common visual.symbola.s.
EC 8." Reach reasoned sorutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 1G. Use resources for independent ularning.

rgc 15. °Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights.and responti-
,bilities.

'I.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTALEDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions conderhing the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of present and future
environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)
Students will demonstrate their awareness pf population processesand
dynamics. ,(Goal: pg. D23),'

(V Students will examine optional coursed of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life and wi4.1 support those that will
provide optimum short-.and long-term bellefita for society and the environment.
(Goal: 'pg: D38)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES

.

Rounds numbers to a designated value. (pg. 95),

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides whole numbers. (pg..96)
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides. (pg. 98)
Solves percent problsm8. (pg.9
Extends ability to,read, Interpret and makegraphs and tables. (pg. 101)

+146 5?
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Theme 3: Energy Today' JSAmple Activity.

. GradeLevel

.3-1

Z-8

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 3.1.
2. Worksheet 3.1.

O

-.- 4

0

4

,/
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3-1

.Grade Level 7-8

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes:. 2 4, 5 & 12)

The United States is the most energy-intensive-society in the world.
Americans use about 75 quadrillion BTU's a year which is equivalent to about
13 bilqion barrels of oil. (A barrel of oil contains 42 gallons.) In other
words, Americans consume an equivalent of 412 barrels of oilevery second.
However, only half of the energy comes from oil, the other half comes from
natural gas coal, hydroelectric and nuclear. Hawaii residents,get most of
their energy (about 90 %) from oil; a non - renewable fossil fuel. Becaude fossil-
fuel energy is JWindling, research and development of new and /ors renewed sources

. .is needed to assure future generations of an fdeivate supply.

This activity will enable, students to use their graphing skills learn.
ing about energy sources and consumption.

ti

1. Discuss the present energy situationwith the students. How do we get
our energy? Where do we get it from? How much do we use?

2. Next, distribute Exercise 3.1 and have them, do the exercise.

3. After they have completed the exercise, discuss each problem.

4. As a review of graphing skills, have them do Worksheet3.1.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

°

Select 5 Countries and compare the average per capita energy consumption.
Draw a graph to illustrate the differences of per capita energy consumption
among the various countries. (Otie good sourcebook is Ecoscience: Popula-
tion, Resources, Environment by Paul and Anne Ehrlich and Jdhn Holdren.)

4

4;4

A
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Exercise 3.1

9

Sample Activity, 3-1

Grade Level , 7-8

"Fuels Rush In"

Directions: Solve each of the problems below.

1. Using the data from Table 1, "Sources of Energy," complete the circle
graphs below. .

Table 1. Sources of Energy, 1976 -

Location
A

Source of Energy, Used in 1976 (in percent)

Petroleum Natural
Gas

Coal
.

Hydo-
electric

Nuclear
Power

Waste
Material

.

U. . A. 47.3 27.4 18.4

.

4.1 ,

,

2.8 --

Hawaii 92:0 -- -- 1.0 -- 7.0

Data from Energy Use in Hawaii, Department of Planning and Economic
Development, 'State Energy Office, Honolulu, Hawaii, November 1977; pg. 4.

Waste
Material

U.S.A. - SonrCes of Energy Hawaii - Sources of Energy
40

(1976) (1976)
4

2. Since Hawaii hal no fossil -fuels (coal, oil and natural gas) it must import
all of its fossil -fuel needs. What percentage of Hawaii's energy needi
are, derived from fossil fuels? What percentage is imported?



I Theme 3. Energy Today

Exercise 3.1 - "Fuels Rush In" (Cont'd.)

Sample Activity '

Grade Level ,7-8

3: In 1916, what percentage of all energy used in the U.S:A. was produced
from fossil fuels? What percentage was produced from rivers and dams?

4. Draw a line graph using the infotmation giv5p in Table 2, "U.S.A. Energy
Conaumptlan_per_ Capita."

Table 2. U.S.A., Energy Consumption Per-Ca-pita*

Year 1940 '1950 1960 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Millions
of BTU

190 232 247 329 333 345 355 334 333

'
..

100 million BTU i§ the eqUivalent of 18 barrels of petroleum.
Source: U.S. Departmegt of the Interior, Energy Perspectives,

Feb. 1975, pg. 42, (1850-1973); U.S. Department of Commerce,
reau of Census, U.S.A. Statistics in Brief 1976: A Statistical

bstract Supplement, "Energy and Science," (1974-1975).

*Data rounded oft to the nearest whole number.

... \...
...A

350--
340

330

320
310

0) 300
290
280

270
4.4

0 260
c') 250

0 240
230
220
210
200

190

1940 1950 1960 1970 1980

5. How many barrels of petroleum were consumed by each person in 1940?
in 195Q? in 1960? in 1975? (Hint: first find out.how many barreis
of petroleum 1 million BTU's are equivalent to.)

10
10
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. Theme 3. Energy Today .
Sample Activity 3-1

Exerciiie.3.1 -. "Fuels Rush In" (Cont'd.) )Grade Level 7-8

6 Look at your graph. Was there a steady increase 9f energy use from 1940
4.to..1975? Explain. What accounts for the slight decline between 1973
and 1975? . .

./

x-*

7. The population of Hawaii in 1975 was 868,400. If energy consumption remained
the same from 1973 to 1975, what would have been the total energy consumption
in/

BTU's for Hawaii in 1976? What was the actual Consumption, based on the
data in Table 2? How many BTU's were conserved by Hawaii residents in 1975?

ti

8. If each individual cuts down 1y or her annual ,consumption by410% of
'What.that person used in 1972, how many millions of *BTU would each conserve?
How many'barrels of petroleum,would that be?

0

,i 4

I
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Exercise 3.1- "Teacher's Answer Sheet"

Hawaii
1

1976

"SOurces of Energy"

Sample 'Activity 3-1

Grade Level 7-8

U.S.23f
1976

Hydroelectric Power . Hydroelectric Nuclear Power.
1% , Power 4.1% 2.8%

Petroleum
47.3%

°natural Gas
27.4%

(
1

State Energy Office estimates (Hawaiian Sugar Planters Assoc., Army Corps of
Engineers)

16

2U.S. Bureau of Mines

Note: Percent of total usage in equiValent bakrels.

52

63
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Theme 3.. Energy Today Sample.Activity 3-1

Worksheet 3.1 - "Energy'Graph4s4 GKade Level 778
A,

*
Directions: 1. Number the "x axis of theegraPh paper,from 0 to 15.

2. Nuhber the "y" axis from 0 to 20.
3. Plot each set of coordinates and connect each one as you proceed

to the previou# sane.
Z. When the word "lift" appears, lift your pencil and plot the

.next set of coordinates but dO7not connect tt to the previous
one.

,
'5. Continue to plot all points and,when_You have completed the

graphing, a"picture will appear.

2,

,2 18 1/4

6 18 1/4
6 11 3/4
2 11 3/4

)

x
,

1 7/8 13
61/8 13

LIFT

2 18 1/4 2 1/2 15 1/2
A. 3/4 18 1/4 2 1/2 141/2
1 3/4 18 3 1/2 ,14 1/2
6 1/4 18 3 1/2 15'1/2
6 1/4 .18 1/4 2 1/2 15 1/2
6" 18

LIFT
LIFT 4 4 1/2 15

2 11 3j4 4 1/2. 14 1/2

'1 3/4 11'3/4 LIFT
f 3/4 4;
6 1/4 12 5 15 1/2

6 1/44' 11 3/4 5 14

6 11 3/4 5 3/4 14 1 /2;J

LIFT 'LIFT

2 41 171/,8 "10 3/4'18

1 7/8 17 10 3/4 17

2 16 7/8 10 1/2 16

' 16 7/8 9 3/4 15

-.6 1/78 17 9 1/4 4
6 17 1/8 9 13 1/2

LIFT
Nt :8 1/2 12

8 1/2 11 1/2

1 7/$ 17 8 3/4 11

6 1/ 17 9 1/4 ..10 1/2

10 1/2 9 1/2
LIFT 11 1/4 10

2 13 1/8 12 11

1 7/8 13 12 1/2 12

2 12 7/8 12 1/2 13

6 12 7/8
_6 1/8 13

12 1/2 14
12 1/4 15

6 13 1/8 11 3/4 16
11 1/2 17

LIFT 10 3/4 18 at

LIFT

-

.

11 15

:10 3/4.-14 1/2
10 1/2 14

9 3/4 13

'9 1/2 12

9-1/4 11.17,i,424
9 1/2 10 1/2 -,;°4-

10 1/2 9 172,:c',
11 10g
11 1/2 10I,3/4

'11 3/4 11,

fIl 3/4 12
go

11 3/4 3
11 1/2 14

' 11 15

LIFT

10. 3/4 13

10 1/2 9 1/2
11- 10 3/4
11 12
1Q 3/4 13,

LIFT

9 1/2 9

8 3/4 9

8 3/4 8

9 1/2 8

9 1/2 8 1/2

LIFT
'4

9 1/4 .8 1/2

9 3/4 8,1/2

LIFT

10 8

10 1/2 9

11 8

.

'

10 1/4.'8
10 31.4 8

LIFT

ft# 9

1,1 1/2 9

1 1/2' 8
*.:12 1/4 8

%12 1/4 8

11 1/2' 8

-LIFT

6 \7
5 6

S S

5 4

4 4

3 1/2 3

3 1/2 3

3 1/4 2

4
A

2

'4 1/2 2

5 2

5 1/2 2

6° 2

7 2

8 2

9 2

10 1/2, 2

9 1/2 3

9,1/4 4

9 5

8 5

7 1/2 5

7 6

6 7

- LIFT

1.

1/2

1/2

1/2
1/2.

1/2

1/2

1/2

3/4
3/4

1/2

1/2
1/2

3/4
1/2

1/2

1/2

3/4

1/2

1/4

53
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Theme 3. Energy Today

i

x

4 1/2 3

5 . 3

37

8 3

9 4

LIFT

6 4

5 1/2 3

LIFT

8 4

7 3

LIFT

9 4

9 1/2 3

LIFT

4 1/4 3

3 3/4 2

LIFT

4 1/2 3

4 1/4 2

LEFT

5 3/4 3

5 1/2 2

LIFT

6 1/4 '. 3

6 2

LIFT

6 3/4 3

6 1/2 2

.

LIFT

8 3/4 3

8,1/2 2

9 1/4 3

8 3/4 2

LIFT

9 1/2 3

9 1/4 2

Sample Activity

Grade Level

X

3/4

1/2
1/2

.

1/2

1/2

..-.1

1/2

1/2

3/4

1/2

3/4

1/4
3/4

1/4
3/4

1/4 i

3/4 40.

1/2

3/4

1/2

3/4

1/4

3/4

-3-1

Worksheet 3.1 (Cont'd.)

x_ X

d5g

6

5
,

6 1/2 5

6 1/4
,

LIFT

5 5

6 . 4

6 1/2 4 1/4
7 4 1/2
7 142 5

LIFT
6 5

6 4

LIFT

6 1/2 5

'6 1/2 4 1/4

LIFT

'6 1/4 6 1/2
5 3/4 5 3/4

LIFT

6 1/2 6 1/4
6 5 1/2

LIFT

7 4 1/2 '

4

9 4

9 5
.

LIFT

8 1/4 5

7 3/4 4 1/2

LIFT

8 3/4 4 3/4
,

8 1/4 4 1/4

LIFT

...."

7-8

.

\

' N.,x_
5 2

4 1/4 2

4 1/4 1

5 r1

LIFT,

5 3/4 2

5 3/4 1

6 1/2 1

6 1/2 2

5 3/4 . 2

LIFT

7 1

7 1/2 2

8 1

4
LIFT

11/4 1

7 3/# 1

LIFT

8 1/2 2

8 1/2 1

9 1/4 1

i

l

X

1/2

1/2

54

LIFT
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Theme 3. Energy Today ".
....2

Sample Activity 3-1 -

Worksheet 3.1 - "Energy Graphics" (Cont'd.) Grade Level J-8
4.

`Le

/

.

sr

,,,
4

...

4

\

q

This "energy graphics" represent

55
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3,1

Worksheet 3.1c- "Energy Graphics" Grade Level 7-8

Teacher's Answer Sheet

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

Lj

fr

4

1

fi
Sc

4

3

2

1

0
0

r. J

1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

This "energy graphics" represent

O

F 0 _3_ -- _IL _I; _L._
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THEME 3. Energy Today Subject Area Math (BPA, HEc, Sc, SS

Thematic Area yE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 7-18

SAMPLE ACTIVITY J-2. "A Part of Watt?"

OBJECTIVE

To know current sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

The available energy sources fall into two basic categories: renewable
and non-renewable.

The major energy sourceawe use today are fossil fuels which are limited
and non - renewable.

The major uses of energy are industrial, trarthportational, residential,
4 and commercial.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC' 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life...
EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life?
EC 5. Use computational skills in situations common to everyday life.
'EC 7. Interpret common visual symbols.
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge pf the citizen's opportunities to partici- 4!

pate in political processds.
EC 15.. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and responsi-

bilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
,sources of energy and alsosupport research and development of/alternate
-energy sources. (Goal:* pg. D2
When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of present and futu're
environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg: D6)

----- Students will examine optional-courses of action and their consequences,:
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will pro-
vide oinimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the envirop-
ment. (Goal: pg. D38)

'04
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample ActIvity 3-2

Grade Level 7-8

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides whole numbers. (pg. 96)
Understands and uses ratios and proportions. (pg. 98)
Understands awl uses the relationship among common fractions, decimal
fractions, and percents. (pg. 98)
Solves percent probleps. (pg. 98)

Us s appropriate tools and units to measure dbjeets. (pg. 100)

0/

SUGGESTED MATEkiALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 3.2.
2. Worksheet 3.2.sj

p

_
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4.

Sample Activity, 3-2,

Grade Level. 7-8 05

ACTIVITY -(Related Core Themes> 1; 4, 5, 7 & 10)-

'Most-of the energy used by,iland residents is for electricity. According
to the State Energy Office data, approximately 60% of the energy consurged.by
local residents is for electricity._ The biggest energy consumer in the home is
the electric water heater which consumes about 30-40% of the electrical energy
used in the home. A Okical family of 6`Consumes about 18,430 KWH of electrici-
ty annually. Studies4indicatethat Hawaii residents' use of energy in their
home and 1ir car account for about one-fourth of all energy consumed In the
state. An average person living in the continental U.S.A. uses 32% of the total
energy consumed.

In this activity, students will practice skills in percent as they learn
about electrical Consumption in the average island home.

1, Discuss and/or 'review the definition of energy with students.. Center
the discussion around the energy used by students--each day--electricity.

2.- electrical consumption is measured and what unit is used.
3. Distribute Exercise 3.2.

4. After students have completed the exercise, discuss the questions with
the students.

5. For a review of percents, have students do Worksheet 3.2.

SUGGESTED FOILOW-UPASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Conduct an energy audit of your home. Record the amount of Ilised each
day. How can you find out how much is used in a week? In a month? I i ayear?

/
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3-2

Exercise Grade Level 7-8

4

"A Part of Watt?"

'D irections: Using the information from Table 1,."Residential Use of Energy",
do the following problems. Express your answers to the nearest
tenth percent.

I. Fdr a typical family of 6 living in a large family home, what is the average
monthly kilowatt-hour (KWH) consumption of electricity? What is the average
monthly consumption, for a family of 3 living in a .2 bedroom condominium?

02. That percent of total electrical consumption is, used for the lighting systems
for a large family of 6? Family of .3q

3. Which family uses a larger percentage of theiv total KWH consumption for the
electric water heater? How much more?

4. Compare the percent of KWH used by the family f 6 for a small color, and
the percent of electricity used by the family of 3 for a stereo. Whic' family
uses a larger portion of their monthly KWH consumption to operate the.jgiven
appliance? :

5. If the family of 6 does not have a pool pump, what would their total monthly
KWH cdnsumption be? What would the percentage of KWH be for the water
heater now? For lighting?

66
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Theme 3. Energy Today

411 Exercise 3.2 (Cont'd.)

4 4

Sample Activity 3 -2

Grade Level 7-4

Table 1. Residential Use of Energy
,.(Typical Monthly Cohsumption)1

1

4,Typeiof Load .

,.

Large Family Home
(6 Members)

-

-

-

Two BedrooM Condo.

(3 Members)*

KWH
.

KWH

Toti. , 2,000
4

750
,

.

Lighting .

Frost free refrigerator (24 cu. ft.)
19 cu. ft.

13 cu. ft.
,

Electric water heater
Electric cooking
Electric dryer
Clothes washer

Frost free'freezer (15 cu. ft.)
Air conditioner (1 00 watt)
Dishwasher 1

,

Color TV (large)
Color TV

'

Color TV (small)
Stereo/radio

.
,

.

Pool pump (1 HP, 10hours per day)
Miscellipeous.

-...

'100'

250

600

150
', 120

15

150
. 'A.25

40

55

25
- 10

300
' 60

,

'

.

'

. t°

.

.

.

.

'65
,

125

300

75

80

10

25

30

10

'

30

.

.

1

.

4c,

,"

*/' Includes individual electric water heater.
Source: Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., 1976.

e

S

1
Data from Energy Use in Hawaii. Department of Planning and Economic Deve-lopment, State Energy Office, Stateof Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, November, 1977.
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3%..2

Worksheet 3.2

4 "Taking A Part?"

Grade Level 7-8

Directions: 1. Solve the 12 problems below.
2. Next, look for the puzzle piece that matches each answer and

pencil in or color the entire puzzle piece.
..

3. After shading all 12 puzzle pieces, a picture concerning energy
_ 1

orshould appear.

1. -2/3 = 7. 22.

4. 'Express 40% as a 5.

common fraction. I
r

'.; i,1/47.' 1/22%* 20 = 8.

10. 38..= t 11.

13.. 1/100 = %

0.45 = %
,......-.....

1/20 = % CO

33 1/3% x 6 =

Express 6211% as a
common fraction.

3.

6.

9..

102.

Express 1/2% as a decimal.

1.65 = .7.

1

2.5% x 12 =

1/200 =

62
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Worksheet 3.2 - Tycher's Answer Sheet

"Taking A Part?"

Sample Activity 3-2

Grade. Level 7-8

Directions: 1. Solve the 12 p roblems beloq.
2. Next; look,for the' puzzle.,piece that matches eac h answer and

pencil in or color the entire puzzle piece.
3. After shading all 12 puzzle pieces, a picture concerning energy

should appear.

1. 2/3 =66 2/3,%
,

. Express 40% as*a
common fraction.

7 . 11% x '20 =0.1

10. 3/5 = 60%

13. 1/100 = 1%

41,

2. .45 = 45 %
. 3.

4
2/5

5. 1/20 = 5 % 6.

8 . 33 1/3% x 6 = 2 9 .

11. Express 621/2% as a 12.
common fraction.

5/8-

Express 1/2% as a'decimal. 0.005

1.65 = 65 %

2:5%; 12 = 0.3

-1/200 = 11

p
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THEME 3. Energy Today Subject Area Math (Bus, Sc,_ SS)

Thematic Area EE; G, LS, VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 3-3. "Energy Eaters"

OBJECTIVE

To know current sources and'uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

The available energy sources fall into two basic c egories:
renewable and non-renewable.
The major energy 'sources we use today are fossil uels which are
limited and non-renewable.

The major users of energy are industrial, transportational, residential,
and commercial.
Hawaii imports almost all of its materials and energy sources from
outside the State.'

'ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
EC 4. Communicate, orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5. Use computational skills, in situations common to everyday life.
EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measuring devices.
EC 7. Interpret common visual symbols.
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered _problems.'
EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVRIONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of,traditional
sources of energy and also support research.and development of
alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
When paced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of present and future
environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg."D6)

..9 Students ill examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for impro ing,the quality of life and will support those that will
provide o timum short- and long-term benefits for society and the
environm nt. (Goal: pgA38)

,5

$
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Theme 3. Energy Today

e

'0

.® t
Shliaple Activity 3-3'

r
2 e

Grade Level 9-12 e.
..

4". ,
. 1.

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES (OpVon X,
.4

Level A)

Adds, stAbtracts, multiplies, and divide's whole numbers, fractions, and ,,.,.,

.-/decimals. (pg, 122) 4. ,

.'

.

lo Solves simple equation in one unknown. ,(pg, 122)
Estimates and founds off as needed. (pp 122)
Understands and uses the relationship between common fractions and /
decimal fractions. (pg. 122)

,o Organizes and analyzes data by constructing-simple graphs or tables
about familiar situations. (pg. 123)
Reads and interprets charts, maps, and 'graphs.. (pg. 123) 1

Collects and ,classifies selected data, draws valid conclusions to
make decisiOns. (pg. 123)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 3.1/,
2. Worksheet 3.3. ti

11. 65-
;IP

IIQ
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Theme Energy Today Sample Activity, 3-3

Grade Level. 9-12

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 4, 5 & 10)

The energy consumption per person has climbed over the past years:land
has been compounded by a growing population. In,Bawaii, a two percent:,
annual population increase over the last forty (40) years combine& with a
4 to 5 percent per capita yegly growth.rate in energy consumption has
produced a 9 to 10 percent annual,growth rate in sales of electricity and
"taxable fuels" (essentially fuels sold in the civilian market); these'two
categories represent an estimated 80 to 90 percent of all energy consumed
in Hawaii over the last 30 years.

Ninety-two percent of the energy consumed in, Hawaii, comes from petroleum.
The transportation system (air, water, ground and military), consumes approxi-
mately 55% of the petroleum. ,Approximately 50% of the petroleum consumed by the
transportatpn system (or 27% of the total petroleum energy used in the State),
is used by the air transportation sector. Tourism accounts for the majority of
the energy consumed by air transportation. The travel industryalso affects
ground transportation which accounts for approximately 15.6% of the petroleum
energy used by the State or 28.4% of the petroleum used by the entire
transportation sector.

The other 45% of the petroleum energy is consumed by the industrial-com7
mercial sector (15%), the residential sector (13%), military sector (9%), not
including transportation, and others (8%).1*

Based on available data, the State Energy Officelestimates show that the
average Hawaii resident in his/her home in his/her car uses about a fourth of
all the energy in the state. On a per capita basis, the amount of energy con-
sumed by local residents is much lower than in any other state.

'In this activity students will use basl.c math skills while learning aboilt
energy use in Hawaii.

1. Discuss the presefit energy situation with the students. Discuss
Hawaii's energy situation. Point out to the students Where we get
OUT energy from, how we use the energy, andLhowMuch is used.

2. Disctiss our major source of edergy, petroleum, a fossil fuel. Intro-

duce or'reyiew the terms renewable and non-renewable energy, sources.
In your discussion of petroleum point out that when-talking about
barrels of crude oil, 'a barrel is not equivalent to 55 gallons but
42 gallons. (You may wish td, show the students Figure 2 - "Average
Annual Yields From a Barrel of Crude Oil," from Exercise 3.3.

3. Distribute Exercise 3.3. (Note:. The4data:in the exercise are factu {.)

66
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3-3

Grade Level 9-12

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)

4. Discuss Exercise 3.3.

5. Distribute Worksheet 3.3 to have students learn more facts about energy
today.

'SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP /ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Challenge: Using the information from Exercise 3.3, make a circle graph'
representing the energy, used by the various transportation
sectors.

67
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Exercise 3.3

"Energy Eaters"

Sample Activity

Grade Level

ti

3-3 ,

9-12

PART I: Petroleum Consumption

-Directions: Solve the following Problems. Use the data from Figure 1 in solv-
ing problems 1 - 5.

1. According to Figure 1, how many barrels of oil (petroleum) were used by
Hawaii's residential ae tor?

2. How many barrels of oil were used by the industrial/commercial sector?
(Express your answer to the nearest tenth of a million.)

, Figure 1. Hawaii's Petroleum Consumption By Economic Sectors (1976)

11

Other

13.1%

Residential

Industrial
Commercial

14.9%

7.9%

9.2%

ilitary

Other

Transportation

1\ 54.9%

'

Air Trans.

Ground Trans.

(8.4%) Military Trans. Water Txans. (1.5%)

SouFce: State Energy, Office Consultant unpublished report.
Barbels of oil = 39,6;4,192 (100%) y

*

/

at

*
Taken from Energy Use In Hawaii, Dep ent of Planning and Economic Development,
State Energy Office, Honolulu, Hawaii ugust 1978 (Revised), pg. 6.
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Exercise 3.3 (Cont'd.)

3.

4.

5.

Sample Activity 3-3 ,

Grade Level:, 9-12

In 1976, it was estimated that 6,181,37,4 barrels of petroleum was used by
ground ,transportation. What percent of the total petroleum consumption
does this representl.A

Based on the information fro

f

problem 3, what percants,oilthe to6a1 petroleum
consumption is due to'air t nsportation?

If a barrel of petroleum contains 42 gallons, how many gallons of petroleum-
was consumed by th&ground transportation sector in 1976?

PART II: Watt's In Crude Oil?

Directions: Use Figure 2 to.solve problems 6 - 84
0

ti

Figure 2.

Average Annual Yields From A Barrel Of Crude el - 1976
*

Product Gallons per Barrel

Gasoline ---\ 19.11
Jet Fuel 2.86
Ethane (including ethylene) 0.04

.

Liquefied gases 1.01 ,.

Kerosene 0.46
Distillate fuel oil 9.16
Residual fuel oil i' 4.33
Petrochemical feedstocks

. 1.39
,

Special naphthas 0.29
Lubricants 0.54

yWax . 0.04
Coke 1:09
Asphalt 1.18
Road oil r 0.00

/

-Still gas . 1.55
i

Miscellaneous 0.42
Shortagel -1.47 . /

Totals 42.0

Preliminary
1
Processing gain (c -) or loss (4) ,-

C,... .

Source: Percentage yield, U.S. Bureau, of Mines; Gallons per barrel
computed by American Petroleum Institute.
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Exercise 3.3 (Coned.)`

Sample Activity 3-3 .

Grade Level 9-12

. b'arrel of crude oil contains 42 gallons, what is the percentage yield
of gasoline from a barrel of crude oil? Yield of jet fuel? Yield of wax?
Yield of lubricants?" -

7. In 1976, the average gasoline consumption was 574 gallons per vehicle.
Based on.the data in Figure 2, how many barrels of crude oil 4.Tas necessary
to.snliply 574 gallons of gasoline? If there were 536,514 motor vehicles
registered in 1976, how many barrels of crude oil was used byisland'
motorists?

8. .Mrs. Hoopii uses,15:2 gallons of gasoline each week. If she decided to
'cut down.her gasOline consumption by 10%, how many gallons would she use
in a week? How many 'gallons in a month? A year? How many barrels of
crude oil is equivalent to the gasoline saved by Mrs. Hoopii in a year?

)
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Theme 3. Energy Today
0

Worksheet 3.3

5

I

; 0

Sample Acti

Grade Level

"I've Got Your Number

6 V: 7

6 n 17

19

Across

A slide projector uses a 400
watt lamp.` How much will it
cost,to-epevate the projedtor
fo 21/2 hour 1f electricity

c sts 6t per kilowatt hour?

ress your,answet in cents.
Hint: To _find kilowatt hour

divide 400 watts by 1000 to
find kilowatt, then multiply
by 21/4 hours.)

18

2. If a barrel of oil contains
42 gallons, how many gallons
does 5 barrels contai01"

Ins 1976, Hawaii used appioxi-
mately 39,624,000 gallons of
oil. The residential sector
used 13.1% of that total. ,How
rainy gallons of oil was con,
sumed\ by the residential sector?

13

20

2\ 3g, 4

8 9

7

12

14- 15 a

Doiwn

1. 44 television set on a 110 volt ,

line has'a ampere of 0:61 amps.
What is the'power rating in,watts
for the.televlsion set. .Express
your arister to the nearest whole
number. vDint: watts = volts x amper)

2. About how far cRuld a car that gets
13 mpg (miles per gallon) go ibn
a barrel of crude Nil? (Spe problem
8 across.)

3. Represents a Unit. a

4.( If a car travels 300 kilometers
. and consumes /5 hers ,of gas, we 0.

say that the Cat has -avfUel_economy
of 4. kilometersIliter ,

)14



Theme 3. Energy Today

,Worksheet 3.3 (dont'd:).';1.:-

Aoross

8. The average yield of ghsolinefrom a.

barrel ofocrude oil is AW. How
many gallons does';het represent?
(Express your answer to etWneat-
est whole number..

Jedn'l car traV41,440-41,1esj.D'e-

fbre it needs a 411'.-4,'IthfCalt'
require's 20 gall,oha:,'1,44Wmany

miles to a gallon,dhesp#4,k.S'e
car deliver? % 6

13: , In A9)6; 1;445 bakg010,.8f:.'.

propana.-FereonsUmed a
The CoM0erc*i 00 in4,stria.
stotor4W114E440U,se4A:idiki

Aas'that?
-near-

Down

Sample Activity - 3-3

Grade Level
, 9-12 IP

6. 'In 19.76, the average is100 house-
hold of six consumed 2,000 KWH of
electricity each month. If 4.8%
was for lighting, hqw many KWH were
'consumed lighting each month?

. 7. 'Same answer as 15 Down.
/

,9.''The arag'e American car. uses about
cup of fuei_for every six minutes

that it Idlest how many quarts.hf

to 194, BowAter6 ba#
41**4y* anS44;:tto
e4i:Wh4e n4kber:)

:
4' .' ; q''i 41 , .

fc. 0

26. .If. olar, /yer has a wattage read-',4 i',i. ti'
. .,-: itc4054 how' many minutes,per-

4

:1;i0P15.*n yqU use the blow, dryer if
7***111-Alows the dryer to eon-
s044n1T2:25 KWH each week?

-17: Ed4 nipool pump uses 300 KWH of.
r el tricity each month. Edna's

niy(pH consumption is 2000.
,What Rprcent of 'the KWH consump-
'-tion isliue,to the pool pump?

,,

It

18. A 1976, our total State cOnsump-'t
tion of 4lectric'ity by residents
.was5,615,000 KWH: In 1920, our
consumptiolliwas only 0.31%. How
many KWH.of electricity did Hawaii
residents consume in 120?

. fuel-is used if the car is left-
.to idle 48 minutes. -;'

. 10. The odometer readIng of Dean's/car ///
. was 25,037.4; yesterday it was

24,897.4. How many miles did
Dean travel since yesterday?/

In 1976, there were 536,514 XE-
gistered vehicles in Hawaii. If
eighty-six percent of the vehicles
were passenger cars,. how many cars
does thht represent? (Express
your_answer.to the' nearest whole
number-0

If, the average consumptiom of

electricity is 2,000 KWH per month
for a family of 6.what-is the
annual consumption?

If a family of 2 uses 125 KWH of
electricity each month for their
13'Cubic foot'refrigeqtor, how
'many KWH do they consume in 11 year? .'

,How many KWH are consumed by a
4,000 ;watt self-cleaningoven in
1. hour' .

;

1, '
)'
A hair tfower,has a Wattage read-
ing of. 1,204 watts. -How many

}hours each month' is'it used if
the mon4hlyRWH consumption wad
8.4?

6

19. If.a barrel ofgasolinecontains

5,250,000 BTU'-s(Britibh Thermal 'Unit)
orhaat efiergY, how many pounds'of

needed'tohaVe a heat
content equivalent to.a 2bartel of q,

gasoline? (Note:.- The heaticonz
. -

tent of bagasse is 4400
Exptess your answer to the nearest
whole.nuMber.. ° -

`111 t 2

4
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Worksheet 3.3 (Coned.)

Acros

.20. In 1176, Hawaii consumed 93,678
'barrels of aviation gas, (This
does not include gas used by
foreign airlines.) Of this total N4-

28.5% was consumed by the non-
commercial sector. How many
barrels of aviation gas does this
represent? (Express your answer
to the nearest whole number.),

.*

-t

.14

,

a

4

ff

SamopelApivity 3-3

Grade Level 9-12

Down

4

18. If, one hundred 100-watt bulbs burn

for 10 hours,'how.many kilowatt-
hours of 'electricity wquld they
consuinek

73
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Worksheet 3.3 - Teacher's Answer Sheet

4

,Sample Activity' 3-3

"I'IPe Got Your Number"

Grade Level 9-12

1 2

6 L I- 0

5 I 9 0 7 4 4 9 o
6 7 Z. 0

Z. Z.
.3 6 9 4 4, 4

1.6
Y

18
C)

7 4 O. 6 5 0-
S ci 0

6419 8

z,

.

4'

4 V
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THEME 3. Energy Today

S..

Subject Area Math (Bus, Sc, SS)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY ,3 -4. "There's No Fuels Like an 'Old Fuel"

.

1
A

OBJECTIVE (

I ep

To know current sources
e
and uses of energy.

1

CONCEPTS

The available energy sources fall into two basic categories: renewable .
- and non-renewable.

The major energy sources we use today are fodsil fuels which are limited
-and non-renewable.

The major uses'of energy are industrial, transportational, residential,
and commercial.
The availability of energy sources affects and is affected by technology
and by politic)al, social, economic and cultural systems.

ESSENTIAL COMPFBNCIES
4

.

EC 1. Read and use printed materials fromdaily life.
.EC 3.° Demonstrate writing skill§ commonly used in daily life
'. EC 4. .Communicate orally in SiAations.common to everyday life.

EC 5. Use computational skills in situationsi.commpn to everyday life.
EC 7.. Interpret common visual symbols. : . 000°
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutiony to commonly eheountered problems. X-.. EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

. .

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the'citizen's opportunities to partici-
pate ,

pate in political processes. i . .
.

.

EC 15. Demthstrate knowledge of impo tant.citizen rights and responsi-
bilities. 0, .

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS'ANDJOk OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of'traditona1
sourtes of energy-an also-supportresearchsand

developmea,of alternate'
energy sources. - (Goall-% pg..-D2)

\ 4hen faCed with decisions concerning the use of earth, resources, students
will select practicWs.developech in recognition of present and 'future -72)
environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

. Students will,demonstratetheir'awareness
of populatiOa prowSses and

dynamics. (Goal: pg. D23)
''

' . Students All examine optional course*fPaCtiOns and their-conhciiencei
for imOrovinethe qUalityof life and will support those'that will Pro-%
.vide optimum short-_and long-term benefits for-society andthe environ-*
ment. (Goal: -pg. ingY

.

c'"

e***. '

V
Ir. 0

a

9

I

p
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Theme 3. Energy Today,

H

Sample Activity .3;-4

(
Grade Level . 9-12

.

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER08JECTIVES (Option Y, Core Algebra)
.

o,Performs the.four basic operations with,simple rational expressions.
(pg., 126)

Translates algebraic statementslinto verbal statements and conversely.
(pg. 126) . .

c 1 Given a verbal problem, writes an appropriate equation, solves the equa-
tion, interprets the pioblem in terms of the problem setting. (pg. 127),
Interprets'a graph bY,Stiting what'it, sowsand makes a table from it.
(pg. 127) z

Applies formulas that arise,from real-world situatioks, (pg. 128)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 3.4.

,

\ 4 0

b

40

I.

.,

..,
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Theme 3. Energy Today'.

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes:

Energy is an integral part
think, and play. The energy we
pensive and slowly being deplete

Sample'lctivity

Grade LeVel,

24, 5, 11 & 12)

ofoft-rife. We need energy to live, Bork,
once considered abundant and cheap is now ex-
d.

The growth of America was accompanied .by out extravagant use of energy.
By the 1970's, our demand for fossil fuel outstripped our own supply and we be-

. came de dent on foreign oil. The United States accounts for 1/6 o the
world's p ulation and is responsible for about 1/3 of the world's energy con-.
sumption.

II

Energychoices need to he made for the future. How are these choices
be,made? Who should make these.choiees? Whatever thd choices, ouneuture life
style will be greatly affected.

,

In this activity, students will learn about our present energy situation
while learning graphing skills.

1. Discuss the present energy situation with the students. Point out 4

that the fossil fuels we use are limited and non- renewable.
2. Discuss some of the users of energy such as industry, transportation,

businesses, and consumers.
3. Discuss where Hawaii gets its energy. StUdents should be made to- :4",

realize that Hawaii hp no fossil fuel anartherefore imports most Of
, the needed energy from foreign soils.

4. Distribute Exercise 3.4, "There's No Fuel Like AA Old Fuel."
5. After students haYe completed the'exarcisg, ask them the following 4 .

questions:
.

a) ,How does OPEC affect the oil prices ?P Is the effect evident
,in Figure 'l of Exercise 3.4?

.13) bow has the increasing Oil prices affected yov life?
4 c) What conservation measures do you practice?

d) Do you feel AmeriCans are energy glutton#? Why br why not?
6. What is the relationship betweed energy consumption and population?

r

SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP /ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
-

1

Visit the public library and/or call the State Energy' Orifice and obtain
the latest information regarding (1) imported crudoil prices,-(2) U.S.
population and energy consumption, and"(3) world pOpulati9n andenergy.con-,
sumption. Plot the latest information on your graphs froa'Exerase 3.4.

C

4,
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Theme 3. Energy Today

ixercise
- "There's No Fuel Like An

Old Fuel"

ART I: Oil Imports .

ample Activity 3-4

Grade Le vel 4-12

Direc tions Using the data in Figure 1, do the problems that follow.

ig. 1'- U.S. Yearly Price for Impbrted Crude Oil
1 .

I

CP Year Average Cost Per Barrel

1970,
.4

$ 1.80
1971 2.20
19.72 2.50

'1973 5.20
1974 ,11.25
1975 12.60
1976 13.05
1977 '14.00
1978 13.90
1979 23.30

2

a
Infolpaticiff-frum Department of Energy Information Service, Washington, D.C.

2
PrIces represent average prices ofAimported crude oilfrom various countries.

.?"

1. Graph the date from, Figure 1. Plot the year on the "x" axis and cost per
barrel on the "y" axis. Be sure to your graph.

I
' 4 I

e

1 4
7

1 . '

t '
-
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.
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.

t
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o

r
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2. LOok 4,the'graph pl4ted. During which.Year(s) did the pride of crude oil'
1:-jump by 'approximately 100%? i .-11
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'Theme 3. Energy Today

Exercise 3.4 (Cont'ds.)

Sample Activity

Grade Level 9-12

3. Does the graph show a decline at any point? If so, what reasons could you4
give for the decline?

4. One source reported that the price of crude oil Jr.:1.979 was $25 a rrel.
Why is there a discrepancy in their figure and the one given her ? Did you
think tba in 1979 crude oil was also sold for less than $23.30 a barrel?
Explain.

5.
0

'What was the price of a gallon
are 42 gallbns of crude oil in each barrel.)

'

of crude oil-in 1970? In 1980? (Hint: There

PART II: Population and Energy, Consumption)

DIRECTIONS: Compute the following problems using the information provided in
Figures 2 and 3.

FIGURE 2
Historical Record of U.S. Population
Growth and Energy Corisumption I

c

5.

Population -

o Energy

33

(note shift in zero of energy scale)c

0
a ,

rn

-

ChA's

1900 1950 2000

'I' Year

FIGURE 3
AP

Historical Record of World Population
Growth and Energy Consumption

-8.
02

0,

a
I C0

244 = E 10-`2
c.

'sr 0

3001

---*---4Population
Energy

(note shift in zero of energy scale)

1820 1850 1900 1950.
Year 'cs

3,000

2,000

1,000

1. Whatas the population in 1950? What was the world's populations for
that same ye9r? W1;at percent of the world's population resided in'the U.S.in 1950?

1

I

1
Dati.4op Energy- Environment Source Book by John M. Fowle?. NationAl ScienceTeathers Association, Washington, D.C., pg. 154.

V j.4.
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample mActivity '3-4

Exercise 3.4 (Cbne:de) d. Grade Level ,

.

2. How much energy was consumed ,by the 1,J.S. in 1950? How much energy was cell-
sumed by the world in that,same year? What percent of the world's energy
consumption did the U.S. account r.

er.s.

3. According to your, data from problems 1 and 2, what generalization can you
make regarding energy consumption of Americans versus the test of the worldrcst

4. Figures 2an-A3 shaa'energy consumption steadily increasing. During what
year was there-a drop in energy consumption in the U.S.? In the, world?
What-accounts for this decline? a

5. Calculate the calories used-per person in 1900 for an average American citizen
and for the average citizen of the world. .How many more calories per per-
Son does an average American, citizen USe as compared to an average world
citizen? (Calculate answers to.the nearest tenth.)

'411V

6. Calculate the calories used per person in 1950 for an average American citizen
and the average world citizen. What is the percent increase of energy con-
sumption from 1900 to 1950 for each? .(Calculate answers to the nearest
tenth.)

4

S.
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THEME 4. CONSERVATION

I

BACKGROUND

Theme 4 considers energy conservation practices'as a way of helppig to
deal with the problem of increasing demands and decreasing supplies of energy
resources. Energy is becoming scarcer and costlier as a result of fossil fuel
supplies not meeting the present demands. This,is_a problem which touches the
lives of all people.

a result
7

of energy conservation, the economic and environmental costs of.
energy may be reduced and time to research alteInative energy sources may be
increased. Energy conservatip and the use of different energy alternatives ma)
also reduce dependence on outside sources and increase the availability of scarce
energy resources for'use By developing nations-and future generations.

Since the manner in which young people are oriented to energy use is an
important determihant f the level of energy use within their society, it is
of utmost importance that students are taught to value and practice,a.conserva-
tion ethic: Understanding this'w/11 help students in making everyday decisions
to use energy more effi.ciently. and faith less waste. They should also be encour-
aged to formulate and follow theieown plans of 'action to meet the energy, economic
and environmental challenges presented.by fdssil-fuel shortages.., Informed students
who are.willing and ablecto act responsibly can contribute to the solution of
energy-related problems.* q

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPP 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop po tive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision- making -and problem-solving skills at the

student's prgiciency level.
FPO 7. Develop a ce;inually.,..growing4philosophy such that 6e student

is responsible to self as well as to others.
FPO .8. Develop creatilie:potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE Ab

To formulate and practice a conservation ethic in regard to energy use
( -Tand the environment.

4'

1

4*

C
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Theme 4. Conservation
I,

/

a.

CONCEPTS

1. 'The earth's resources are limited.

2. Energy conservatiog.isthe wise and efficient use of energy...

3. Conser'vati'on of fossil fuels Will allow more time to identify-new
energy sources.and to develop appropriate 'energy conversion systems.

4. 'Energy conservation will affect and be affected by present and
future life styles and cultural conditions.

o
41,b,

.5. Political and cultural Interest .rbupt-Mnfluence the decisions made
regarding the development, use,.and conservation of particular
energy sources.

6. Energy conservation and the use of different energy alte rnati'Ves in
° 'Hawaii will reduce dependency on imported energy sources and increase

energy self-sufficiency.

°

.4.
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Theme 4. Conservation

#.

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 59 - Unit VII) Agriculture is faced with environmental
problems that are bothinternal and external,.

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Communicate ideas, thoughts, and feelings'through,
varioug.modes of 'S'elf7expresSion in a unique and creative way.

,ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) A knowledge and
understanding of the custoinsand mores of,society reflected in the student's
behavior when living among the foreign group.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objectives) 1. To effectively-utilize
the.resources of our Aethnological world and to understand the importance of
"conservation. 2. To develop an awareness of the needs of society for goods
and services and how goods and seryices are effectively provided.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V,- Objective) To live effectively in todgy's
economic environment.

HEALTH: (pg. iii &'1 -Goal) Through a developmental-b-e4-101 education
program, studenls will acquire accurate health information, and gain experience ,

contributing to attitudes, values and responsible health pract,ices; students
will bd'able to make decigionsirelating to.their health and Understand how

. these decisions affect them and the society in i.zhich they

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Purchase consumer goods and services
appropriate to anilverall consumption plan and wise use of economic resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply techrkieal knowledge
and technique's, for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,
occdpation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 Goal) To assist students to develop the highest
egree of informed control.of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop ability to think-critically and to
solve problemsf

a

MUSIC:4" (pg. 24- Objectiv4) Use musical skills in communicating ideas,
thoughts and feelings.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 Objective). 1.16km skillfully 0,01 know, the
concepts renvant to all physical,movement.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 & 14 - Objectives) 1. Foster'the students' appreciation
for the practical and aesthetic contilbution of science to the improvement of
quality of life and to promote in our students the des-ire to take an act. e part

g> in that contribution. 2. Prepare the children for useful effective citi nship
in and a curiosity, about the future both for themselves and for the civilization
of which they are a part. 3. Help students gain experience with the potentiali-
ties and limitations of the methods of scientific and social ,investigation but
at the'same time recognize that the environment can be interpreted and manipulated.

value
SOCIAL STUDIES:' (.pg. 11 - Objectles) 1. The student is able to clarify
conflicts of commvnicativn problems which affect choices, decisions, or

relationships. 2. The student is able to construct,, evaluate, and revise
alternatives for personal goals, plans,-or probleesolutions, conbidering costs
'and, benefits to self and to others affected by his or her decisions.



THEME 4. Conservation

THINGS TO DO

Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level 7-12,

.*1. Compare the 'energy efficiency of incandescent and fluourescent light
bulbs. (See Sample Activity 4-1. "Lumens vs Lifinens. ")

Find'out the.average KWH consumption for various size households.
.How many KWH of electricity can a family of 6 conserve if it reduces
its use of television by 50%? (See Sample Activity "'Energy
Ratios.")

*3. Investigate various-types/sizes of cars and determine which one is
the best buy. Consider such factors as base cost, insurance,.maintenance
costs, etc. (See Sample Activity 4-3. "A Logical-Conclusion.")

*4. If you were given a limited awouni of resources; how couldoyou use
the material efficien4y an&wisely? What faCtors'must you considgr?
(See Sample ctivity 4-4. "More Means Less?")

*5. Many of the goods we buy use energy intensive packaging. How can we
best design containers, etc. to make the best use of materials? (See
Sample, Activity 4-5. "The'Limits of Energy.")

6. Weigh packaging (including containers) that couldaccumulaAe in a shopping day.
Write a brief statqment concerning the energy needed to create the total ',
packaging pile. Suggest alternative packaging. How.can weiConserve
energy by using alternate p44kagiN?

7. CotInt the light bulbs in your home and list their wattage. Calculate
the kilowatt-hours used by these light bulbs during several evenings; by
noting the time each light is turned on and when it is turned off. Cal-
culate the average kilowatt-hours used per month and,the cost. How can
you reduce this amount?

VOCABULARY

Alternatives, conservation,consumption, efficient use, energy
audit, energy intensive, fossil., fuel', fuel economy, Rilawatt,kilowatt-
hodr, 'lumens, mileage, overpackaging, recycle, responsible decision-
malting, speed, watt, wise-use.

I

1Note'to teacher: The'suggeseed activities can be taapted t any math claSs
4 and math course. Other energy math.pFoblems can be forma ted using various

reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:
AA

* For'detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
4

85 1,,
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, Theme 4. Conservation

Note to teacher:. (Cont'd.)

1

ct-Area
rt%

icst emet

Grade Level. 7 -12

t*

13

4
a. Energy-Environment Source Book by-John .Fowler. National Science os

. Teachers Association, Energy-Environment Materials projet,.
Wadhington, D. C., 1975.

b. Energy Use in Hawaii. Department of Planning and Economic Develop-
ment, State Energy Office, State of Hawaii, November 1977. °

c. Hawaii Home Energy Saver's Abide. Department of Planning and Economic
Development, State Energy Office, State of Hawaii, 1980.

d. Materials and Energy, from Municipal Waste. Redource RecOvery and
Recycling from Municipal Solid JObste'and Beverage' Container Deposit
Legislation, Congress of United 'States, Washington, D. C., July' 1979.

e. Conservation leaflets and pamphlet from the State Energy Office
aid Federal,Energy Office.

t
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THEME 4. Conservation

OBJECTIVE

Subject Area Math (IA, IT, Sc)

Thematic Area EE,'6, LS, SA, VE

Grade Level 7-8

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 4-1., "Lumens vs. kumens"

Foriu te.and practice a conse rvation ethic in regard to energy
use'an the environment.

CONCEPTS

EneTq donservation is the wise and efficient use of energy.*
.

ESSENTIAL :COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 5, ifse computational skills in situations common to everyday'life.

. EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measuring devices.
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

REATED-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES .

4' 1

Studeltsyill support and practice wise utilization of traditional
d 4oureeS'of, energy and also support research and development of

calternateenergy sources. (Goal: pg. D4
i41141 faced with decisions poncernihg the use of earth resources, studentst4

. select practices developed inirecognition of present and future
1 .s environmental and human neSds. ti

.

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES /14

Adds,'subtracts, multiplied, and divides whole numbers., (pg. 96)
Understands and Uses ttigrelatkon;hip between common fractions (simple
and mixed) and decimal fractions. (pg. 97)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES
.

1. Exercise 4.1.
2. Workshe,p 4:1.

87
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Theme 4. Conservation Sample Activity 4-1

Grade Level 7-8

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 5, 6, 7, & 10)

Background:
,t

The wattage given a light bulb is not the amount of light given off
but instead it is a measure of how much energy needed to operate a given
product. The.amount1of light given off is measured in lumens. Bulb pack-
ages give not only the wattage, but also the lumens produced by a bulb.

1. Class discussion:
a. Begin by asking students if they know the difference

between incandescent and fluorescent lighting. Have
students share what they know. Ask them if they -notice
a change In the lighting of streets in various parts of the
city. Discuss what the lights are like and why the change.
Ask-them which type of lighting is more energy efficient by"
comparing several incandescent and fluorescent bulbs for

,.._effiGiency. Have them do Exercise 4.1 for homework.

2. Follow-up discussion:
a. Discuss' the homework assignment with the students.' (Optional:

demonstrate using a-radiometer that show fluorescent lights
give off,little heat (radiometer will hardly mode; whereas
incandescent light will sive Off more heat causing the radio-
meter to move). Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
the' various degrees of heat given off by the' two types of lights.

,3. Distribute Worksheet 4.1 as a review exercise in basic math skills.

SUGGESTEFOLLIN-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Find out through library research the advantages and disadvantages
of each type'of light bulb.

2. Call up some hardware stores and compare the cost of fluorescent
vs. incandescent light bulbs.

mak

9a
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Theme 4. Conservation Sample Activity 4 -1

Exercise 4.1 -Grade Level 7-8

Name

/"Lumens vs. Lumens",

Determine the efficiency of the following bulbs. First find out the
lumens for each of the bulbs listed. After,yo finfngs answer the queiti ns.

Example: A 100-watt incandescent bulb may yield 1750 lumens. What is
the efficiency it lumens per watt?

Solution: Wattage = 100 Ilherefore: 1750 lumens 17.5 lumens
Lumens = 1750 100 watts per watt

I. Problems:
-

1. 100 watt fluorescent bulb: lumens lumehs per watt
100 watts

2. 40 watt fluorescent bulb: lumens

i 1 40 wattt

3. 100 watt incandescent bulb: Tuffens

:100 watts .

4.. 25 watt incandescent bulb: Lumens
25, watts

j1
_ 250 tSatt incandescent bulb: lumens lumens per watt

II. Questions:
4

1. Which type of lighting is more efficientincandescent or
fluorescent?

0
2. Is it more efficient to buy four 25- att or one 100-watt

incandescent bulb?

lumdns per watt

lumens per watt

lumens' per watt

4
250 watt /

3. Does the incandescent light in rgas¢ in efficiency as the
wattage increases?

/

4. Do you think everyone should snitch to fluorescent lighting?
Why or why not?

5. Does your school use fluorescent, ox incandescent lighting?
S rvey your school and find out.,

F Wrescent Incandescent

8993



Theme
4. ,Conservation

'Worksheet 4.1

/
Directions:

"Color Me Lightly"

'Sample Activity

Cyade Level

4-1

7-8

1. Solve the 11 probleMs below.
2. Ne34, look for the puzzle piece on the next page that matches each

answer and pencil in or color the entire puzzle piece.
3. After shading all 11 puzzle pieces, a picture concerning energy

should appear.

1. 37

5143

218
+725

2. 19

388

755

+ 9

3. 10952

- 887
4. 10540

9755

202 6. 129 .

x 1'5 . x' 23

9. 15)255

1r'

10. 3412)122832

90

c

7. 29 8.; 131)1703 411
x 22

k

11. 21)3045

lOQ

".,

,

4

c,~

I
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Theme 4. Conservation

Worksheet 4.1 (Cont'd.)'

.e§

"Color Me Lightly"'

Sample Activity 4-1\

Grade level 7-8

r

a
91 1 Of
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Theme.4. Conservation

Worksheet 4.1 ,(Cont'd.)
Teacher'slAnswer Sheet

3

';Color Me Lightly"

Sample Activity

Grade Level ' 7-8 .

I

4-1

1

Answers: 1. 6,123 2. ,171, 3. 10;065 \ 4.

6; 2067 . 638 -8. di
\

'e
17 10. 361

ii: 145 12. 4

785

.

5. 3,030

102
92
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.THEME 4. Conservation

,

Subject -Area Math (BPA, LA, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 7 -8

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 4-2. "Energy Ratios"

OBJECTIVE

To formulate and practice a conservation ethic in regard to energy use
and the environment.

CONCEPTS

The earth's resources are limited.
Energy conservation is the wise and efficient use of energy.
Energy conservation will affect and be affected by present and future

. lifestyles and cultural conditions.

''ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES
6 I

EC 1. 'Read and use printed materials from daily life.
' EC 4. Communicate orally- in, situations common to 6eryday life.

EC 5'. Use Computational skills in situations common to everyday life.
EC 6. Read and' use scales on standard measuring devices.

. .EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10.. Use resources for independent learning. /
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and'responsi-

. 6 '', bilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of alternate
energy sources. (Goal,: pg. D2)

:

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed i recognition of present and futdre

'..

environmental and human needs. ( al: pg. D6) . 1 ,/
'Students will voluntarily participa e in programs involving resource

. reclamation. (Goal: pg. D18)
-,

Students will demonstrate their aware ess of population'pro9esses and
dynamics. (Goal:, pg, D23)

:1(
,

}MATHEMATICS PROGRAM 'LEARNER OBJECTIVES

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides whole numbers. (pg. 96)
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides fractions and mixed numbers.
(pg.. 97)

Understands and uses ratios and- proportions. (pg. 98) . ,

. Uses appropriate tools and uni6 to measure objects. (pg. -400)

-r

10'
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Theme 4. Conservation Sample Activity

Grade Level

4-2

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

a
1. Exercise 4 . 2 .

2. Worksheet 4.2.
3. A scale to weigh the newspaper '( a metric scale, if possible).

10

94 '
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Theme 4. Conservation - Sample Activity 4-2

Grade Level' 7-8

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 3, 5,,8 & 9)

Dwindling eicisting fossil fuel energy resources--coal, petroleum, natural
,gas--coupled with financial and environmental costA-of developing new sources
of energy make energy conservation essential. Conservation is the wise and
eff cient use of resource.

'oe
Personal use of energy in the United States accounts for 37% of the coun-

try's energy use. As individuals we can conserve energy in the areas of auto-
mobile travel and residential use of electricity and purchasing habits. -For
example, using a solar clothes dryer,(the clothesline) instead of an electric
dryef saves $30-$90 annzally. Proper maintenance of an automobile can improve
fuel economy by as much m 12%. It takes twice as much energy to produce a
6-ounce aerosol can of oil than that required for an equal amount of bottled
choking oil.

What is necessary is to bring o deniand for energy incline with the sup-
ply. Energy conservation is one source of new energy' at present and it will
provide the time necessary for development of renewable sources and a new look
at ,once used but forgotten sources.,

In this abtivity, students will practice their skills in fractions while
,learning factual information regarding energy conservation.

L
1. Review addition, subtrl,ction, multiplication, and division of frac-

tions.

2. As an addvd review, hav students dO Worksheet 4.2.

3. After discussing4Worksh et 4.2 have students do Exercise 4.2.

4. After students have comp\letecr the exercise, discuss the following -

...-

questions:
'aX What is energy conservation?
b) Isiconservation the same as preservation?
c) Give examples of how\we,c4n conserve energy.

"SUGGESTED-FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
4A

Collect you daily newspaper for one week and 'bring them to class. At theend of th week, weigh your newspaper. Find out how much recycling plants
are currently paying for newspaper. Calculate the amount of money your
class. could make each month if all of'you recycled your paper. Take the
newspapers twthe recycling plant and decide as a class how to use"the
money.

-4



Theme 4. Conservation

xercise 4.2

Sample-Activity 4 -2

Grade Level 7-8

"A Part of the Action" //

44". /
Directions: Using 'the data from Table/1, answer.the_following 'questions.

Express fractions in simplest form.

1. What is the total annual KWH used by a family of 6t_____Family-of 4? Family
of 3 Family of 2?

0

2. How many KWH of electricity are used by a family of 4 in operating their wat-
er heater? A fSmily of 4? Which one uses more? How much *more? How many
times as much? What fractional part of,the'total KWH usage is for. the hot
Water for both families?

3. How many KWH of electricity are used by a family of 4 for cooking each month?
Teiliat fractional part of the total KWH used is it?

. 4

4. How many KWH are used each month by a family of 2-in operating a clothes dryer?

5. Assume that the 2-member household mentioned in Problem 4 uses the cldthes-
line instead of the clothes dryer on the average 1/4 of the year. How many
KWH are conserved?

6\ How minyKWH of electricity are conserved if a family of 6 reduces the use of
'color television by 1/2? What would their new annual KWH be?

7. 'Calculate the fractional part of KWH used for lighting and refrigeration
-(include the freezer) for each of the 4 types of household.

Table 1.' Hawaii Home
1
Energy Cost Chart, 1980, Estimated 1980 Annual Energy

Consumption

Number
.

in Household
6 4 3 2

. APPLIANCE
)

KWH KWH KWH KWH

Water Heater,

Refrigerator (Frost-Free)
Freezer (Frost7Free)
Cooking (Range )
Clothes Dryer v

.
Lighting
Color TV (Solid State)
Dishwasher
Black kWhite TV (Solid State)
Miscellaneous Appliances '

7200

3000
1800
1800
1440

1200
640

480
150
720

4800
2400

- 1800

1200
960

960
480

- 360

120

600

,

3600

1500
1800
900

- 720

780
360

300
100

360

. 2400

1500
1800
600
480

600
360

240
80

180

.

1
From Hawaii Home Energy Saver's Guide, State Energy Office, Department of.

Planning sand Economic Development, 1980.
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Theme 4. Conservation

Worksheet 4.2 - "A Katio(nal) Idea"

4 04.

Sample Activity 4-2

Grade Level 7-8-

Directions: 1. 'Do each of the 23 problems below.
2. In Table 1, find the letters that correspond NO your answers.
3. Write the letters in the blanks that correspond to the problems.

Example: To discoVer the first letter of thee-first word of the message, solve
problem 1 which reads 1/4 +'1/8. The answer is 3/8. Fr'om,Table 1 you
can see that 3/8 corresponds to letter "P". The lett'er'in the first
blink shodld therefore be "P":

TABLE 1..

'A B - D' E

- -

F G

-

H I J K
-r

M

, 6 1/2 , 5 1/743/4 , 5/8 , 4 1/3 . 1 1/5 22.742,5 , 5 1/3 Id 1/2 8 2/3

N 0- P Q R S T- U V W X Y Z

5/6 1/4 3/8 2 5/6'' 1 3/10 3 9 9 2/3 15/16 '17/20 7 '3 5/9 22/27

.2 3 4 5 6 7 8 --97. 10 11 12 3 14 15 rt---
4

17 18 19' 2a 21 22 23

1. 174 + 1/8 = 2. 15/16 + 1/16 = 3. 2 2/9 - 4/18 =

4. 1/2 + 1/3 = 5. 1 1111.2 + 1/12*= 6. 1 3/25 - 6/25 =,
4

7. 1/4 + 3/8 =
1

8. 10/8 +. 3/4 = 9. 3/16 x 4 =

10. 2/3 x.6 1/2 ='. 11. 1/2 s 2 = 12. 2/5 + 4/13 =

113. 1/3 i 13 = '14. 2/3 x'14 1/2 = 15. 1/2 x 5/4 =

16. 1/16 t 1/16 = 17. 1/8 x 5 = -- 18. 6/7 + 1/6=

19. (2/3 - 1/6)1/2 = 20. (3/4 + 1/2)2/3 = 21. (1/2, + 1/3) x 3/10 =

22. (14 1/4 - 5/4) x 2/3 = 23., (1 - 4/9) 5/32 =

P
97 1 0
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Theme 4. Conservation Sample Activity 4-2

\ Worksheet 4.2 - "A Ratig(nal) Idea" Grade Level 7-8
Teacher's Answer Sheet .

Directions: 1. .,Do 'each of the 23 problem6 below.
1,.t, ,2. In Table 1, find the letters that Correspond to your answers:. .

3._ Write the letters in the blanks that correspond to the problems.

xample: To discover the first letter of the first word of the message, solve
problem 1 which reads 1/4 + 1/8. The answer is 3/8. From Table 1 you
can see that3/8 corresponds to letter-"P"..The'letter in the first
blank should therefore be "F".

TABLE 1.
fi

A B T C' D G H I J K L M.

2 6
. -

1/2 ,5 1/7 3/4 5/8 . 4 1/3 1 1/5 22/25 5 1/3 1, 1/2 8 2/3

N 0 . P Q R. S T- ll V W. X Y Z

X5/6 1/4 3/8 2 5 6 1 3/10 3 9 9 2/3 15/16, 17./20 7 3 5/9 22/27

PLAN A
1 2 3 4 5

E C 0 N . 0 M
17 18 19 20 21 22

1. 1/4 + 1/8 = 3/8 .

A

4. 1/2 + 1/3 = 5/6
5.

7. 1/4 +43/8 = 5/8

H E A

6. 7

A.

Y -A%

23

D F 0 'F U E L,

10 11 12. 13 14 15 16

2. 15/16 4-1/16 = 1

5. 1 11/i2 + 1/12 = 2

8. 10/8 + 3/4 = 2

10. 2/3 x 6 1/2'= 4 1/3 11. 172 + 2 = 1/4

3. 2, 2/9 4/18 = 2 \

6. 1 3/25 - 6/25 . 22/25

i
9.

12.

13. 1/3 4 1/13 = 4 1/3 14.. 2/3 x 14 1/2 =9 2/3 15.

16. 1/16 + 1/16 = 1 17. 1/8 x 5 = 5/8 16.

3j16 x 4 = 3/41''

2/5 + 4/13 = 1 3/10

1/2 x 5/4 = 5/8

6/74-41/6= 5 1/7 .

19. (2/3-4 1/1)1/2 = 1/4 20. (3/4 + 1/2) 2/3 = 5/621. (1/2 + 1/3) x 3/10.=

22. (14 1/4 - 5/4) x 2/3= 8 2/3. 23. (1 - 4/9) + 5/32 =y3 5/9

'98



THE 4E 4. Conservation Subject Area 'Meth (Sc)

.Thematic Area EE,'CE, G, LS, VE J

Grade Level . 9-12

.

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 4-3. "A Logical Conclusion"

OBJECTIVE
. . ....

,To formulate and practice a conservation ethicin regard to energy use
and the environment.

r
CONCEPTS

Energy conservation is the wise and efficient use of energy.'
Energy conservation will affect any' be affected by present and future
life styles and cultural conditions.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES
.0

EC 1. Read and use printed materials'from daily life.
EC 4: 'Communicate orally-in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5. U'selcomputational-skills in situations common to everyday life.

7. Interpret-common visual symbols.,EC

EC 8: Reabhreasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use Iresources for independent learning.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS ANDTOR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practide wise utilization of traditional
'sources of energy and also suppOit research and development of
alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
Students will examine optional courses Of actibn and.their'consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
provide optimum short- and long-term benefits fag society and the
,environment. (Goal: -pg:-D38).

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES '(Option Y? Selected Algebra Topics/Logic)

Applies the fundamental counti4 principle to, many situations. (pg. 134).r

it

SUQGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES.

1. Exercise 4.,3.

2. .Workshedt 4.3.

10J
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Theme 4. Conservation. Sample Activity, 4-3

Grade Level 9-12

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 3, 5, & 10)

Most people driving today learned to drive at a time when gasoline was rela-
tively inexpensive and abundant. At that time, most people bought cars for their
power and performance and good gas mileage was a secondary consideration at best.
Recently with the shortage of usable energy becoming a reality, the world has
become energy conscious.

%The days of cheap energy are over and the price of gasoline is increasing
. each year, sometimes each month. Americans are now learning to select cars for

their fuel,economy and and beginning to relearn proper driving habits that will
help conserve gasoline. For example, hot rod, spin out starts, and jerky,
acceleration can increase RIO consumption by 2 miles per gallon in city tragic.
Idling more than 30 seconds not only wastes gasi but does harm to the engine.
)By improving driving techniques, the gas-conscious driver can achieve between
30 to 50 percent better lileage than the driver who has poor driving habits.'

,

In this activity students will solve logic problems while learning
about fuel economy.'

1. Discuss and/or review with students the definition of energy conserva-
tion. Stress the point that conservation does-mot necessarily mean

. using less energy but using energy wisely and effietently.

2. Discuss how automobiles, as one of the largest consumers of fossil fuel
energy, can conserve energy. How can automobile driver help to'
conserve energy? 44,

3. Distribute Exercise 4.3 and have students workson the problems.

4. Discuss Exercise 4.3.

5. Have students work on Worksheet 4.3.

6. Discusp Worksheet'4.3.
to.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

1. If all of the drivers in Exercise A.3. .T.Tre to drive at a speed of
50 miles/hour instead of at the speed they drove in the race, how many
gallons of gasoline would they have,conserved?

2. Compare several types of cars And decide which would be the best
buy.' (See Worksheet 4.3.)

e

A

1 ()
100
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-Thellie 4. Conservation

Exercise 4.3

,"

Sample Activity 4-3

. Grade Level - 9-12

4 "A Logical Conclusidn".

Five motorcycle drivers recently participated in a 5Q-mile race. Each
driver had .a helmet of a different color. The colors were red, blue, green,
white and black. Each motorcycle also was of a different color. The colors
of the motorcycles were red, b14,-green, white and black. The motorcycles
were also numbered from 1 to 5 not,necessarily respectively to the colors

`just mentioned. From the clues below, find out how each driver finished in the -

race, the color of the motorcycle he/the was riding, and the number of his/her
motorcycle. Refer to the dilver,:by hisiher helmet color. (pint: Make a data
table and organize the information given.

GLUES:.

'1. Non of the drivers had a motorcycle tht matched the color of "their helmets.
A driver of a red motorcycle did not wear a red helmet.).

2. No motorcycle finished the race in a Plate that corresponds to its number.
(i.e. Motorcycle #1 did not finish in 1st place, etc.)

3. Motorcycle #,did not finish in the top three places.

4. The winner finished in 3/4 the time it took the last motorcycle.

5. The driver wearing the red helmet won the race.

6. Motorcycle #4 was black..

7.. The blue motorcycle finilled behind the red motorcycle.
O

8. The last motorcycle took 1 (one) hour to finish the race.

9. Motorcycle #5 finished in third place.

.10. The driver of motorcycle #2 was a friend of the driver in white helmet
and of the driver of the red motorcycle.

,

`11. The.blue,motOrcycle toSk 55- minutes to complete the race.

12. The driver of4the blue motorcycle wore a white helmet'.

13. The driver wearing the green helmet finished ahead of the blue, red and
black'idtorcycles.

14. The black motorCycle'finished last.

,15. Two o6he totorcycleS had times of 50 end 54 minutes.

16. Motorcyclelets neitheAlue nor black.

,17. Motorcycle #?Was behind the red motorcycle on the first lap.

lg. The woman dplving ear #1 finished in the top 3.

19. The driver of ehe motorcycle that placed, last wanted to wear the green helmet.
20. A. woman driver rode the white motorcycle.



Theme 4. .Conservation

Exercise 4.3 - Teacher's Answer Sheet

"A Logical Conclusion"

Sample Activity `4 -3

Grade Level 9-12

r

Motorcycle Numb-kr Motorcycle Color Helmet Color Piced in Race

1

T .
white green

.

.

2nd

? , green
.

.red 1st

0
3 -

,

blue white -4th

. .

v

.

N

.

.black

,

blue 5th

5

s

red

T

black

I

3rd

.

NM.

102
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Theme 4, Conservation

Exercise 4.3 (Coned.)

-,,. Questions To Answer

4

Sample Activity 4-3

Grade Level, 9-12

Based on your solution to the motorcycle problem on the preceeding page,
answer the following questions.;

1. What was the speed (distance/time) for the green motorcycle? The blue
motorcycle?

2. If the driver.in the black helmet increased his/her speed by 10 miles per
hour, how long would if take him/her to finish the race? (Assume that
the driver begins and ends-the race with a 10 mile/hour increase.)

I

3. If the other drivers continued at their original speeds, in what place would the
driver in Question 462 now finish?

4. What are the rates of travel (speed) for, the black motorcycle and the white
. motorcycle?

5. If the driver of the black motorcycle hgd a fuel economy of 50 miles per gallon,
at 50 miles a hour, how many gallons of-gasoline would he/she consume tofinish the race?

6. If it is true that fuel economy is decreased by one mpg (mile per gallon)for each five mph (miles per hour) over 50, how many gallons of gasoline
would be consumed by the white motorcycle if it has a fuel economy of
50 miles per gallon at speeds -of 50 miles per hour?



Theme 4.. Conservation

Wor sheet 4.3

Sample Activity

Grade Level

"What's In A Car ? ",

Directions: Below, are some factors to consider when plurchasing a car. Inter-
view theeppropriate people and fill in the necessary infoimation.°

!t

Factdrs,
.

Subcompact Compact Full Size Van Luxury Car.
.

Base cost
.4-

,
/

.

.

Finance charge

.

.

111/4.
""
.

Monthly payment
.

,
.

.

*
Insurance

**
Et:el

.

4
,

.

-,

o

.

Oil change
.

Tune up ..'-

.

.

.

Parts availability
/

- -

. , .

Tires
. _

.

.

/

Warranty . ,

.

.
.,

.

***
Options -

.

. .

Passenger load
-.4 .

\- * ,.
,

Base insurance on highest liability available, collision, comprehensive, unin-
\ sured motorist, and $100 deductible.

,

*Use
.\Use EPA estimated milege, 10,000 miles, and the'curreneprice of g4Soline. 4

***Itemize the cost of the options you would include on anew vehicle and list them
on another sheet.

QUESTION TO CONSIDER:

Based on your needs and on the data you collected, which of the cars above is
the best buy? Write a short essay defending your selection.

4
104



EME 4. Conservation Subject Area Math (Art, HEc, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade-Level- 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 4-4. "Less Means More?"

OBJECTIVE

To formulate and practice aconservation ethic in regard to energy use
and the environment.

CONCEPTS

The earth's 'resources are limited.

Energy conservation is the wise and efficient use of energy.
Energy conservation will affect and be affecterby present and future
life styles and cultural conditions.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials'from daily life.
EC 4. 'Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
,EC 5. Use computational skt1.1s in situations common to everday life.
EC 6. Read and use scales, on standard measuring devices.
EC 7. Interpret common visual symbols.
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

'e EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
'o EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of alter-
nate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
When faced %.,lith decisions concerning the useof earth resources, ,students
wik1 select practices developed in recognitidn of present and-futtre

.:environmental.and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)
Students will voluntarqy.participate in prdgramsinvolving resSurce
reclamation.. (Goal:. pg. D18)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES (Option.1, Geometry B)

Uses formulas to find areas and perimeters .of pdlygonal regions. (pg. 142)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND /OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 4.4,4
. 2. Worksheet 4.1%

105
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Theme 4. Conservation Sample Activity 4-4

\*A

Grade Level 1 9-12

ACTIVITY telated Core-Themes: 3, 5, & 10)

Energy is used in the prbduction of goods that we consider necessary Tokd
other goods that are considered to be luxuries. With energy sources dwindling
and the price of gobds increasing each year, it may be necessary to\xxevaluate
some of our wants.. The end result may entail energy conservation measures that
willt facilitate the reduction of importd oil and reduce our dependence on out-

, ...-

side'energy sources.

! .One way to conserve our -energy resources is to use/or buy goodSthac
are energy efficient and to buy and use materials and goods.to meet the needs
and purposes of their use. For example, purabasing the right eqUipme0 for
your hdme and needs, using it wisely, and taking good care of it can reduce
energy costs considerably. More durable products save the energy that would
be required to make replacements more often. As the citizenry become better
informed, they will be able to make wise and more responsible decisions in the
marketplace.

In this activity students will use principles involving geometry to solve
a problem concerning the use of a material resource.

1. Discuss and/or review the definition of energy conservation with the 4,

students. Point out that energy conservation does not necessarily
mean using lesi,energy but using available energy more efficiently and
wisely.

2. Discuss ways in which students practice energy conservation at home
or at school.

3. Dist ute Exercise 4.4.

4. D.. cuss Exercise 4.4.
ti

5 Distribute Worksheet 4.4.

. Discuss Worksheet 4.4.

SUGGESTED,FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES'

Working in groups, ,make a design using all, three types of polygons as
described in Exercise 4.4. The object is to cover the same kitchen floor
described in Exercise 4.4 using a design that is aesthetically pleasing,
as well as economical.

106
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,Theme 4. Conservation Sample A

Exercise'4.4

.

"More Means Less?"

Grade Le

Nani's kitchen floor measures 6 feet x,p) feet. Nani
kitchen floor and has narrowed her choices down to 3 differ
TN problem that Nani faces is to use as little tile as pos
job done%

' Below are pictures of the three (3) tiles and their di

Tile A:
. Tile-B: Tile C:

Equilateral
Triangle

Problems:-

8"

Square

tivity ' 4-4

eT 9-12

ants to retile her,
nt shapes of tiles.,

ible e-in getting the

ensioris.

Regular
Hexagon

1. How many triangular tiles would she 'need to resurface her kitchen floor?
(Nani is allowed to cut the tiles, butshe still has to count each tile .

as one tile.)

,

2. How many square tiles woialki she need to resurface her kitchen floor?

3. How many regular hexagon- shaped tiles. would she ne d to resurface
her kitchen floor?

-4:- Which tile-shape would she use less of to resurfade'her kitchen floor?

1 5. If the cost of each tile is "x" dollars per squAte foot, what would
be, the cost of each tile?

6. Using the information from. Problems 1-5, which geometric-shaped tile
described in this exercise would be the cheapest to resurface Nani's
kitchen 'floor?

,

7. If energy costs are-considered and each cut in a tile amountb to
"1/21c" dollars, what would belhe energy cost for each tile? (Assume
that.each side of the tile figures require 'one cut and therefore a
,triangular shaped tile entails 3 puts.)

Bach,21.1 Assume th6 dach time Nani uses part of a tile, "1/4x" dollars Of energy
is used-for each cut. Using the information from Problems 1-7,-uhich I

one of the three tile shapes described, would incur the least energy
/costs to resurface Nani's floor?

!

r.

jy .

S
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Theme 4. Conservation

Worksheet 4.4

V

4

§ample'Activity 4-4
A

Grade Level 9 -12

"Every Little Bit Counts"

I

PROBLEM: Your community association has made, a deal with the people of Your
neighborhood, If they Clean up the vacant lot next to a big brick
building, they will receive 200,square yards of land to Use as a
park. Before they can have the land, they must enclose the land with
a fence. The fencing must be.,:shapedinto three sidesusing the brick
wall of the building as the fourth side too form ajOtangle:,,
people in- the community want to fence the area but.cohserve en

re- and save money as well. They wish to use as little fencing material

. QUESTIONS:

as possible to enclose the 200 square yards. 0,

6

1. -Would it make a differenle how !they shape the fence?

2. How can you check your answer for question #1 ?'

3. Wham should the dimensions of the rectangular,part be?

Examine your dimensions, Is there a relationship between them?
If so, what, is the relationship? t

5. If there was a relationship, do you think the relationship would
work for 800 square meters as well? Show proof for your answer.

' 6. Do you think you woad get the same relationship for any ;.

' given area?

64.

.

10111 8
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THEME 4. ConservEition-

OBJECTIVE

bject Area Math' (Sc)

Thematic Area EE, CE, VE

Grade L 9-12 )

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 4,A. "The Limits of Energy"

To formulate and practice a conservation ethic in regard to energy use
. and',the environment. .

CONCEPTS

The earth's resources are limited.

Energy.conserVion is the wise and effill'ent use of energy.
o. energy conservation will affect and be-affected by present and

itAture,life styles and cultural conditions.
.

- V
Political and - cultural interest groups influence the decisions made
regarding the development, use:'apd conservation of particular

. energy'sources.

oESSENTIAL''COMPETENtIES

-o 'Et
kc

1:

4.

Read and use ted materialsfrom daily life.
Comm e orali)ir in sittiation common to everyday life.

o- EC 5. Use cznputational skills in situations common to everyday life.
0 EC 6., Read and use sc4es on standard measuring devices. ./
4, EC 7. Interpret common visual symbbls.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solUtIons to Commonly encountered problems.-
EC 10. Ugeiresources for independent learning.'
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities:

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL,GOALg AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources afencrgy and also support research add development of alternate
energy, sources. (Goal: -pg. D2)'
When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth. resources, students
will ;elect practices dveloped.in recognition of present and future
epvironmental,and human needs. (Goal: pg: D6)

o, Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will pro -
'bide optimum shortand long-term benefits for society and the
environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES (Option Z, Calculus)

Applies differentiation to solving problems. (pg. 156)
4

IIP

11)
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'Theme 4. Conservation Sample Activity 4-5

,Grade Level 9-12

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1.' /Transparency 4.5.
- 2. Exercise 4.5.

got
ti

0
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Theme 4. Consetvation Sample Activity 4-51

1

Grade Level 495-12

ACTIVITY (RelatedCore Themes: 1, 3; & 14)

We depend on natural resources to do and make things. Technology
has enabled us to find resources and combine them in various ways to male
thing's like cars, paper, beverfge containers, convenience food, packaging,
etc. However, our society has become a uilisposable" society. What we have
done syer the ag Os to convert a useable resource into a "waste," throw-*

ei

awd Item. For xample, ry,mineral resources are mined, go to a refine,
are made into c sumer goods, later to be used, discarded, and hauled away
to'a durp where they contribute to environmental degradation.

-
/ %

In 1976, Hawaii's solid waste totaled 1 058,500 tons;, Many of the
items found in the solid waste were packagi g containers. The usb of-
specialized ,containers consume enormous am unts of energy. For example
adsteel can (16 oz. steel top) consumes 3 993 BTU's per container, a 1-quart
polyethylene bottle uses 9,897 BTU's, a d an aluminum TV dinner container
uses 5,938 BTU's per container. Throwing away one beverage bottle wastes'
as much energy as a 100 watt bulb uses/in four hours.

In this activity students will study the problems of using resources
effitiently. A

1. Discuss and/or review the definition of energy conservation withthe student. Students hould understand that energy conservation
does not necessarily me n using less energy but using what we have
efficiently and wisely,'

.2. Show students Transpayency 4.5 and discuss the energy needed.in
the production of containers.

3. Next, have, students do ExercisA4.5.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP /.ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Many of the quart oil containers are now being made out of cardboard.
Investigate the energy cost/benefits of using cardboard instead of metals.What are some of the environmental cost/benefits of using cardboard? Ofusing metals?

,/

4



Theme 4. ,Conservation

Transparency 4.5

.

0

Sample Activity ' 4.75

Grade 'Level -9;712

. .

4,-

Energy Required to Produce VNTiOUS Containers 1 '

Container r - BTU/Container

Appliance box, corrugated'(l2"X12"X8") 10,648 1

Folding box, large.(0:32 lb.) '- o 6 5530

o
Set-up-box small '... .

.

'2,867 "

Sanitary coptalner, ('1 gal.) 3,003

Molded pulp tray (size 6)
,

1;526

Stave baskets- 5,426
4

Hampers _ . 0 ' v 4*. .

Wooden berry basket' 273 - -

. ...

Steel can (16 oz. steel top , ( 4%993'

Aluminum can ,,(12 ozjon top) . 6,518

Alltinum TV dinner 'container 5,938 t.

Styrofoam tray (size t) 853

Polyethylene bottle (1 qt.) - 9,897

rftlypropylene bottle (1 qt.)
..-

10,921

PolvvinvIchloride bottle (1 qt.) ,
*13,310

Pflyachrylonitrile bottle 3,345 ,'

Coca Cola bottle; returnable (16 oz.) .9,726

Co4 Cola bottle, nonreturnable (16 oz.) 5,836 ,

Glass milk bottle, returnableble (1/2 gal.)
-- ,

17,678.

Glass vegetable jar (16 oz.)
.

,

. .

4,061

,

It takes 1 gallon of gasoline to produce 138,000 BTU's

11. 122

8-'

.



Theme 4. Conservation

Exercise 4.5

Sample Activity 4-5

Grade Level . 10-12

"The Limits of Energy"

1...0n a small farm. owned by Mr. Smith, the total production

acres of feed grain is $(10x + 350x + 25) and the gross
$(2000-x). What should the yearly output be in order

maximum total profit? What is the maximum profit?

cost of "x"

income per acre
to obtain a

2. Mr. Kono,buys all of the feed grain from Mr. Smith. Each acre produces 75.
bushels-of feed grain (75 buShels measures approximately 225 cubic feet).
Mr, Kono needs to build a cylindrical storage bin with an open top just
large enough'to hold the feed grain that he purchases from Mr. Smith, What
are the dimensioas,which minimize the amount of material used to construct
the bin?

A

3. An oil can issto be made in the form of a right cylinder to contain one quart
of oil. Whaf fimensions of the cin will require the least amount of material?
(1 quart = 1002.6 cm or 57:75 in

4. Based on the dita below, which metal would be the cheapest to use for the oil
can? Which would be the most expensive?

-.
Table X: Energy and Cost Data of Various Metals.

Metals Density
g/cm

X'

Selling
Price per
Kg.

Energy, Expended

in Calories per tonne

Stdel 7:7 $.24 7.2 X 106

Aluminum 2.7 .76 . 20.8 X 10
6

(41.8 X 10
6
)
c

lead 11.34 .51
,

8.7 X 106
4..

Copper 8.92 .1.71 11.1 X 10
6

Zii-i-c- 7:14 .80 12.8-14.4 X 106

a. Costs based On 1974.prices.
b. Tonne (1) is metric ton equivalent to 1000 kg
C.or 1.1 tons. .

c. The figure in parentheses includes the electric
conversion losses.

"5: If the,thickness 'of the metal used is 2mm and the diameter of the can ist
14cm, Wbat would be the cheapest metal toil:se in terms,of energy costs?



THEME 5. HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF ENERGY

BACKGROUND

This theme focuses on the importance of each individual's understanding of
the relationships between personal choices of energy use and the quality of
life for all. It explores the interrelationships among the concepts of
standard of living, lifestyles, personal 'and cultural value systems, and
social responsibility in,the context of the "net" cost of energy pr6duction
and use.

Demands of lifestyles resulting from technological .chievements have
produced an enormous increase in the demand for energy resources. The depen-
dence on limited and/or costly supplies of energy to satisfy the needs and
wants of humans has resulted in a problem that affects the lives of all people.

As individuals, we daily affect and are affected by the problems associated
with energy use and our environment. To help solve these problems, we can
find many ways to make better and more efficient use of energy without serious
consequences to'the environment or economy. In many instances, new attitudes*
and altered lifestyles will be necessary to conserve energy and eliminate the
waste of resources. Individual efforts, when taken-collectively, can result
in substantial conservation of energy and other scarce resources. These efforts
can also influence public policy making and/or governmental regulations in the
areas of energy, environment, and'economics.

Understanding of this theme will help students to formulate personal values
'which enable them to make competent energy choices and act responsibly to meet
the challenges presented by energy shortages, threats to the environment and
related economic problems. It will also help them realize'personal commitments
to responsibilities and cooperative actions for mutual benefit in terms of energy
use and thenvironment.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES'

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. DOelop poditive self-concept:
FPO 3. Develop dedision-making and'problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop idtependence in learning.
FPO 5. Develop physical, social and emotional health.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part

of growth and development.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student:

is responsible to self as well as to others.
FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand that personal values and choices of energy use will affect
the quality of life for all.
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy

0
CONCEPTS

L., Energy-use decisions affect standards of living.

2. Individual and social values affect iatterns of energy consumption.

3. Values and attitudes toward energy use and the environment are
influenced by cultural, economic, political and-social factors.

4. There are ethical, legal, aesthetic, social, political, ecoromic,
biological and physical benefits and costs associated with Energy
choices.

116
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. Theme 5. Human Dimensions.of Energy

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SU4JECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 59 - Unit VII) Agriculturd is faced with environmental
prOblems that are both internal and external. .*

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Make and justify judgments about works of art
and the selection of art products used in daily living.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 5:- Goal) To understand,
through the second language, the contemporary valus and behavior patterns of
the people. whose language is being learned.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 =Objective) To effectively utilize the
resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of
conservation-

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objectives) 1. ...To live effectively in today's
economic environment. 2. To meet the ever changing-demand of the business world
of work.

HEALTH: (pg. iii & 1 - Goal) Through a developmental health education
program, students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experiences
contributing to attitudes, values and responsible health practices; students
will be able to make decisions relating to their health and understand how
these decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Make and carry out intelligent
decisions regarding the use of personal, family, and community resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: .(pg.2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge
and techniques for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,
occupation, and education. -

LANGUAGE'ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist studentseto develop the highest
degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13'- Goal) Nurture intellectual curiosity and promote
the desire to continue learning.

MUSIC: (pg. 2 - Objective) Use musical skills in communicating ideS,
thoughts and feelings.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objective) Acquire the habit of participating
in wholesome recreational activities. .

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 & 14 - Objectives). 1. Foster the students' appreciation
for-the practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of
quality of life and to promote in our students the desire to take an active part
in that contribution.' 2. 'Facilitate the students( ability to use scientific
knowledge, processes, instruments and scientific language to clarify values,
examine issues, solve problems in fulfilling personal, social and career. life
roles. 3. Encourage students to maintain a safe and healthy environment.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objective) The students is able to clarify value
conflicts pr communication problems which affect choices, decisions,, or
relationships.



THEME 5. Human Dimensions of Energy

THINGS TO DOI

Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level 7-12

*1. A w11-informed citizenry can make competent energy choices. Find
out the various ways energy can be conserved at home and at school.
(See Sample Activity 5-1. "Power to.the People.") 41 '

s2. Organize a student committee to work with school administrators to find
ways of saving energy within the school. Outline your plan and point
out the possible dollars and energy saved.

3. Estimate the minimum amount of energy that you would need fur bare
existence and give details to support your estimate.

4. Determine and compare the amount of fuel used'in your cdmmunity by
the school buses, police cars, postal cars, etc. How many students
in your school ride the bus to school? How many'come to school in
private automobiles? How many car pool?

5. .Takean invbntory _of your neighborhood to determine the perC'entage of
.hothes using gas and/or electricity for water heating, cooking, and
other appliances. Record your findings on a bar graph. Find out
if gas'or electricity users conserve more energy. Is it easier to
conserve energy if one fuel Source is used instead of two? Why do
people prefer gas over electricity?

VOCABULARY

Alternatives, change, choice, cooperation, energy cost, lifestyle,
motive, needs, quality -of life, recycle, reuse, scarcity, standard of
living, supply and demand, value, wants.

-1

-Note to teacher:* The suggested activities can be adapted toosny math class
. and math course,. Other energy math problems can be formulated using various

reference materiels. 'Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Energy' in Solid Waste. Citizens' Advisory
,Quality, Washington, D.C., 1975.

b. How to Save Money by Saving Energy. U. S.
Washington,- D.C., November 1978. -

c. 'Pamphlets and leaflets by the State Energy
Office.

Committee on Environmental

Department of Energy,

Office and Federal Energy

* For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activyy.
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'THEME 5% Human Dimensions of Energy

/

Subject Area Math (HEc, Sc, SS)

Thematic Area EE, CE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 5-1. "Power to the People"

OBJECTIVE

To understand that personal values and choices of energy use will affect
the quality of life for all.

CONCEPTS '

Energy use decisions affect standa ds of living.
Individual and social values affect patterns of energy consumption.
Values and attitudes towardsenergy use and the en\rironment are influenced
by cultural, economic, political' and social factors.,
There are ethical, legal,aesthetic, social, political, economic, bio-
logical and physical benefits and costs associated with energy choices.

V
ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 4.. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life,-
EC 5. Use computational skill's in situations common to everyday life.
EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measuring devices.
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent thilhking.
EC 15., Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and responsi-

bilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES.

St, is will support and practice wise,utilization of traditional
rces of energy and also support research and development of alternate

e ergy sources. (Goal pg. D2)
When faced with decisions concerning 'the use.of earth resources, students

'will.select practices developed n recognition of present and future en--
vironmental and human needs. (Gal: pgD6)
Students will voluntarily participate in programs involving resource
reclamation. (Goal: pg. D18)
Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life andwill support those that will pro-
vide optimum short- and loig -term benefits fbr society and the environ-/
ment. (Goal: pg. D38)

vo.
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Theme 5 Human_, Dimensions of Energy SampleoActivity 5-1

Grade Level 9-12

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES.(Option Y, Core Algebra)

Performs the four basic operations with simple'.rational expressions.
(pg. 126)

,

Translates algebraic statements into verbal statements and conversely.
(pg. 126)

For a real-world situation, prepares and uses a table to.discover a rela-
tionship or to decitie the best cqgrse of action: (pg. 127)
Given a verbal problem, writes An appropriate equation, solves t e equa-
tion, interprets the.problem in terms of the problem setting. (p . 127)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RgSOURCES

1. Exercise 5.1.
2. Worksheet 5.1.

a

t
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions'of Energy '

*

Sample Activity 5-1

. Grade Level 9-12

ACTIVITY (Related Core T h e : 1, 4, 6, 9, 10 & 14)

Over the years, energy demand has beengrowing much faster than domestic
supply. Our increasing dependence on foreign oil coupled with the formation of
OPEC and the possibility of future oil embargoes, necessitates that demand for
enemy be restrained through conservation efforts. Attalning this objective re-
quires the active support and cooperation of a well-informed citizenry.

An informed citizenry can conserve energy not only in the home' or on the
road but in the marketplace as well. F* example, buying more durable products
can conserve the energy that would be used to make replacements more often.
Products made of recycled materials or those that can be'recycled require less
than 10% of the, energy that would be needed for the same product made from the
ore.

A well - informed citizenry will be able to make competent energy choices and
act responsibly to meet the challenges presented by energy shortages, threats
to the environment, and related economic problems.

In this activity, students will learn about conservation measures while
practicing some algebraic skills in problem solving.

1. Discuss and/or review the definition of energy conservation as the
wise and efficient use of energy.

2. Discuss ways in which students and/or their families have conserved
energy.

3. Distribute Exercise 5.1.

.4. Discuss Exercise 5.1.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Telephone your recycling center to find o t what household trash they will
recycle and how they should be prepared for thecenter. Organize a school
recycling project.' Form a committee and appoint various people to differ-
ent jobs such as recording the amount of cans and papdrs collected from
each homeroom"; recording the money value of recycled materials for each
homerooni, etc.

2. Collect and separate your househtild trash. How much trash do ypu throwaway a ek: (See Worksheet 5.1.)

122
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy Sample Activity '5.-1.

Exercise 5.1
Grade Level 9-12 .

"Power to the People"

Directions: Do the problems below.. Express all answers in fractions unless
indicated otherwise.

1. Count the number of fluorescent bulbs in your classroom: If eal-Ofluorescent
bulb is 40 watts, how many watts are there per fixture? Hqw many watts are
there in all the fixtures in your clawdroom? If the classroom lights were
on for 1/4 day, how many kilowatt hours are used by yourclassroom? (The

"number'of kilowatt hours is arrived at by multiplying the number of watts 'b
the number of hours used, and dividing by 1000.) If 1/3 of the lighta in
your classroom wee turned off, how many kilowatt'hours would you conservein a day? In 1/2 a year?

f

2. Mr. Oki travels from Kaneohe to Manoa, a distance'of 22 2/5 kilometers, in
a car that averages 9 3/10 kilometers per liter. Mr. Kumai travels from
Manoa to Laie, a distance of 52 4/5 kilometers, in a car that avbrages6 3/10 kilometers per liter. How many liters are required by Mt. Oki to
make a.round trip? How many liters are required by Mr. Kumai to make his
round trip? If the price of gasoline is 36 6/14 per liter,, how much does'
it cost each man to make his trip? Which mantis car has the best fuel econo--my? Show proof for your answer.

,

a
3. A styling hair dryer has a power rating of 330 watts. How many kilowatts

, is this? (Express your answer as a fraction.) If the hair dryer is on for
an average- of 4 hours .Lt .16-nth, how many kilowatt hours are used monthly?
If the cost of electricity is 6 4/10 per kilowatt hour, what is the monthly
'cost of operating the hair dryer? If the use of the haii dryer was cut down'
by 1/3 each month, how much money could be saved?

4. Correct tire inflation can '-save'a driver up to 190 2i/5 liters per year: If'.gasoline costs $0.37 per liter', how much money would this, save?

5. Old newspa' rs and other Sox p papers can be recycled. Recycling center's areow pay ng 2c p- pound. I one pound is equivalent to 9/20 kilogram, what-is the price per k If an average family in Hawaii accumulates 2 2/5
kilograms of newspaper each week, how much money can they make in one month.

. if they take their paper to the recycling center? -In one year? If a family
subscribes to both newspapers, how much will they makerin one year ',if they
recycle the paper? (Assume that the morning and evening papers weigh about
the same and that the Sunday papet weighs 3/4 kilogram.) It has been esti-
mated that one metric ton of recycled paper will save 16 trees. If this is so;how
many trees per year could be saved by an average family which subscribes to
both morning and evening papers?

6. List at least 3 energy conservation measurep described in this exercise.

L23 i3.;



Theme 5. Human Dimension's of Energy Sample Actiyity

Grade Level 9-12Worksheet_5.1..

'Recycling Trash"

Directions: For one week collect and separate the household trash as listed be-
low. Weigh each item ad record thesweight in the spaces provided.
(If a scale'in unavailable, devise away*to find;the relative weights-
for each item.) At the'end of, the week determind the total weight

'3
of each item.,

.

ITEM Mon Tues
v

Wed Thurs Frl

....,

:

Sat
,

Sun

,.. ,

.I.Juics .

Scrap food 4
,

0

Plastic items
.

Newspaper , 0
1

.

Waste paper
-(other than newspaper)

-

.

e,

1
,

.

'Glass
. ,

.

.

,
-,

et.e1---(Alumintml)
,

.

,

.

Metals,

(other than aluminum)
.

.

.

.

."

----

./ .
,

,..) Others .

' t

-

/

.1. . ..,

--

-
i_

."'

.

.
- -'

.

-

-

.

x

WEIGHT OF TOTAL TRASH FOR ONE WEEK

a
Problems:*

1. Calculate the percent of the week's total trash each item represents.

¶ 2 4
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy S'ampie Activity 5-1

- Worksheet 5.1 (Cont'd.) Grade Level 9-12

2. Compare the average American trash ,components, as listed below, with yours.
Is'there a difference? Can you explain why?

Annual Household Solid Waste and Recycling VaIuel

.

MATERIAL

(-' ...

w

Annual Household
Accumulations

(Pounds)

Annual Household Energy Savings
Equivalent - Recycling

(Gallons ofGasoline)

PAPER
Newspapers
Other Separable
Nonseparable

GLASS

FERROUS METALS

ALUMINUM

OTHER NONFERROUS

_mpITICS

eparable
Nonseparable

RUBBER & LEATHER
-.

TEXTILES , ..

WOOD
r ,

FOOD

MISC. INORGANIC

SU BTOTA L

.BULKY MATERIALS

YARD WASTES ,

TOTAL

ciAN

a

233
173

370

3d
.

210,

20

7

c .

33
77

, 33
..410.

33

20

593

4 33 -

.

/

n

.

.

\

'''

11.2
8.3

3.7
.

10.1

(16.0

-1-fs

4.9

,

_

..

.

.

,

2,203

213

60'

.
.

, 54.2

.

3,01
...

3. Based on. the chart in Problem 2, how many gallons of gasoline equivalents could
- you save in a weektif you were to recycle whatever trash you could? id d year?

Which trash items are Tvesently unrecyclable?

1Partial data taken from Energy In Solid Waste. Citizens' Advisory Committee
)*

ongEnvironmental Quality, Washington, D.C., 1975, pg. 14.
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THEME 6. ENERGY ALTERNATIVES

iiiakdbuND

Alternative sources 44 uses of.e ergy ate analyzed in Theme 6 in relation
to the sears - for solutions to the world oblem of fOssil fuel'energy
shoreages.,,Tiltecia40:selection of future sources of energy are also identi-
fied. In addition, tit relative advantages and disadvantages of a wide range
of alternative energy sources and uses are evaluated.

This theme exphasizes the research and development of technology for utilizing
inexhaustible-and/or renewable energy sources such-as solar, nuclear, geothermpl,
and biomass to supply and meet future energy demanls. It also considers the
scope of the search for energy alternatives in relation to, the impact on the
environment and the needs and interests of individuals and societies. ,

Theme 6 should make students aware that some of the earth's resources are
limited and ethaustible. Therefore, our dependence on and demand for increasing
amounts of fossil fuels must change if we are to maintain our present lifestyles.
Students should be encouraged to support the research and development of alter-
native sources and uses of energy which tare appropriate to their needs and life-
styles. They alpo view and practice conservation as an energy alternative
or, part of the earch and solution for more efficient uses of energy.

Jle

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.
Develop positive self-concept.
Develop decisions-making and problem-solving skills at the
_stud nt's proficiency level.
Develop independence in learning.

FP0.1.

FPO 2.
FPO 3.

(- FPO 4.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To know alternative energy purces and uses.

1
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives
A3,

CONCEPTS

1. Future sources should have high energy potential, be ret ievable,
easily obtainable, economically feasible, efficient for onversion,
safe, healthful and environmentally noncontaminating.

2.; New energy sources are being studied for future use. Research is__
now being done to harness the following energy sources for the future.:
a. fossil fuels sources: oil shale, tar sands and coal gaSitication.
b. natural or continuous sources: geothermal, solar, tidal and wind.
c. other sources: hydrogen, fuel cells, magnets, hydrodynamics,

burning of trash, nuclear fission, breeder reactors and thermo-
nuclear fusion%

3. The development and use of alternative energy sources will affect
and be affected by the attitudes, values and lifestyles of individuals
and societies.

4. Alternate energy sourcl indigenous to Hawaii include geothermal,
ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC), biomass, solar, wind and
hydroelectricity.

O
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

-AGRICULTURE: (pg: 61 - Unix IX) Contilmed research and experimentation
are required for kidvancement in agriculturaljproductiviity and human's well being.

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Use the potentialities of art and take action
to shape and, enhance the quality 'Tone's personal and public environment.

0

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. -7 - Goal) An understanding
Of how governments are similar to and different from our own in solving their
problems.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the
resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of
conservation. 4

BUSINESS EDUCATION: s. V - Objectives) 1. to live effectively in
today's economic environment. 2. To meet the ever-changing demands of the
business world of work.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - ObjectiyePerform the tasks of maintaining
a home in such a way that will eontribute effectively to furthering individual
and family goals.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS /INDUS -TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge
and techniques for effective' living in situations such as recreation, consumption,
occupation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop the highest
degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: tpg. 13 - Goal) Develnp.,understanding of the importance and.
relevance of mathematics historically and ii the world today.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objective) Help students gain experience with the
potentialities and limitations of the methods of scientific and social investi-

, gation but at the same time recognize thatthe environment can be interpreted
and manipulated.

SOCIAL STUDIES: Cps. 11 - Objectie) The student is able to participate
actively and responsibly in colIettive decisions affecting the social, economic,
political, Or physical environment in which he or she lives.

416
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THEME 6. Energy Alternatives
4.

1

Subject Area Mathematics

Gra4eLevel 7-12

THINGg TO DO1

*1. Compare the cost/benefits of a heat pump and a solar water heating
system. (See Sample Activity 6-1. "Solar Cents?")

*2. Draw a parabola with a fotal width of 10 units. Translate the
parabola into a parabolic cooker. (See Sample Activity 6-2. "A
Reflection of EnergYM -

-3., Calculate the, comparative, costs of different energy strategies (solar,
oil, nuclear,' conservation, etc.). Which alternative strategy seems
tcrbe the best?

;

Why? t %-

4. Make maps of the United States (include Alaska and Hawaii) *picting
the amount of sunshine received (data available at the weather, station).
On your map, recofd the number of sunny days per year. Which 'regional
area has the greatest number of sunny days per year? Which regioli6has
the least? Why is'this information of value to scientists, engineers';'
and architect's in determining the use of solar energy in a, given
region?

5. Investigate the feasibility of harnessing the wind as an energy source
for use in Hawaii. Whatare the opportunity costs?

6. Investigate the recovery of wastes into a useable form of energy. Find
out the status of.HPOWER (Honolulu Project on Waste Energy Recovery).
Does the study indicate a positive net energy return far a wastt energy
recovery system for Hawaii?

*4,
r

VOCABULARY

Aesthetics, alternate energy, biomass conversion, conservation,
cost benefits, costs, Insolation, opportunity costs, parabola, pollution,
recycle, reflected light,'solar energy, solar systeig; solar tax credit,
technology, waste energj recovery, wind energy.

1
Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be.adapted Co any math class
and math course. Other energy math problems can be formulated using various
reference materials4 Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Energy in So lid Waste. Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental
qualiZy,ashington, D.C., 1975.

. b. Energy Environment' Source Book by John Fowler. National Science
Teachers'Association, Energy-Environment Materials Project,
WashingtOn, D.C., 1975.

* Forte description, refer to noted Sample Activity.

OW ,
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Subject A.Yea Mathematics

Grade Level 7-12

Note to teacher: (Cont'd.)

b. Hawaii Home Energy Book by Jim Pearson. The University Press of
Hawaii and The Research Corpoation of the University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii, 1978.

c. Annual reports published by the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute
(HNEI), University of Hawaii at Manoa.

d. Legislative Energy RD&D Workshop Handbook. Hawaii State Senate,
Economic Development and Energy Committee, State of Hawaii,'
November 1979.

e. Publications (pamphlets, leaflets, etc.) by the State Energy Office
and the Department of Energy (Federal Energy Office).

f. Solar/Wind Handbook for Hawaii by Waqudi Falicoff, George,Koide and
Patrick Takahashi. U.S.. Department of Energy in cooperation with
University of Hawaii at Manoa, University of Hawaii at Hilo, and
Department of Planning, and Economic Development, State Energy Office,
State of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 1979.

I

41P
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THEME 6. Energy Alternatives Subject Area Math (Bus, Hgc,

. IT, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, CE, 6, LS, VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 6-1. "Solar Cents?"

OBJECTIVE

To know alternative energy sources and uses.,

CONCEPTS

Future sources should have high energy potential, be retrievable,
easily obtainable, economically feasible, efficient for conversion,
safe, healthful and environmentally noncontaminating.
New energy sources are being studied for future use. Research is
now being done to harness the following energy sources for the future:
a. fossil fuel sources: oil shale, tar sands and coal gasification.
b. natural or continuous sources: geothermal, solar, tidal and wind.
c. other sources: hydrogen, fuel cells, magnets, hydrodynamics,

burnirig of trash, nuclear. fission (breeder reactors) and thermo-
nuclear fusion.

Altethate energy sources indigenous to Hawaii include geothermal,
ocean thermal energy conversion, biomass, solar, wind and hydroelectricity.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5. Use computational skills in situations common to everyday life.
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to cpmmonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.,
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.
41.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of
alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
When faced with decision concerning the use of earth, resources, studentswill select practices developed in recognitiori of present and future
anvifonmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

. 4 Students will examine,ontional courses of action and their consequence's
for improving the quality of life and will support thOsethat'will-.
provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and:the%
environment. (Goal:* pg. D38)

1)33D



Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity 6 -1

Grade Level 9 -12

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES (Option Z, Algebra DA)

Adds, subti=cts, multiplies,. and divides rational numbers. (pg. 136)
Understands the nature and use of a variable. (pg. 136)
Understands the power and use of algebraic symbols. (pg,. 136)

Recognizes the relationship between the properties of the real ambers
and algebraic techniques. (pg. 136)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise-6.1.
2. WorkSheet 6.1.

I
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity 6-1

Grade Level 9, -12

ACTIVITY; (Related Core Themes: 1, 4, 5 & 14)

Strong public and governmental interest has recently been shown in the
use of alternate energy sources for meeting Hdkaii's needs. To date, the
federal government is giving a 40% tax credit for solar water heaters, while
the State (Hawaii) government offers-a 10% tax credit.

Hawaii ran.lfs high in comparison with other places in the continental
U.S.A. in terms\of availability of °solar energy. Honolulu receives about
175/ kilowatt hours of energy on each square foot of earth per year. This is

e

enough energ3r to run a 60 watt bulb 8 hours a day for an entire Year. In
areas of the island where insolation is not very high, heat pumpsL may be
the answer. The disaavantage of heat pumps in terms of energy co rvation
is that a consideiable amount of electricity (fossil fuel) is still used.

For residents of Awaii wholinstall a solar system costing $2,600 for
a family of 3 people, the pay' back period is about 7-9 years, depending on
the income tax bracket and the length and interest rate of the loan. (This
estimatim is based on an estimated 10-18% inflationary rate for electricity
and 10% tar credit from the State.)

For Hawaii, solar water heating is one energy-saving alternative that
is feasible and practical. .

In this activity students will compare the cost/benefits of a heat
pump and a solar water heating system.

1. Di'scuss various energy alternatives with students- Discuss some
of the alternate energy sources that are possible for Hawaii.

.2. Discuss the solar water heat ing and heat pump systems' with the
students. ,Students should have a general idea of how each works.
(6. speaker representing both systems could be invitedto speak
to the clasp.)

3. Have students do Exercise 6.2.

4. Disct;'ss Exercise 6.2.
\

SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP /ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

interview people wlqo have a solar water heater and/or heat pump. Deter-
mine the average actual savings on utility bill for both systems. Com-
pare your findings with the savings being advertised.

135 °
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives SampleActivity. 6-1

Exercise 6.1 E Grade Level *9-12
. .

"Solar Celits"

Directions: Solve the problems beloviusing'the fdliowing info.rmation about
Mrs. Ah Leong..

To conserve energy, Mrs. Ah Leong has decided to install a solar
heating system in her home. The cost, excluding taxes and finance
charge, is $4,000.00. This installation will reduce her utility bill
50%. Presently her utility bill averages $1,200.00 per year.

1. How much money willeie saved yearly after the installation?

,

21. If the federal govgrnment provides a tax credit of 40% on the first $1,000.00
and 25% on the principal balance, what is the total tax credit prqvided by
the federal government on the $4,000.000 system?

, 3. 1f Hawaii's 'state government provides a tax credit of 10%.on the solar water
heating system, what is the totartax credit provided by-the State government

* on t e $4,000.00 system?

4. How long will it take before the solar water system pays for itself? (Assume
that the average utility bill will remain constant.)

,5. If.Mrs..Ah Leong installs a heat pump that costs $1,000.00 and, yields

savings of 30% of the annual utility bill, how long will it take before
the heat pump pays for itself? (Assume she installs the heat pump instead
of the solar water heater.)

It}
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity 6-1

Exercise 6.1 (Coned.) Grade Level 9-12

6. Overall, which systemAsolar Wate heater or heat pump) conserves the most
energy? Why?

7. At what point in time will the savings from the heat pump equal the savin
from the solar water heater system?

or
4
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

Worksheet 6.1

Sample Activity 6-1 .

Grade Level 9-12

"A Possible Solution?"

Directions: 1. Solve the 30 pr6blems below and on the next page.
2. In Table 1, find the two letters that correspond to your answer.
3. Choose ope of the letters and write it in the blank that corres-

pond to the problems.
4. As you work out the hidden message, you may wish to change the

letters you've selected.
5. Example: To discover the first letter of the first word, solve

problem (1) Which is 2z + 15 = 7. The answer is -4. From
Table 1, you can see, that -4 corresponds to letters "C" or "L."
In this case, a "C" was chosen. (See dash number 1.)

6. Whentthe secret message is solved,'unscramble the letters that
are circled. When thq letters are unscrambled you will discover

that the secret word refers to the ba'sic source for most of our
energy.

Table 1

c.-1 -5 -2 -6 16 12 '11

A/E . B/D. C/L F/G H/T I/O K/L

6:
1 *

:

' -4 8

I M/N 'P /Q R/S : 4 -T/W U/Y V/Z

Hidden Message: C
4

1 2 3 4 5 6

. 13' 14 15 16 17 ,

OQ:
25 26 27 28 29 30',
Secrbt Xetsage:

+ 15 = 7
z = -2

0:
8 9 10 11 12

,.19 20 21 22 23

4 1 1 t

2: 2z

8T

6. 7r 2rT+ = ,12
a.

138

3. 3t + 5 = 23

7. 3n ,

4 v

4. 2r + 3 = 11
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

Woiksheeet ,6.1 (Coned.)

9. -21 10.
5

13. 3a.---13 + a) =7

16. 6w - 3(w + 1) = 12

19. 1 20.
Y .5

22. 1 3
n +4 (4 + = 4

25. 5x-= 5 26.

28. x 1:.

4
4

;

4

J,

Aor

*,

5y = 60

14. z
= 4

4

A.

Sample Activity 6-1

Grade Level;) 9-12,

11. 3
K = 9

4 .

15. n 1 = 0

12. `) - (8 - x) = 4

17. 3t - 8 = t + 16 18. 2z + 7 = 15

2z + 15 = 7

1
n = 2

r

21. 3
n = 3

23. 2x - 9 = 15 24. t 5 = -7
41%4* 3

27. 3k + (6 - k) = 8

29., 2t 1T 6t = 3'

134 5
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity 6-1

Worksheet 6.1 - Teacher's AnswerSheet Grade Level 9-12
,.

"A Possible Solution?"

Directions: 1. Solve the 30 problems below and on the next page.
2. In Table 1, find the two letters that Correspond to your answer.
3. Choose one of the letters and write it in the blank that corres-

% pond to the problems.
4. As_you work out the hidden message, you may wises to change the

letters you've selected.
5. Example: To discover the first letter of the first word, solve

problem (1) which is 2z + 15 = 7.` The answer is -4. From
Table 1, you can see that -4 corresponds to letters '!C" or "L."
In this case, a "C" was chosen. (See dash pumber 1.)

6. When the secret meali is salved, unscramble the letters that
are circled. When the letters are unscrambled you willddiscover
that the secreilord refers to the basic source for most of our
energy.

Table 1

l -5 -2 -6 16 12 11

A/E B/D' C/L, F/G\ 111/J I/O K/L

t 6

.

-3- 4
,,

._

0' 5. -, -4 '8

.

M/M /:1 P/C H/S1N ',14
-.

. :TN' U/Y
=t

"
,

V/Z

Hidden Message: C 0 N

1 / 3

^ 1N

R- . A

0 E W) I

13 14 16 17 18 19 20 21

0,

.R C Y

25 26,, 27 28 29 30
Secretlieisage: S U. N S H I 'N E

1. 4z + 150= 7
z = -2

2. 2z
8 4.

= 12

5. 2 IV' 6. 7r
+

2r
= 12

a

a = 1 r = 4

. /

140

.

Q

Q137'%24

O

, <

,

I

3. 3t +4= 23

t =6

7. 3n

4

n = 8

Ja

1 .

'14 4. 2r + 3,= 11
r =44

X = 1
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives
4orksheeet 6.1a (Cont'd.)

"...j Teacher's Answer Sheet
9. -21,, ....,

5.

I' = 5

13. 3a -- (3 + a) = 7
a = 5

10. 5y = 60
y = 12

16. 6w - 3(w ± 1) = 12
w = 5

I,

14. z
IT = 4

z = 16

17. 3t - g = t +, 16
't = 12

Simpib Activity 6-1 /

drade Level 9-12
N.

#

11. 3 12. x - (8 x) = 47 K = 9
' K = 12 x = 6

15. n - 1 = 0
n = 1

19. 1. 20. 2z + 15 = 7 21. 32y .5 z = -4 4__.----.y = 1

22.
4n +4n + -4-3 (4 + n) =4

n =.1

f'25. 5x = 5 ,`"` 26. 1
x =1 1 3

- *28. 2. h..
4 4

y = 4

. .

/

-.

N

t

n = 2
n = 6

i

23. 2x - 9 = 15"
x = 12

n = 3

n =

18. 2z + 7 =.).5
z -7- 4

24. t
3

' 27. 3k + (6 -- k)*4: 8
k = 1_ .

29. 2t 1
-%.

3 6t -3
t = -6-

...

.,t

...
- 5 = -7

t = -6

30.
3r+ 3r 6

+ T
r. = -4

S..

/ G

.

..

d b.

I

*

1 4r r
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THEME 6. Energy Alterna Subject Area Math (IA, IT, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, CE, LS, VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 6-2.° "A Reflection of Energy"

ECTIVE-

tow `alternative energy sources ak uses.

CONCEPTS

Future sources shoul -havhigh energy potential, be retrievable,
easily .obtainable, economically feasible, efficient for conversion,
safe, healthful and environmentally noncontaminating.

- 'New energy sources are being studied for future use., Research is now
being done to harness the following energy sources for the future:
a. fossil fuel sources: oil shale, tar sands and coal gasification.
b. natural, or continuous sources: geothermal, solar, tidal and wind.
c. other-sources: hydrogen, fuel cells, magnets, hydroOhamics,

burning of trash?, nuclear fission (breeder reactors) and thermo-
nuclear 'fusion.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5. use complitational skills in situations common to everyday life.
EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measuring d vices.

al. EC 7. Interpret common vival symbols.
EC 8. Reach reasoned soluttons to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen .rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

. , Studentg will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of alternate
energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of pres 't and future
environmental and'human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)
Students will examine optional courses of action any heir consequences,
forjmproving the quality of life and will support those that will pro-
vide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the
environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES (Option Z, Analytic Gepmetry)

i Given conditions) on a conic section, determines its equation. (pg. 154)

142

148.
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity. 6-2

Grade Level 9-12

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. ,Exercise 6.2.
'2. MoeriaU for the construction of a parabolic cooker as listed on pg.146.

4,

4

I

1.
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

I

Sample Activity 6-2

Grade Level 9-12 .

mgogizE (Related ebre Themes: 1, 4, 5, & 14)

People living in prehistoric times probably realized £hat the sun was
essential for life, giving off heat and light. To show the importance of the
sun, many cultures such as the Aztecs, Encas, Egyptians, etc., identified
the sun as being a god,, the creator of life on earth.

Direct use of solar energy has been practiced since the beginning of
agriculture where it was used for drying foods and-growing fruits, vegetablas,
and other crops: The Aztecs used, solar energy to dry clay pottery and vessels.

1;.t. In 212 B.C., a _qreek philosopher by thename of Archimedes used solar
energy in a military confrontation betWeen Greek soldiers and an invading Roman
fleet. It is believed that the Greek soldiers linedifup along the harbor and
using their shields, reflected the sunlight omo the invading Roman fleet. The
high concentration of sunlight produced enodh heat to set the warships on fire.

Today the principle of reflection is used to gather and concentrate the
sun's heat on a specific point. The unique properties of a parabola allows
it to concentrate the sun's light to a point. If a smooth, shiny surfate such
a metal or a mirror is shapgd into a parabola, the heat captured from the sun
could be used to cook food. A cooker such as the parabolic cooker can focus the
sun's rays, increasing the heat concentrated by 20 to_100 times. If the sun's
energy can be harnessed to do useful work, it may be one of the alternativeenergy.
sourced to supplement and/or replace the fossil fuel energy used in'the home.

In this activity students'will construct a parabolic cooker using theirs
mathematical skills. -4.

1. Review arid/or discuss the properties of a parabola with the students.
Ask students if they know how a parabola could be, used to capture and
concentrate the dun's rays,

2. Distribute Exercise 6.2 and have students construct a parabolic,cooker.
(Note:. Students may be given the following information to construct -
.their parabola if necessary: a) the focal'width of the pbabola
with equation x2 = .4py is 1414 .; or b), the focal width of a
parabola with equation y2 = 4px is (4pI.

3. After students have constructed their parabolit cooker, have them
test it out.-

tr.

OiG0'ESTE1 -FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Design and construct your own geoiOcric design for a working vier cooker.

144 a
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

Exercise. 6.2

Sample Activity 6-2

Grade Layel 49-12

"A Reflection of,Energy"'
a

?- .

The unique'propetties of a parabola can be used to concentrate the
,---

sues..
t

rays to 4 giVen point.called the focus (F)'ohe parabola. (See Diagram
A below.) Using_the_parahola'nroperties, a parabolic cooker can be_ ,-____-- .

constructed.
°,

.focal width

axis

. focus (P)

PART I: Graphing_A.Parabola

focal width

Directions: Diaw a parabola ,such that the focal width is 10 units

a

4

5

-5

-1

-2

-3

-4

1 2 5

r
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity . 6-2

Exercise 6.2 (Coned.)

PART II: Constructing A Parabolic. Cooker

Grade Level -9-12

Directions: (1) Using the parabola that you constructed in Part,I, let each
unit stand for one inch. Next make a pattern of your parabola
on a piece of paper. (The focal width should be 10 inches.)

(2) Next, gather the items listed under Materials.

Materials: Aluminum foil, cardbaard,_aak_tag_paper, glue, barbecue sticks,
, tape, and solar foil (or foil painted black on one side).

.*Procedure:

1. Trace your wrabolic figure on.a piece of hard cardboard., Cut out
two such pieces. (See Diagram B.) .

2. Use oak tag and cut out a,rectanguiar piece to fit the curvature of
your parabolic figure. (Use aluminized cardboard paper if available,
and omit step 3.*) Make the width of the rectangular Piece 6'inches.

3. Carefully cover one side of the rectangular piece of oak tag with
aluminum foil: Be sure that the fail has little or no creases.
If there are creases, smooth them out. Adhesive baCk"mylar may
be used instead of foil.*

4. Attach the aluminum-covered side af the oak tag to the curved
edges of the parabolic-shaped pieces with tape or glue. (See
Diagram C.) Your cooker should resemble a rocking chair.

5. Finish up the cooker as shown in Diagram C.

6. Stick'a small pin into the cardboard near the barbecue stick.
(See Diagram C.) This pin is used to position the cooker to
collect, the maximum amount of sunlight. When the cooker is
properly positioned, the pin should cast no shadow.

7. Use the barbecue stick as a skewer for a hot dOg. Cover the hot
dog with the solar foil. The black side of the foil should be on .

the outside.' Why?

8. Place the barbecue sticl with the hot dog in the parabolic cooker.
'If you have-calculatedthe parabola correctly, your hot dog should
be hot in 10-15 minutes on a nice, hot, sunny day.

*Available for Edmund Scientific.

4146.
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

Exercise 6.2 (Cont'd.)

A

.

4

Diagram''D

10"

?"
.

Cut two pieces of
cardboard pimilar to
this shape using your
calculations:

Diagram C.

fl

Sample Activity 6-2

Grade Level 9 -12

"Parabolic Cooker"

1

.

6"

Cut one piece of 'Oak

tag according to dimen-
sions you have calcu-
lated.

147
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THEME 7. ENERGY STORAGE AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
a

1
BACKGROUND

Theme 7 deals with the need for efficient systems to store available
energy sources in a form that can be readily used and to transmit the energy
to appropriate locations at aotime when it is actually needed. The main
purpose of these storage and transmission systemsois to improve 'the efficiency
of the flow_of energy from the source to the consumer.

The efficient storage of energy in fossil fuels and readily available
transport systems resulted in %remendous consumption of this energy source.
However, as the limits of foss.1 fuels are being realized, modern techno-
logical societies must seek alternative energy sources. These resources have
to be extracted, converted to a useful form, and stored until they are needed
and used.

Someroblems associated with the technology of improving storage to meet
constantly increasing demands of consumers for more energy involve storage oft
large quantities of energy and the matching of intermittent sources with
intermittent consumption.

This theme can help students to view the improvement of storage and trans-
mission systems`as an alternative energy source in- the - sense that increasing
amounts of energy can be made available through more .efficient use of current
and/or future energy sources. It will also make them aware of the interaction
of science and technology, with the societal acceptance of solutions to energy-

.
related problems.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

'FPO 1. Develop basic skills-for learning,nd effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop-positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

CORE- THEME OBJECTIVE

To know various energy storage and transmission systems.

4



Theme 7. Energy Storage and Transmission Systems

CONCEPTS

1. There are ethical, legal, aesthetic, social, political, economic,
biological, and physical benefits and costs associated with energy
storage and transmission systems.

4- 2. Storage and transmission systems must be'complementary to each
other and appropriate to a given energy source.

i

3. In Hawaii, research of storage and transmission systems being done
by the _waii_NiaturaLEnergy___Inst,.tute. (IiNEL). lead_ to
useful in designing such systems.

RELATEDGOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the
resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of
conservation.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Pertorm the tasks of maintaining
a home in'such a way'that will contribute effectively to furthering individual
,an' family goals.

INDUST: ARTS NDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge
and iques for e fective living fn,situations.such as recreation, consumption,
occupation, and education.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop understanding ,of the ,importance and
relevance of mathematics historically and in tht world xnday.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objectives) 1'. Foster the students' appreciation
for die practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of
quality of life and to promote inour students the desire to`take an active
part in that contribution. 2. Help students gain experience,with the poten-.
tialities and limitations'oof the methods of scientific and social investigation
but at the same time recognize that the environment can be interpreted and
manipulated.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11'- Objective) The Student is able to participate
actively and responsibly in collective decisions affecting the social, economic,
political,'or physical environment in which he or she lives.'

150
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THEME 7. Energy Storage and Transmission Subject Area Mathematics

Systems
Grade Leel 7-12

THINGS TO DO1

1. Investigate various.forms of energy transmission and compare the feasi-
bility of each. What are. the cost/benefits of each transmission system?

2. Compare the various levels of storage capabilities of various objects
such as a wound up clock, flywheel, a gallon of gasoline, etc. What
are their energy densities (watt hours per pound)? See Energy Self-
Sufficiency for the State of Hawaii by University of Hawaii Students
of Civil Engineering/Interdiscipl,inary Studies, University of Hawaii
at Manoa, konolulu, Hawaii, September 1978, pgs. 53 -60.'

3. A storage alternative used to harness the wind is the pumped storage
system. The amount of energy stored would depend on the water capacity
of the reservoir, the pressure.produced by the water, and the efficiency
of the generating system. Calculate the size of a reservoir or the
amountof water needed to generate enough electricity for a household
,which uses 32 KWH per day.

4r

4. .Investigate the feasibility of linking the islands of Maui, Molokai,
and fanai with submarine electrical power cables. What is the cost
estimate per mile of cable?

VOCABULARY

Batteries, costjbenefits, energy densities, pumped storage,
storage, transmission.

1
Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to any math class
and math course. Other energy math problems can be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Solar/Wind Handbook for Hawaii by Waquidi Faliicoff, George Koide,
and Pat Takahashi. U.S. Department of Energy in cooperation with
Univeisity of Hawaii at Manol, University of Hawaii atsailo, and%
Department of Planning and Eebnomic Development, State. Energy,Office,
State di Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 1979.

b. Energy Self-Sufficiency for the State of Hawaii by University of,
Hawaii Students of Civil Engineering/Interdisciplinary Studies,
published through a grant from the National Science Foundation,
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, September, 1978.

4t.. Publications (leaflets, brochures and/or pamphlets) by the U.S.
Department of Energy. Available locally from the Federal Energy
Office.

J5ir;
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THEME 8. TRANSPORTATION

BACKGROUND

Theme considers transportation in terms of the movement of goods and
people. It also focuses on the enormOus amounts of energy :currently being us(1.

The transportation system in the United States uses about half of the
nation's total consumption of petroleum. Being the greatest consumer of petroleum,
it could also become the greatest conserver of energy. To do__I.his,..moxR effi-
cient cars and trucks could be made, alternative ways to Havel and move goods
could be promoted, drivers could be taught to save gas, and other wasteful habits
could be changed.

This theme should enable students to realize that the cost of energy
continues to increase while the sources of petroleum energy dwindle. .Alter-
native modes of transportatiod as well as trade-offs between transportation and -

communication systems must be considered. They should also be aware of the.
possible need for changes in personal values and lifestyles to accommodate
various transportation modes.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication

Develop
others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

g student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 5. Develop physical, social and emotional health.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral partof.

growth and development.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To know a wide range of transportation modes and their energy resource
requirements.

c
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Them6 8, Transportation

CONCEPTS

4. I.' One of the major users of energy.is transportation.

2. Ttansporiation modes, should be appropriate to the needs of moving ./

people and/or goods.

3. Tiansportation modes ould be imptoved to make more efficient use

of energy sources and have minimum negative effects on the tnvironment.

4 Reearch of the potential of communications systems may help to
relieve pressure on energy supplies used for. transportation. It

is farless costly to move'information than to move people and things.

5. The Hawaii State 151an calls for an integrated multi-modal transporta-
tionsystem that services statewide needs and promotes the efficient,
economical, safe and convenient movement of people and goods.

a
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Theme 8: Transporat-ion

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF.SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 58 3- Unit VI) Efficient processing, marketing, and
distribution are essential in making agricultural products economically available,
to human.'

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Demonstrate the application. of necessary art*
skills and concepts by producing works of art in various modes of expression
such as drawing, painting, ceramics, printmaking, weaving, sculpture and
_Photography,

/ ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: -(pg. 7 - Goal) A knowledge and
4derstanding of the customs and maresof a society reflected in the student's
behavior when living among the foreign group.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg.4 - Objective) To develop an awareness of the
needs of society for goods aneservices and how goOds,and services are effectively
provided.

.BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V Objective) To live 'effectively in today's
etonomic environment.

.
HEALTH: (pg. iii - Goal) Through a developmental health education program,

students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experiences,

/
contributing to attitudes,"valuei and responsible health.practices;

students will be able to make decisions relating to their health and understand
how these decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

4,

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objectives) 1. Develop an
.,

understand-
.t

ing of the principles, concepts, and problems of industrial technology. 2. De-
velop an understanding of the nature and significance of materials, tools, process- \41

es, products, and occupations of,Our tedhnological world and their impact upon
our society. ,

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To increase student understanding of the
nature and structure of the English language within the broad perspective of
communication.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop mathematical competence to function
effectively in today's society. K ,...,

.
SCIENCE: (pg. A -13 & 14 - Objectives) .1. Foster the students appreciation

for the practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement, of
quality of life and to promote in our students the desire to take an active part
in that contribution. 2. Facilitate the students' ability to use scientific
knowledge, processes, instruments and scientific language to clarify values,
examine issues, solve problems in fulfilling personal, social and career life
roles. 3. Help students gain experience with the potentialitiesand limitations
of the methods of scientific and social investigation but at the same time recog-
nize that the environment can be interpreted and manipulated. ,

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 16 - Objectives) 1. The student is able to.,clarify
,, value conflicts of communication, problems which affect choices, decisions, or

' relationships. 2. The student is able to construct, evaluate, and revise alter-
natives for personal goals, plans or Problems solutions, considering costs and
benefits to self and to others affected by his or her decisions.

6
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:THEME B. Transportation

Ys

'.,

Subject Area Mathematics

Gradd Levi. ' 7-12 -

, . -
:!..

THINGS TO DO1 , .
I

, v
/

. ,

\ .

*1. 'Investigate the driving habits of Hawaii's motorist by finding out
thenumber of registered vehicles, the gavlinetconsumed, and the
the average number,of Miles taveled. (See'Sample Actiyity 8-1.
"Moving Right Along4'.V)

.-9. *2. Find-out how energy.canbe conserved by, proper planning and sensible'
driving habits. (See.Sample Activity .-8 -2, "Gas'and Go.") ,

Keep a record of the numberof timer week) trips from home have
* been made in the familY,c'er when,,wi.Kplannidg,'one,triP might have

.

been stifficiene. Compile- the c1aSs results and devise a plan for re-
duction of travel. Compute the class totals or averages of unnecessary
mileage before and after a conservation plan A implemented. Strivi your-

_ . -.4:comparisons on a Bar graphs_

, . .
A: I 4' ..:,

Ar.,
k

4. Pretend that yod aregoing:on a t w o- w e e t t camping c p 'xoliles from
home. Wishing to spend as little money. -as possIne and cohtributeo
to as little pollution as necessary; whatWO:8f travel, cooking
fuel, housing, and equipment would you use? 57 traihtPkinds of activities'
dapId you plan? Calculate the possible dollaft an4 energy saved,.a

. , , \-,.

5: Calculate the gasoline conserved if certain driving habits were changed.
Make a list ofthe "old" driving.habits and a list of the new ones.
Compare fuel,consumption Of "old" and '.!new" driving habits.

6. Calculate the miles per galion,(fuel economy) of your-own car or your
family's\car. Also calculate the cost per mile. (Be sure to consider
such costgas oil, gasoline, maintenance, 'service, etc.)

7. Maintain an "idling " for one week. How much fuel was consumed while
your engine was idling? Paw-long,JO you idle at a-red traffic. light?
Find out how much fuel is consumed by a car idling for one minute. Call
the State Energy'Office or consult a mechanic.or the shop teacher at
your school.

8* Calculate the number of barrels of oil consumed by the air transportation
sector of your community. Compare the oil consumption of inter-island
transportation and foreign and domestic travel.

'VOCABULARY

Alternatives, car, car pool; conservation, fuel consumption, fuel
economy,, environmental impact, mileage, pollution, tAchnology, trans-
portation modes, values.

* For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.

1,57
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Theme 8.' Transportation Subject Area -Mathematics

Grade Level t 7-12

-Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to any math class.
and math Course. Other energy math problems can be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Tips for Energy Savers. U.S. Department of' Energy. Washington,
D.C., September 1978.

b. Hawaii Home Energy Book by Jim Pearson. The University Press of
Hawaii and The Research Corporation of the University of Hama,
Honolulu, Hawaii, 1978.

c. Energy Use in Hawaii. Department of Planning and Economic Develop-
.

ment, State Energy Office, State of Hawaii, November 1977.
d. Energy Conservation in Hawaii. Department of Planning and Economic

Development. State Energy Office, State of Hawaii, 1977.
e. Energy-Environment Source Book by John Fowler. National Science

Teachers Association,/ Energy-Environment Materials Project,
Washington, D.C., 1975.

f. 16 Steps to Conserve Energy on Our Highways. North Carolina Depart-
ment of Public Instruction. Division of Scitince Educatlion, Raleigh,
North Carolina, F bruar); 1974.

4
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THEME*E. Transportation Subject Aiea Math (LA, Sc'
Thematic Area EE, G,, LS, VE

Grade Level 7-8

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 8-1. "Moving Right Along"

c"-

OBJEttIVE

. To know a wide range of transportation modes and their energy resource
requirements.

CONCEPTS

One of the major users of energy is transportation.
Transportation modes should be appropriate to the needs of moving
people and/or goods.

iTransportstion modes should be improved to Take more efficient use of
energy sources and have minimum negative effects on the environment.

ESSENTIAL'COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
EC 4. Communicate orally in tituatione-comidon to everyday life.
EC 5. Use computational skills in'situations common to everyday life,
EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measuring devices.
,EC 7. 'InterpRet common visual symbols.
EC E. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered probleN
EC 10r- Use resources for independen_learning.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights .and

responsibilities.

'RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wiseutilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support'researcfi and development df alternate
energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of pr sent and fdture
environmental and human'needs. (Goal: pg.
Students will voluntarily participate in progra nvolving resource
reclamation. (Goal: pg. D18)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES

Reads, writes (using words and symbols) and verbalizes mathematical
ideas in order to communicate quantitative information. (pg. 94)
Rounds numbers to a designated value. (pg. 95)
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and 'divides whole numbers. (pg. 96)
Adds, subtracts, multiplies,and divides decimals. (pg. 98)
Solves percent problems. (pg. 98)
Uses appropriate tools and units to measure objects. (pg. 100)
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Theme 8. Transportation

,

Sample
r
Activity 8-1

j- Grade Level 7-8

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 8.1.
2. Worksheet fk.1.

y
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Theme 8. Transportation Sample Activity 8-1

Grade Level , 7-8

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 3, 4 & 5)
t

It has been estimated that a typical' car with an average fuel economy of
less than s15 miles per gallon uses about 650 gallons of gasoline each year.
-'(These figures are based on an average of 10,000 miles per year per`car as
estimated by the Department of Energy in March 1978.) If just one gallon of
gasoline were saved each.week for every automobile in the United states, the
saving would amount to approximately 5.6 billion gallons of gasoline a year,
which is about 8% of our current demand-for gasoline for passenger cars.

In this activity, students will practice basic mathematical skills While
doing energy mathematics problems.

1. As a review of prObleth solving skills involving decimals and
percents, have students do Exercise 8.1:

.

2. After completing the exercise, discuss the role of mathematics
in, everyday life and in energy mathematics.

3. As a review of computational Allis with decimals, have students
do Worksheet 8.1.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Call the Department of Plapning and Economic Development, State Energy Of=
fice, and find out.the latest statistics abbut Hawaii's motorist. talcutate
the average miles per gallon.

o.

10

F

7

D
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4 Theme 8. Transportation Sample Activity 8 -1

Exercise 8.1 Grade Levey

"From Here To There"

Directions: Using the data from Tables 1:and 2, on the pages that follow,
answer the following questions. EXpress your answers to the
nearest tenth place.

11 What was the total number of vehicles in 1960?

,2. In 1970, what Was the average number of miles traveled per vehicle?

3. In 1960, what was the average mileage for .9ach vehicle? (Hint: to find
mileage divide distance'travelled by gallons of gasoline used.) Do you
think the average mileage for vehicles registered in Hawaii today is the
,same? ,Why ot why not?

4

4. The number of passenger cars between 1960 and 1 976, increased by how many?
What multiple did it,increase by? Express your answer as a decimal .4.c..)) the

nearest tenth place.

4

1

A
,e

5. Calculate the average number of gallons of gasoline used by each vehicle
in each of the three years. Did the amount of gasoline consumed per vehicle
increase Or decrease? What was the percentage increase or'decrease?

0,4 .

6. What did the average motorist pay for a,year's supply of gasoline in 1960?,
in 1970? in 1975?

1

7. If Hawaii's Motorists cut back their driving by G.25, howmany 'gallons of
gasolineyould each vehicle save (on the average)? (Use the 1976 data.)

, pi, How much money would -each driver save if gasoline cost $1.39. per gallon?

'.-" C. ,

''.

41

V
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Theme 8. lhnsportation

Exercise 8.1

"Ftom Here To There"

Table 1. Gasoline Consumption, State of Hawaii

Sample Activity 8-1

Grade Level 7-8

Year

PO

Movr Vehicle Registrationa Highway Fuel
Consumption
(total in 1000
gallons)

Vehicle Miles
of Travel

(total in mil=
lions of miles)

Num r of
Passe ger Cars

Other Motor
, - Vehicles,

1960

1970

1976

199,200

358,200

462,700 .

31,000

46,200

73,800

142,100.

243,500

308,200

1,990
,

. 3,410

4,310
4
Excludes military vehicles, motorcycles, motor scooters, trailers,-and semi-

trailers,
b
includes gasoline, diesel oil, and butane gas.c
Based on average of 14 miles per gallon.

Source: Hawaii State Department of Transportation.

Table 2. Motor Gasoline Prices (per gallon)

fi Year
Continental

United States (cents)
a

b
Oahu (cents)

1960

1970

1976

4

31.71 .

35.7

58.7 . '-

.,.

,

42.1

. 42.9

,71.9
-7

a
Pratt's-Oilgram Price Service and Lundberg Survey

conducted for FEA.b
State Energy 'Office.

Source: Department of Planning and Economic Development, Hawaii.

igures rounded off..

4-
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Theme ,8. Transportation

Worksh 8.1 '

Directions: 1

a2
3

4

Example:

Sample Activity 8-1

Grade Level .

"On the Go"

. Do each'of the 20 problems below.

. In Table 1, find the letters that correspond. to your answers.

. Write the lette'rs in the blanks that correspond to'the probleMs
-al-S-t-ramble the Circled letters in the secret message line to

find out'the secret word.

To discover the first letter pf the first word, solve problem (1) .

which is 0.04 + 0.11 = 0.15. From Table 1 you can see that 0.15
Corresponds to the letter "C.", The letter in the first blank
should therefore be '"C."'

Table 1.

I' B C D E F G H I J K L M

3.401' 0.36 0.15 4.014 2.7 0.25 90.0 0.1,44 0.945 165.0 0.12 59.99 3.98

N 0 P Q R S T .1k V W X '

210.0 2.69 0.103 12,0. 83.5 1.8 0.084 0:872 2.6 3.5 0.01 0,00 2.33

Secret Message:

`Secret Word:

Problems:

1) 0.04 + 0.11 =
0.1.5

5) 2.6 + 0.09

0
a-)04

5

11 12 13 14

8 9 10

15 16 17 18, 19 20

r

2) 0.201 + 3.2 ( 4-:V1.53 4) 0.026 + 0.077
+ 8.27

6)

9) 22.5.11- 15.35 1Q)

13) 5.2'x 0.5 14)

17) 0.5 Ft35 18)

4.54 - 1.85

7.04 - 3.026

0.03 x 90

3.6 gOTT -

7)

11)

15)

19)

,164

303 - 243.01

36 x 0.05

3 x 0.9,

0.25 T2275-

6' 7:

.8) 3.456 -0.055 ,

4

12) 17005 x 0.0002.

16) 0.0691449.

20) 128117).



Theme 8. Transportation Sample Activity' 8-1

Worksheet 8.1 Grade Level 7-8
Teacher's Answer Sheet "On the Go"

Directions: 1. Dp each of the 20 problems below.
2. In Table 1, find the letters that correspond to yoUr answers.
3. Write the letters in the_blanks that correspond to the problems.

.4. Unscramble the circled letters in the secret message line to
find out the secret word.

, C-

Example: Todiscover the first letter of the first word, solve problem (1)
,which is .04 + .11 = .15. From Table 1 you can see that .15
corresporlds to the letter "C."

. The letter tn the first blank
should therefore be "C:q .

Table 1.

-A.13, C D E F G.H I,J K L -M

3.401 ,.36 .15 4.014 2.7 .25 90.0 .144 .945 165.0 .12 59.99
....,

.3.98'

N 0
,

Q

. STUVWXYZ.

210.0 2.69 .103 12:0 83.5 1.8 .084 .872 2.6 3.5 .01 .025 .2.33

A
,Secret.Message:

13 14

Secret Word: C 0 N

Answeri:

1) 0.15

5) 2.69

9) 210.00

13) 2.6

17) 2.7

2) 3.401 3)

6) 2.69 7)

10) 4.014 11)

14) 2.7 15)

18) 83.5 19)

165

.5

E

0 L A N

8 9 10

R G Y

SERVE
15 16 17 18

83.5

59.99_

1.8

2.7

90
6'

4)

8)

12)

16)

20)

19 20

0.103

3.401

3.4010

210

0.025

4
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THEME 8. Transportation Subject Area Math *(IT, Sc).

4

Thematic Area EE, G, Ls", VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 8-2. "Gas and Go"

4

OBJECTIVE

To know a wide range of transportation modes and their energy resource
'requirements. Jr

CONCEPTS

One of t'he majof users of energy is transportation.

Transportation Aodes should be improved to make more efficient use
Of energy.sources and have minimum negative effects orl the envit'Oiment.

ESSENTIAL CbMPETENCIES

EC -1. Read,and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
EC 4.Communica4 orally in situations, cothmon to everyday life.
EC 5. Usebcomputational skills in situations common to everyday life.
EC. 8'. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent.leaining..
EC 15. Remonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and responsi-

bilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional sources
of energy and-also support research and development of alternate energy .

sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students,
will select practices developed in recognitiorr of present and future en- '

vironmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)
. Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences

for improving\the4quality of life and will support those that will pro-
vide optimum short- and long-term benefits fbr society and the environ-
ment. (Goal: pg. D38)

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES (Option Y,, Core AlgebrO

Performs the four basic operations with simple rational expressiOns (pg. 126)
Given a verbal problem, writes an appropriate equeton, solves the equation,
interprets the problem in terms of the probf4thfsetting. (pg. 127)
Applies fortnulas that arise from real-WorId situations. (pg. 128)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR'RESOURCES

Exercise 8.1.

-4114.,

166
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Theme 8. Transportation Sample Activity 8-2

Grade Level 9-12

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 5, 4, 5 & 10)

Passenger automobiles consume about 14% of.all the energy and about 31% of
all the petroleum utO in the Unitedtates. (Although passenger automobiles
also consume about 14% of the energy used in Hawaii, this represents only 16%
of the petroldud.consumed in Hawaii since 92% of our source of energy is from
petroleum.)

In 1975, it was estimated that in the 50 states, there were 100,000,000
registered' automobiles, with an average fuel eelonomyrof 13.7 miles per gallon,
or 5.8 kilometers per liter. Based on the 1975 figures, it.was estimated by the
Federal Energy Administration (FEA) that if fuel consumption is reduced 15%
through better car maintenance, the nation's consumption it petroleum could be
decreased by over 28,000,000 gallons per day or 1.02 x 10 gallons per Year.

The potential savings of energy can help stretch'our current, fuel supply,
save money, reduce pollution and provide valuable time for research and develop-
ment.

A this actilay, students will use algebraic skills in solving problems
involving the automobile.

1.' Discuss the automobile and the energy necessary to make it work.
t .

\
.

2. Discuss some possible conservation measures automobile owners and
drivers can practice to increase the car's fudl economy.

'3. Distrigute Exercise 8.1.

4.- Discuss Exercise 8.1.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Investigate the,efficiency of gatohol and diesel fuelnd compare the CosE-
benefits of each. Calculate Mr. Honda's savings pr lot es if he switched
to (a) diesel fuel arid/or (b) gasohol. (See Exerciae,8. .)

4"

4n

1 ,"
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Theme 8. Transportation

Exercise 8.1 - "Gas and Go"

Sample Activity 8-2

Grade Level 9-12

Mr. Audi Honda owns a 1975 Slincoln Scontinental which averages 6.32
kilometers per liter (15 miles per gallon) of gasoline when driven 104 kilo-
meters (65 miles) per hour, and 7.16 kilometers per liter (17 miles per
gallon), when driven 88 kilometers (55 miles) per hour. Mr. Honda drives
every day from KOkohead to Haleiwa Are he works.

Freeway
Paved Highway -
2 lanes or more

Directions: Using the Map of Oahu above, answer the following questions.

1. If Mr. Honda drove from Kokohead to Haleiwa, using the coastal

highway through Kaaawa, what distance in kilometers dia he travel?
What was the distance In miles? (Hint: 1 kilometer = 0.6 mile)

2. If Mr. Honda drove back to Kokohead using the inland highway through
Wahiawa, how many liters ofogasoline did he use if he drove 88 kilometers
per hour? (Answer to the nearest tenth of a°1iter)

1. If Mr. Honda decided to use the freeway instead of theawo highways,
how many liters of gasoline would he consume if he dro 88 kilometers
per hour? 104 kilometers per hour? How many liters of gasoline
would Mr. Honda save by driving 88 kilometers per hour instead of.

$04 kilometers per hour? What percentage savings would this be?

168
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...Theme 8. Transportation '-' .-4. Sample :ACActivity. ,

Exercises6.2 - "Gai and Go" (Cont'd.) Gfade Level

0

9:12

;;. How much mOney woufd-4Mi. Honda saVe by drit!ing at the slower rate of'
Speed if gasoline costs $.37 pekliter? (Assume that Mr. Honda used
the freeway for his round trip.) 7

5. How long would Mr. Honda take-to diive from Kokohead to Haleiwa and
back at 8& kilometers per hour .(55 miles per hour) if he used the
freeway? Howmuch time would he save if he drOve at a speed of
104 kilometers per hour (65 miles per hour)? What would it cost
per minuee.if the price of gasoline is $0.37 per liter?

6. If Mr. Honda forms a.
each time it was his
a month? What would
money wokild-be saved
per month and a cost,

f
car pool with 3 others, and used the freeway
turn to drive, how much gas would he save in
be-the,iercentage savings for,a,year? .How much
in a month? A year? (Assume 20 working days
Of $.37Y liter foi gasoline.)

. How else can Mr. Honda conserve gas?

M1.

ro

SI

*e.
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THEME 9. ENVIRONMENTAL/ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

BACKGROUND

The impacts of energy use on the environment are examined in Theme 9.
These include the environmental damage resulting from the productiOn, trans-
portation and utilization of energy.

As energy consumptiop has increased, so has environmental 1:46Aution. In
other words, environmentil quality has been-traded off for rapidly' increasing
demands for energy. .

Various energy alternatives are being 'developed to meet energy demands aS.
the shortage of foisil fuels is becoming more evident. Various energy sources,
have differing impacts on the environment while some uses of energy are more
threatening than others to the environment. Therefore, advantages of a parti-
fuller kind of energy extraction and/or use must be weighed against its effects
on the environment.

Theme 9 will help to make students aware of the interrelationships among
the principal variables of human ecology--popplation, organization, environment

- and technology which constitute an ecosystem. It will also help them to realize
that every decision made involving energy alternatiyes affects the quality of

a. life and must be considered in terms of its effect on the existing environ-
mental and ecological conditions.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
n.

PO 1. Develop basic-skills for learning and effective communication
with others. A`

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develovdecision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 5. Develop physical, social.and emotional health.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.
FPO 8. Develop-creative potential and aesthetic sensitiv

CORE THEMOBJECIIIVE

To know various energy options and their environmental/ecological
benefits and consequences.

Sts

A'
\ r

a
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecolegical Considerations

4

CONCEPTS

1. Energy extraction and use alter and/or pollute natural environmental
conditions.

2. Trade-offs are necessary to resolve conflicts over energy use and the
environment.

a. A balance between short-term economic gains and long-term
environmental quality involves trade-offs.

b. The resolution of conflicts over conservation, land use, ecologi-
cally sound practices and aesthetic judttpeiits involves trade-offs.

3. Political and cultural interest groups influence the decisions made
regarding the development, use, and conservation of energy resources
and their effects on the environment.

4. The Hawaii State plan states that the development or expansion of
power systems and sources should adequately consider environmental,
public health, and safety concerns and resource limitatiOns.

1

471
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Considerations

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL,OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULT (pg: 59 - Unit VII) Agriculture is faced with environmental
-problems that are both internal and external.

ART: ,(pg. 7 - Objective) Use the potentialities of art and take action
to shape and enhance the quality of one's ptisonal and public environment.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) A knowledge and
understanding of the ustoms and mo,res of a'soolety reflected in ,the student's
behavior whet living ong the foreign group.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARIS: (pg. 4 - Objective) po effectively utilize thp
resources of our technological world and to understand the im ortance of
conservation.

ie
BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) .to live effectively in today's

economic environment.

HEALTH: (pg. iii & 1 - goal) Through a developmental health education
program, students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experiences
contzibuting to'attitudes, values and responsible health practices; students will
be able to make decisions relating t6 their health a d understand how, these
decisiOns affect them and the society in which they ive.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Create a home and community
environtnent conducive° to the healthy growth and evelopment of all members
of the family at all stages of the family cycle.

INDUSTRIAL ATS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objec ive) Develop an understanding
of the nature and significance of materials, t ols, processes, products, and
occupations of our technological world, and their impact upon our society.

qr
LANGUAGE ARTSf (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop the highest

degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language. .

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Nurture intellectual curiosity and promote
the desire to continue learning.

MUSICC (pg. 2 - Objective) Use musical skills in communicating ideas,
thoughtd and feelings.

1 PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objedtive) Learn to respect the rights of
others, help the lesg-skilled playeA, subordinate their own desires to the will
of the group, and realize that they have the responsibility of direOting their
icrtions in behalf of the group.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objectives) 1. Help students gain experience with
the potentialities and limitati of the methods orscientific and social
investigation but at the same t ecognize that the environment can be inter-

Apreeea and manipulated. 2. Enc e students to'maintain a safe and healthy
environment.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objective) The student is able to participate
9actively and responsibly in collective decisions affecting the socipl, economic,
political, or physical environment in which -he or she lives.
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THEME 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

-
Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level 7-1'2

THINGS TO DO'

*1. Find out how much money is spent yearly on the-clean-up programs
for water,.air and solid waste. How march air pollutants are emitted
each year? (See Sa le Activity 9-1. "The Cost,k-Clean Living.")

*2. The use of paper an paper products in Our modern society-has in-
creased so dramatic ly that paper is now in short supply. Find
out how much paper ends up in the municipal solid waste. How much,
paper is repycled each year? (See Sample.Activity,9-2. "Paper
Profits.")

. -

*3. The serious health, property, and envilconmeptal problems that have
become such major and critical issues!today'began to surface when we
started to use fossil fuels extensively. -What are some of the
environmental/ecological problems assopiated witSli, energy use?
(See Sample Activity 9-3. "A Likely Occimence.")

4. Devise various means, of measuring air pollution in yours' school. Use
your device and take some measurements. Using the same device; measure
the air pollution in your immediate neighborhood. How does the amount
of air pollutants in your neighborhood' compare with the air pollutants.
in the khool's environment.

5. Design and sketch your concept a system that could convert waste
materials to heat energy for buil ngs. Assume the system will burn
360 tons of solid waste a day and allow for expansion to burn 1,500
tons a day.

(0.

VOCAEULARY

Cause and effect, continuity, cost/benefits, ecology enviroment,
environmentalist, HPOWER (Honolulu Project op Waste Energy Recovery),
municipal waste, pollution, recycle, smog, trade-offs, value.

t

1
Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be,udapted to any math class
and math course. Other energy math problems can be formulated using various
referdnce materials. Some reference materials to consider are: 0

a. Energy in Solid Waste. Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental
Quality, Washington, D. C., 1975.

* For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.

175 1 76
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Theme 9.. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations"

Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level 7-12

Note to teacher: (Cont'd.)

b. Materials and Energy from Municipal Waste. Resource Recovery and
Recycling from Municipal Solid Waste and Beveiage Container Deposit
Legislation, Congress of United States, Washington, D. C., July 1979.

c. Ecoscience: Population, Resources, Environment by Paul and'Anne
Ehrlich and John Holdren. W. H. Freeman and Co., San Francisco, ,
California, 1977.

d. Publications (brochures, pamphlets, etc.) from the EPA (Environ-
mental Protection Agency).

e. Publications (brochures, pamphlets, etc.) frob the Department of
Health.

s

P :
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THEME 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

\N

Subject A ea Math (H, LA, SS, Sc--

Thematic ea EE, VE

Grade Leve 9-12

4

SAMPLE ACTIVIT' 9-1. "The Cost of Clean Liv ng"

, .

OBJECTIVE .

To know various ener options aid their environmental/ecological benefits
and consequences.

1 . :',
.

CONCEPTS -
. .6, t

,4"
Energy extractionraction and e,alter and/or pollute natural environien al con-

.ditions \
,

t,

. Trade:-offs Are;necessary to resolila conflicts Over energy use and the en-
' vironment. , '.

a. A balghce between shi-t-te economic gains and long-teAm environmen-
tal quality involves trade- fn., ,- -0

b. The resolUtion'of conflicts ovet codservation, land use, ecologically
sound practiced and aesthettic judgments involves trade-offs.

kPolitical and cultural interest "group's influence the decisions madA re-
-.4garding the development, use; and:conservation of energy resource and

their effects on the enyironment. 1

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

Students will demonstrate an'appreci tion for the interdependence bf
living things in the closed earth system. (Goal: pg. p30)
Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for:improving chelfuality of life'and will support those that will pro-
vide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the environ-
nent.

.c.

' ,
(Goal: pg. DM) . , 4,(

A . , 0
r

-,N

.-..k 1

EC 1.

EC 3.

EC 4.

EC 5.

EC. 8.
EC 10.
EC

-
13

o'EC 15.

Read and use printed:materials from daily life.
Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in dail
Communicate orally in situations common to every
Use computational skills in.situations commonoto
Reach-reasoned solutions. to commonly encountered
Uge'resources for independent lean-Ong. k

Demonstrate knowledge of the basic structure and
neFlonal, state and local governments.
Demotrate knowledge of importan't citizen right
tsibilities.

..o

everyday life.
problems.

ED, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS- .

When faced with decisions cpncernihg the use of eerth.resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of present and future en-

\
'\ s,

;

vironmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

functions of

s and respbn-.

tOR OBJECTIVES

.
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Theme-9 Environmental/Ecological '--.- Sample Activity 9-1

.
. GrAde Level 9-12 411

Consideratials.
,_,.,.

.

MATHEMATICS PROGUCLEAINER 'OBJECTIVES vel B)
*,

Solves ratio, proportion-, and percent pr (pg. 124) ot-

Addy, subtracts, milltiglies, and divides integers. (pg. 124)

,);Applies eWation solving teaniques to verbal problems. (pg. 124)
Understands and uses the relationship among commonfractions,*decimals,,,

,and percents. (pg. 124)

t.0 ;

, ... . 4
..t

SUGGESTED MATERI4LS AND /.OR RESOURCES -

P. .1. Exercise 9%1.
2. Worksheet 9.1. .

eo

; I t

9

1

ts.

'(.

911

C

1

v
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecolo Joel
Considerations

Sam* Activity 9-11L

, Grade Level , 9-12
4

ACTS IVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 3, 4, 5 & 10)

As energy consumption has increased overthe yearss.so has environmental
pollution., Americans have traded environmental quality for.a"disposable,,
"throw- away" society.

Various energy sources and users have differing impacts on the environments.
The Opportunity costs of each energy source must be carefully weighed against
its effects on the environment.

.

'Each decision made by the. energy user will alseaffect the environment.'
The citizenry mutt Ve'inforted of the Possible effects' of variouvctions'so
that he /she may be able :to make wise decisions regarding energy use.

'In this activity, students win learn more about the environment using asic
math'skilis involving fr4cViOAS1 percents, and whole numbers.

e .

,'1. Discuss howfenergy is used by 'each of us everyday.' What are some of)
the environmental /ecological effects of energy use?.

"2. Distribute Exercise 9.1.

et

3. After students have completed the exercise,.'discuss their answers.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP /ASSESSMENT

1. Investigate HPOWER (Honolulu Project Of Waste Energy Recycling). Call
City Hall and invite a speaker to claAs to talk.about, HPOWER.

`2. Find out what environmental pollution-control measures are being used
by Kaiser Cement since they switched fiver to coal fuel.

1

s

.4

4
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological

Considerations

Exercise 9.1

Sample Activity , 9-1

Grade Level 9-12

"-The Cost of Clean Living"

1. It has been estimated that the yearly cost of a 5-year clean-up program
would-be as follows: $26-29 billion for water;- $12-15 billion for air in
metropolitan areas, and $15 billion for solid waste disposal.
,a) What would theaninimnni cost of the 5 year program be?
b) What wouldtthe maximum cost of the 5.year program be?
c) If the population of-the U.S. averages 210,000,000 in those 5 year s,

i? what would the minimum per capita cost for,the clean-up program be?
kaximum per capita cost?

2. The estimated air pollution emissions in 1970 for the State of Hawaii was
80W,320' tons per year. Of this total 65% was assessed to the motor vehicle.

. ,

How, 'Many tons of air pollutants Was emitted by motor vehicles in 100? If
these was approximately 400,000 registered motor vehicles in 1970, hOw man
tons,orair Pollutants did each vehicle emit each year? How many pounds
each day ?,

3, In 1969, accidental spillg, such as collisions, oil blbw-outs, etc., accounted
-4 for 10% -of the total oilpollution in the ocean. If,200,000 tons were con.:-

tributed by these accidentsfwhat was the total number'of tons of oil pollu-
4an 4ntbe ocean?

.

4. In IA Russell Wyer of.the Environmental Frotection Agency reported that
, .

. .

. . the '9,700 oil spills reported in 1971 represented only 20% of all oil spilit.
How many oil spills went unreported in 1971?'

. ,,
..

.
\

i
5. In 1976, the municipal solid waste (commercial, residential, anciinstitutional,

sources) amountea to about L43 million tons. If they population of the United
Stated was 229 AlliOn in 197t., what was the 'per capita generation 05f muni-
cipal

. 4 r .solid waste per year? :. ,... 0
.

.-t.
. , iftlk

"4 .

.

6. Direct costs of municipal solid waste' collection and clisposal was 'estimated
tobe'$4 billion a year in 1976. :What was the cost per ton Of municipal

1
waste? Wh e was the 'cost person per.yeer in 1974? Use the data from
Probiem.5. / , C.. '

v. r,A
-. .

,

.

,7: The,EPA reported that in 149 there were 18,
-

00 disposal sites,. The average .

acreage pf the disposal' sites was 27.03 acres, How many acres'of land. was
needed for, thelnunicipal solid'waste in.1976?,

.e

I Ai.

4t1,4

obi

°
,

1 Si ,
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological . Sample Activity 9-1
`Consderations

Grade Level 9-12
Exercise 9.1 (Cgrald.)

8.' The land area for the various islandsare given below. Is the land area
)

necessary for the 1976 disposal sites as described in Problem 7 enough.to
cover the island you,live on? (Show calculations to support koy answer.)

A

Island
\

Area (Sq. Miles)

Hawaii 4,030
Maui 728
Oahu 604
Kauai 555
Molokai 260
Lanai 141
Niihau 72
Kahoolawe 45

4

, .

+

9 According to the data it Problem 7, how many islands' the size of Niihau are
heeded to take care of the municipal wasted created in,1976?

List the environmental cost/benefits described or inferred in Problems 1-9:
.

A

4 4 .

c

a

S

4

.

A

v

.

O
24.
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Theme 9. 'Environmental/Ecological

Considerations.

Worksheet 9.1

I

r
Sample Activity' ',9-1

Grade Level 9 -12

"A Grapliic Representation"

Ili Directions: . Number the "x" axis of the graph paper fram3 to 15.
2. Number the "y4-axis from 0 to 20.
3. Plot-each set of coordinates and connect each one as you proceed r

to the pre:IiousAme.--,.. °

4. When the word'uliff" appeats, lift yOUr pencil add plot the
next'4t of codtdinates but do not connect-it to the previous -
one.

5. Continue to plot all points and when You have completed the
graphing,,a picture will appear.

x /
3.7 18.0

3.6 17.7
3.7 17.3
3.7 17.0 ,

3.7 '16.5
3.5 '16.0
3..5 15.4

3.4 15.0 '
3.3 14.4

3,.2- 14.0
3.1 13.4

..ti`'.3.1 13.6
3.0 12r5 ,.

3.2 12.0
3.'3 11,....5 1,
3.3 11.0

Or

3.41 10.6 ,

3.5 ..,16.0

3,6 9-6
. 3.7 9.0

.:1 '3.7 8.6 i
3.8 8.0
.3.9 7.0.

4.2 6.8

5.Q 6.6
6.0 6.5

7.0 ,16.3
'8.0 6.0

8.5 6.0
9.0 5.8 ,

4 '

.

.

x
10.0

10.7
11.3
12.0
12.7

12.3
12.0
12.1
12:2

X
5.6
5.5
5.6

6.0
6.3

7.0

7.6

8.0

8.7
12.3 9.4
12.4 10.0
12.5 10.4

12.5 11.0
12.5 11.5
'12.6 12.0
12.7 13.0
12.8 14.0
1-3.0 15.0

13.2 15.7

.14.0 16:0
4 14.'4 16.3 I'

14.6 1.7
14.5 17.2

14.3 17.5
14.0 17.7

13.4- 18.0
13.0 lg.2

12..5 '18.4

12.0: 18.6
0

11.0 18.9

182

x X
10:0' 19.1 4.0 16.8
9.0 19.3 4.5 16.6
8.0 19.4 .0 16.4
1.0 19.4' 5.5 16.2
6.3 19.3 6.0 16.0
5.8 19.3 6 15.8
5.3 19.2 0 15.7
4.9 19.0 8 0 15.6
4.2. 18.6 9.. 15.5
4.0 18.3 10. 15.4
3.7 18.0 11,6_ 15.4
4.0 17.7' 12.0 15.5

44.5 17.3 13.0, 15.6-
5.0 17.0 14.0 16:0
6.0 16.7 '14.5 16.3
7.0 16.5' 14.6 16.7
8%0 16.1 14.0 16.2
9.0 16,0 13.5 16.0

10.0 16.0 13.0 3..8
11.0 16.0 12.0 15.
12.0' 16.0 11.0 15.6
12.5 16.0 10.0 15.6
13.0, 16.1 9.0 15.7
13.5 16.3 8.0. 15.8
14:0 16.7 7.0 15:9

6.0 16.2 .
14.3 -17.0'
14.5 17.2 5.6 16:3

LIFT 5.0 0.6.6
. 4.6 16.8

3.7 .17.0 ,4.0 17.6

183



Theme 9. Enviroument41col sical
Considerations

Worksheet 9.1 (Coni'd.)

x

3.7 17.3'

LIFT

18.O
6.66.6 17.6

4

° qampla,Activity 9-1

race Level . 9-12

x X , 4 x
Y.

3.3 7.2' 11.5 10.3
3.3 7.0 12.0 10.5.
3.4 6.6 12.2 10.8
4.0 6.2 12.2 11.0
4.5 5.9 12.0 11.3

LIFT 46- 5.0 5.8 , 11.8 11..5

5.5 5.7 11.3 11.77.3 17.9
7.7 17.8 .6.0 ' 5.8 11.3 12.7

8.5 17.9 ,

.4 5.6
LIFT,

, 9.0 17.8 7.0 5.6

10.0 17 ..4
8.0 5,s4 r- 11'.4 k1.4
9.0 5.3 10.5 11.3

11.

10,7 17.0
16.8

10.0 5,1 --: 10.3 11.21
10.4 5.0 10.5 11.0

LIFT 11.0 5.2 10.4 10.7

6.8 17.7
11.3 5.3 -..

1.0.5 .10.5.
-

.3 17.5 12.0 5.6 ,11.0 10.4

8.0 17.6 12.3 5.8 11.3 10.5

8.4 17.7 12.7 6.3 11.7 '10.7
12.0 11.0

).

LIFT
12.0

11.4
9.0 17.3
10.0 17.0

10.6' 16,6

LIFT

0.1711.4.11.

10.4.1.0.4 16:6

LIFT

3.8 7.7

3.4 7.5

A x
1.

9.0 4.0

9.4 3.5

9.4 3.0

LIFT

9.8 4.0
b

9.4 3.5

LIFT

10.5 4:0

jer- 10.0 4.0
10.0 3.0

10.5 3.0

LIFT

.11:0 4.0
11.0 34.0

11.5 3.0

LIFT

12.5 .4;.0

12.0 4.0
12.0 3.0

12.5 3.0

LIFT

12.5 1.5.

'12.0 3.5

4

.

)

11. 3

10.4
10.3

10.0
10.2

10.0
'10.2

10.5

11.0

.

12. 7

12.7
11.6

11.4
11.0

10.8
10.4

10.3

10.2 .

LIFTc
-6.0 3.0'

6.0. 4.0.
.6.5 4.0
6.5 3'.5

6.0 3.5
6.5 3.0

LIFT . 4

.0

. 7.5 4.0
. 7.0 4.0

7.0 340
e. .

7.5 3.0..
,

,

. LIT;
t

' 7.0 3.5
/

7.5 3,5

, LIFT.
.

.6:5 4.0
8.0 4.0

A
, 8:0 .3.0

I

4 , 8.5 3.0
.

LIFT

1'

w.

0

9

...t

...t. db.

,
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THEME9. Environmental /Ecological'

Considerations
SubjeFt Area Math (Bus, 1TEc, Sc,. SS)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, 41E.

Grade Level 9 -12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 9-2. "Paper Profits"

,OBJECTIVE

To know various energy options and their environmental/ecological benefits
and_consekuencgs.0.--,

i i _

Energy extraction at alter aid /or pollute natural environmental
conditions.

(2.-"

Trade-offs are necessaryto resolve\ conflicts over energy use and the en-
vironment.vironment.

.

a. A 'balance between short-term economilrgains_and long-term environmen-
tal quality involves trade -tiffs.

b. The resolution of conflicts over conservation, land use, ecologically
sound practices andsaestheeic.judgments involves trade-offs.

Political and cultural interest groups influence the decisions made regard-.
ing the development, use, and .c9nservation of energy resources and their
effects on the environment.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1'. 'Reed and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 5. Use computational skillstin'situations common to everyday life.
EC 7. Interpret common visualtsymbols.
EC' 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

e EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
EC 15. Demonetratrknowledge of important citizenrights and respopsi-

bilities.
'

. .

.. .
RELATED ENVIRONkENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise vtilization of traditional
'sources of energy and also, support research and developtent of alternate
energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2) *-

When faced with,decisions concerning the use 9f earth resources, students '

will select practices developed in recognition Of present and future envi-
"ronmental and human needs. (G61: pg. D6).

. ..i Students will voluntarily participate in programs involving resource
retlamatibn. (Goal: pg. D18) .

i

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the qdatity of life and will supplbrt those that will provide

, optimum short- and long-term .benefits foi society and the environment.
(Goal: pg. D381 . ' ...

411
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Sample Activity 9-2
Considerations

Grade Level 9 -12

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM LEARNER OBJECTIVES (Option Y, Core Algebra)

2:PeriOrms the four basic operations with simple rational expressions:.
(pg. 126) a

For a real-world situation, prepares and uses a table'to discover a rela-
tionship or to decide the best course of action. (pg. 127)
Writes an algebraic expregsion to repr6gent a verbal expression. (pg. 127)
Given a verbal problem writes an appropriate equation, solves the equa-
ticin,7 interprets the problem in terms of the problem setting. (pg. 127)
Interprets a graph by stating what it shows and makes a table from it.
(pg. 127)

SUGGESTED MATERI S AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercis 9.2.
2. Worksheet 9.2.

.

4t-

sa

c.

4

vir

8
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological .

Considerations
Sample Activity 9-2

Grade Level . 9-12'

ACTIVITY (Relafed.Core Themes: 1, 4, 5, 10 & 15)

The use of prper and paper products in our modern society has increased so
dramatically that paper is now in short supply. The demand for more paper is
reason enough to recycle paper. However, there'are other reasons too. Recycl-
ing paper can conserve energy. If, as the EPA'(Environmental;Protection Agency)

report indicates, it is "technically possible to recover half of the 70% of the
mixed wastepaper; the ,recycling of this pctition (13.7 million tons) plus the
1,1.7 millioh tons ofe-asily separable-items- Auld mean a fossl,l fuel energy ,'
savings equivalent to 2.4 billion gallons of gasoline peeyear."

o 4

/ The savings-'9f _energy'is not the only benefit to be gained from recycling.
Recytling'or reuse of materials eliminates the need to find places to dump or
bury them. Also the dse of recyclable materials inplace of virgin materials
in the manufactuzing systems reduces the air and water effluents.

Aliho'llgh-technoiogical processes for materials recovery and/or fuel conver-
sions are emerging, it is still important for informed and responsible citizens
to take the.netessaYy actions. For example, the purchase of,returnable instead
of throw-away beverage container's may mean changes in purchasing habits. Col-
lecting,andepreparing newspapers, Clear paper, cardboard,latc.; for, pick-up or
delivery to a4recyc1ing'center may mean giving pp some leisure time. Whatever
measures taken'*ill make an Impact on the energy use-and th9 environment.

,
In this activity, students will use necessary algebraic skills to solve

problems in.resource:recovery.
.

1. Discuss and/or review the definition of recycling with the students.
Discuss someof the environmental cost/benefits of resource Yecovery.

2: Distribute EXercis6 9.2.
r

'3. Discuss Exercise 9.2.

SUGGESTEDr4LOW=UP/ASSESSMENT.ACTIVITIES

Do Worksheet 9.2.

--

7c

l

1
'Energy in old Waste, Citizens' Advisory Committee On Environmental Quality,

"Washington, D.C.;1975, pg. 4.

188

189
ry
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological SampleActivity 9-2
Considerations

Exercise 9.2

"taper Profits"'

3

Grade Level 9-12

Directions :., Solve the following problems. Express all fractions in theiresimpl-
.

, 'fest form and all decimals to the nearest tenth place.
6

1. It takes 17 trees to.make a tonof newsprint. How many trees would it t4ke
to make53 mill n tons of newsprint? One,billion tons?

2. The data in Table 1 shows the millions of

of the mur4e4at solid waste for the year
was 136,125,000 tons, what percent of the
the paper component represent?

.

tons,of paper goods that were part
.1975. -If the solid waste for 1975
total 1975 municipal waste does

Table 1. Some Components of Municipal Solid Waste,Gin:1975
1

--Materials Million TOns

newspaper
Books and Magazines
Office paper
Tissue papelboincluding
Paper plates, cups '

Corrugated paper
-Paperboard
Paper packaging
Other packaging
Other non-:packaging paper

1.

towels

8.9
>3.1

5.2
2,2

.5

.42:5
5.5''

5:1

2.2

1.0

Original,Source: ,Environmental Protection Agency, Oftice of Solid Waste
went Programs, Resource Recovery and Waste Reduction.
to Cowress, EPA Publication SW-600, Washington, D.C.;
pg 17.

Manage-
Report
1977,

.

1
Partial data from the Office of Technology Assessment. Materials and Energy

from Municipal Waste. Resource kecovery and Recycling,From Municipal Solid
Waste-and Beverage Container De*osit Legislation, Congress of United Stated,
Washington, D.C., July 1979, pg. 26.

-

3. Assuming that recycled paper was nOt=used in 1.975, approximately how many
trees were-needed in 1975 to supply our newspaper ileeds? If peotae-had 0.1%
of their newspaper produced in 1975 stored away and not part of our munici7_,--

- pal waste, what was the actual number of trees used in 1975?

IS

184,90 s-
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Sample Activity 9-2
Considerations

Exercise 9.2 (Cont'd.)
Grade level 9-12

4. On the average, there is a potentialenergy savings of 5.2 million BTU's per
ton of paper. If this is so, what wduld the total energy savings be if,25%
of all xhe paper goods.listed in Tale 1 was recycled?

<

.

5. If 35% of the nekspepers,28% of the books and magazines, 87% of the office
paper and 62rof the corrugated paper were recydled in 1975, what would have
been the total'energy savings?

6. Given:, (a) gasdline has an energy content of 5 1/4 million-BTU/barrel and
(b) the average Americarhcar has a fuel economy of 15 miles per gallon.
If there are 2.7 x 104 cars, what equal distances in miles can each car
travel if net energy savings from Problem 5 were converted to equivalent
amounts of gasoline? (Hint: a barrel of gasoline contains 42 gallons.)

.4
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`,,,, : . i' ' & '''Theme 9., Environmental/Ecological ----_,_2,ShmPle Activity l'' 9"-2

Considerations

Worksheet .9.z
-, Grade Level

0
"Let's Clear- The Air"

fis

Directions: 1. Solve the .10 problems below.
2. Next, look fqr the puzzle piece thht contains

that matches yours.
3. Pencil in or. color the entire puzzle piece.
4. After shading all 2Q puzzle pieces, a picture

'energy and our environment should appear.

9 -12

an answer

cqnce rning

Q

S

Problems:

1. a x a = 2 b's x 'ab =

Ii

3.

5. a2b x ab2 = 6.\ 4cd 1,2 = 7.

9. x2 .. 2x2 = 10. 2a + 3a + ab = 11.
....

13:

1+.

(3x - 1) 2

mft,

5y ., 2x2 }T =

14. a3 x a5 =

18. (12x - 2) :- 2 =

15.

19.

n.

9X2

y

c-3

;* 3x ='

.
y = ,

i. c'5"

'

=

4.

8.

12.

16.

10a )=

a '

(2x y t=

y4 7
= s''Y

- .,,t

2z x 5z4
r,,

,

(2dc2 - c) i- c => 20. ' (ax +c) xy =



Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Sample Activity ; 9-2
-Considerations

Worksheet 9.2 - Teacher's Answer Sheet Grade Level 9-12

"Let's Clear The Air"

Directions :, 1. Solve the 20 problems below.
2. Next, look for the' puzzle, piece that contains an answer

that matches yours.
3. .Pencil in or color the 9ntire puzzle piece. '

4.° After shading all 20 puzzle pieces, a picture concerning
energy and 'our environment should appear.

Problems and Answers:

v,
1. ax..a=-a

I.

2. b x ab = ab
2 .

3. x
4
+ x

2
= -x% V 4. 10a x10c= 100ac

, ,...

2
5.

.

b
2
= a b

3
-1. 4.cd + 2 = 2cd 7. 94 + 3x = 3x c \ 8: (2x + y) y = 2xy + y2

r

9.

13.
,

17.

x
2

' 2x? = 2x
4

10. 2a +3a +ab =
5a + ab

(3x-1)2=6x-2
3 5 8

14. a -x, a = a

6x-15y: 2x
2
y =10x

2
y
2

18. (12x - 2)+2=
,

II

4 7 3/
11. y + 37)=. 12. y + y = yi

g-.

-i -5 2 4 515. c + c =c .* 16. 2z x 5z = 10z

°
,19, (2ac

2
-.:- c)+ c= 20. (ax+c)» 4=

2ac-1 ax 2y ± cky,

192
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THEMF 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Subject Area Math (H, SS,_Sc)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 9-12

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 9-3. "Alikely Occurrence"

OBJECTIVE

To know various energy options and their environmental/ecological
.benefits and consequences.

CONCEPTS

AD Energy extraction and we alters and/or pollutes original environs
mental conditiOns.

Trade-offs are necessary to resolye conflicts over energy use and the
environment.
a. A balance between short-term economic gains and long-term '

environmental quality involves trade-offs.
"b. The resolution of conflicts over conservation, land use, ecologi-

cally sound practices and aesthetic judgments involves trade-offs.
;Political and cultural interest groups influence the decisions made
regarding the development, use? and conservation of.energy resources
and their'effectS on the environment,

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC A..

EC 4.:

EC 5.

EC 8.

EC 10.
EC 11.

Read and use printed materials from daily life.
Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
Use computational skills in'situations common to everyday life.
Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
Use resources for independent learning.
Identify the harmful, effects of smoking, drinking, drug a4se,
overeating; insufficient sleep, poor personal ene,
poor nutrition.

.EC 13. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic structure and functions of
national, state and local governments.

'EC 15. pemonstraee knowledge of.iMportant citizen rights and
responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND /OR'OBJECTIVES

Students will'suppOrt and practice; wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of
alternate energy sources. (Goal:
When faced with decisions 'concerni
students will select practices dev
future environmental and Human nee
Students will ekamine optional cou

pg. D2)

g the use of earth resources,

loped in recognition of present and
s. (Goal: pg. D6)
ses of'action and their conse-

quences for improving the quality f life and will support those that
will provide optimum short- and long-termbenifits for society, andthe environment. (Goal pg. D38)
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
- Considerations

Sample Activity

Grade Level 9-12

MATHEMATICS 'PROGRAM LEARNER OBJ ECTIVES (Option YC, Level A/B; Option Y, Probability)

Collects and classifies selected data, draws valid conclusions to make
decisions. (pg. 123)

Makes decision after interpreting, data. '(pg..125)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES'

Eicercis'e 9.3.
ti

/ a
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.,,Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Sample Activity

Grade Level

9-3

9-112

ACTIVITY (Related Core TheMes:, 3 & 10)

One of the serious problems associated with energy use is the pollution
of the environment and a disruption of the ecological balance. Unfortunately
every time energy'is used, the envirdnment is affected.' For example, when
cavepersons built cooking fires, their fires caused some pollution. Today wnen
we drive our cars, our cars cause some air pollution. The difference, however,
Is that today there are a lot more people.

The serious health, property, and environmental problems that have become
such major and critical issues today, begin to surface when we started to
use fossil fuels extensively. Today the task of cleaning up and protecting our
environment with new control programs cots the consumer money in the form ofhigher prices for energy and energy-related goods and services. Some people
feel that we should put up with some environmental risks if we want to continue
to reaR the benefits of energy. Others feel that our environment should be

,protected at all cost. Perhaps the solution lies in finding the perfect
balance between the cost of protectingour environment against the.increasing
costs incurred in controlling pollution. The question still facing us is"What is the best balance?"

In this activity students will 1.1grn more abOUt pollution problems,
caused by energy use.

1. Discuss with the students how they-use energy each day. Also lt
disbusg,the effects of energy use on the environment. ,How is your
use of energy each day affecting the environment? Are the effects
all negative? Explain.

2. Next, have,the students do Exercise 9,3. (Note: The information
used in the exercise is factual unless stated otherwise.)

3. Discus$' Exercise 9.3 with the students.

4

SUGGESTED FOLLOW- UP /tSSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Find out what ehe air quality standards are for Hawaii., How,...often (if ,any)
has the air pollution level been above the acceptable level?, Which
rea(s) of the State is considered a highemiss.ion density zone?

Are there similar standards for water, noise, and land pollution in our
Otate?

19f;
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Theme 9. Environmental/EcolOgical
Considerations

Exercise 9.3

'1

Sample Activity 9-3

"A Likely Occurrence"

Grade Level' 9-12

Directicips: Solve the following environmental/ecological problems.

1. At the Nimitz Used Car Lot, there are Oelve 1975 cars, eight 1.973 cars,ten
. 1970 cars,Jifteen 1969 cars, and fifteln pre-1969 cars. All cars manu-°

...

factured after 1970 have air pollution control devices.

s.

a. What .is the probability that Lana (a customer) will- buy a vehicle
with a pollution control device?

'b. What is the probability that the first 3 cars sold will be non-polluting
Cars?

'cgt

,_
2. In 1948, Donora, Pennysylvania, a small town in the valley of the

Monoiahela River, had a population of approximately 12,000. During
the month of October of that same,year, a temperaturejnversiOn trapped
the smoke from factories and fog, forming smog. The stogiasted-for six
days. Approximately 6,000 people beCame ill and 15 mentand 5 women died.
ANtemperature.inversion of this soft occurs approximately 12 days each,
year in this community.

a. "What is the probability that a person will die from smog pollution
on a given day?

b. What is the probability that a person will become ill from smog
pollution.ona given day?

3. The lung cancer rate for men over 45 yin the smoggiest part of Staten
-r- Island, New 'York, is 55 per 100,000. In he less smoggy areas, the rate

is 40 per 100,000. Approximately one out of every threemen over 45 live
in the smoggiest area. What is the probability that a male over 45,1iving
on Staten Island will have lung cancer?

4. The hazard due to.:smog is great for about ten percent of the population\ who are susceptibl to lung ailments. In 1970, the NO2 (nitrogen dioxide)
level exceeded the safety level on 1154days in the Los Angeles Basin. What
is the probability that )he average citizen liying in the Basin could become
ill due to s_g?

°

1

*Some,of problems used for this exercise were adapted from Environmental Education
Guide, Mathematics 9-12. Project I-t-E (Instruction-Curriculum-Environment),
Green Bp.y, Wisconsin, 19'77.
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
$ Considerations

. i

.

Exercise 9.3 (Coned.)

Sample Activity 9 -3

I

Grqe Level 9 -12

The next two problems are hypothetical in nature. /

5.. People recyclknewspaper for many reasons. Some recycle piper for the
money, while others for 'tlieenergy it can conserve. A surveyof the people
who recycled papein 1976 shows that 60,000 people recycled newspaper
foi* the money. Of the 60,000 who recycled newspaper for money, 40,000 .

were teenagers 18 years or younger. The rest of the people who recycled
newspaper in 1976, did it to conserve energy. Of this number, 20,000 '

were teenagers 18 years or younger. .

A recyling plantin Hawaii paid out $60,000,000 in 1976 at a rate of $.O1
per pound of newspaper. It was estimated that on the average, a recycler in'
Hawaii brought_in 600 pounds of newspaper,per year. In 1976, the 4population
of theStaVe was 900,000.

S.

a. What is the probability that on any given day a teenager is at the
recyling plant to recycle newspaper?

b.' What is the p'robabil4y that or any given day the 'recycler is there
,because he/she wants to help conserve energy?

I
A

;6. ,One way to conserve energy is to use renewable energy resodices such as.
-solar energy. The proper use of solar energy also fielps.to protect and
preserve our environment. Assume ;that in 1979, there were approximately
180,000'homes in Hawaii. Further assume that 10,000,solar'watel- heaters
and 2,000 heat pumps were installed up to the end of that year. 4

8.

a. What is the prob'ability'that a house iniKawaii had a solar water
heater ih 1979? A heat pump?

b. What is the probahili,ty that a house im-Hawaii would haVe either'
a heat pump or a solar water heate. in-19793

4
11,

A;
c. If the number of homes has increased by 1% and the' number of solar

water heaters by 2% and the number 4f heat pumps by 11%.4, what is the
probability that a...11 me has either arsolar water heater or a heat
pump today?

.

;*
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THEME 10. ENERGY COST, RESPONSIBILITY AND PRIVILEGE

/
BACKGROUND

Theme 10 focuses on the role and responsibility-of () energy suppliers,
especiilly the oil industry, (2) public interest groups such, as the environmen-
talists,(3) energy consumers which include individual citizens, commerce -and
industry, and (4) government in protecting the privilege of energy consumption'
and in determining policies on the availability and cost of energy.. This theme
also deals with the problems involved in meeting the demands for an adequate,
reliable energy supply at the lowest possible cost that is consistent with
necessary environmental quality safeguards.

Individuals can contribute tr., the solution of these problems by reducing
energy waste through more responsible and efficient use of energy. It is the
privilege aswell ad the' responsibility of citizens iai a free enterprise system
to develop competence in Making rational and appropriate decisions about their
consumption of energy-related.goods and services. For example,"energy consumers
must consider the diminishinf supply of fossil fuels and the rising.cost of
energy when making decisions on replacements or purchases of cars, appliances,
homes, etc.

The private enterpri!se system can also make contribptions to the solutions
of energy-related problems. Employers can make energy conservation a high
pLotity while businesses can develop better processes and Practices to use
energy more efficiently. In addition, oil industries can improve techniques
for extractihg.and using energy as well as search for and develop other' energy
alternatives.

- --Research Ind development of energy alternatives should provide further
relief to the problems of short supply and escalating costs of energy. This
issue involves decision-making by citizens about the role of government in the
research, development, financing, regulation, and ownership' -of alternate energy

1 resources. lit also involves the privileg and responsibility of oil industries
and other energy siappliers to finance the esearch and development of present
and future energy resburces. e

me

Understanding of this theme should enabl
of an open and candid government and private e

responsibility to inform and enlighten the publ

students to realize .the importance
terprise system that as the
c about eir energy-related

policies and decisions. ,Wide public consumer support nd cooperadon'among
government, commerce and industry are'essential for cont ued economic prosperity
and growth and the maintenance or improvement of our quality of life.

199
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Theme 10. Energy Cost; Responsibility and Privilege

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1.a bevelop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. 'Develop positive self.lconcept.

FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the
student's proficiency level.

FPO 4. Develop independence in Iarning.
FPO 7. Develop iecontinually groAng philosophy'such that the student
It is responsible tb self as well a.... to others.
FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE T.MEME OBJECTIVE

- To understand the various energy cost/responsibility/privilege inter-
relationships.

CPNCEPTS

1. Government at all ...levels hat a'critical role to play in guiding,the`
course okenergy production and use.'

2.' The key factors affecting the availability of energy supplies are
- national-economic policies, environmental legislation, and funding

fEfY research and development of untapped and new .sources of energy.

3. BuSiness and industry have the privilege and responsibility fork,
increasing energy production while developing new sources of energy
to meet demands at the lowest possible costs.

4. Individual citizens have the privilege and responObiiity to keep
informed, make vplue,judgments and take actions which protect their

- en ironmen016nopurage conservation, reduce demands for ener6,, and

_....."//1

c

1
tail energy losts. ,.

I

4
4

o I--
1
/
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THEME 10. Energy,Cost, Responsibility and Privilege

RELATED GOALS ANDOR GEFERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 62 - Unit X)
expand agricultural enterprises,

BAST PRACTICAL ARTS: Xpg. 4.-
. resources of our technological world
conservation.

Capital is'needed to start, maintain; and

Objective) To effectively utilize the
and to understand the impOrtance of

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live e'fectively in today's
economic environment.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) fake an intelligent part in
,legislative and other social action programswhich directly affect the welfare
of individuals and families. "

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Develop an understanding
of the nature and significance of materials,-tools, processes, products, and
occupations of our technological world, and their impadt upon our society.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To increase student understaldings of the
nature and structure of the fliglish language within the broad perspective of
communication;

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop ability to think critically and to
solve probleMs.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 ,Objective) Lea; q to respect the rights of
others, help the less-skilled players; subordinate the1r own desires to the will
of the group and realize theyehave th§ respqnsibility of directing their actions
in behalf of the uoup.

SCIENCE: (pg. A -13'& 14 - Objectives) 1. Help students to analyze and
snythesize ho]i'stically (using knowledge from various, disciplines) in soping
a problem. 2. Prepare the for useful, effective citizenship in an
increasingly complex and technological society by developing an interest in
and a curiosity about the future both for themselves and for the civilization

Ckf
which they are a part. h3. Teach science as a unified discipline inteigrated

and/or coordinated with other disciplines such askmath;. social studies, language
arts, art, etc.

SOCIAL STUDIES:',(pg. 11 - Objective) The student is able to construct,
evaluate, and revise alternatives for personal goals, plans, or problem solutions,
considering costs and benefits to self.and to others affected by his or her
decisions.

.4
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THEME ro. ,Energy Cost, Responsibility Subject 4rea Mathematics
and Privilege

THINGS.TO DOl

.

1. Study the rate structures'of utility c .il.. nies, such as their practice
of encouraging a lower rate foi- larger users, increased rates for
expansion and profit margins. Should the utility companies c§mpensate

\(

consumers who use less energy?- Explain. What rate structure would you,

uggest that would be fair'end equitable to all consumers?
, .

2. The law of supply and demand forces prices'up when resources become
scarce. When cost goes too high, there is a shift to use' replacements and
substitutes. List some of your favorite possessiont that are made from
oil or gas (synthetic fibers, piastres, etc.) and predict what might

- happen to the cost and availability of these as oil and gas become
scarce. Conduct a survey to find out what oil-based products people
are'willing to do without as petroleum becomes scarce.

Grade Level 7-12

3. Find out the per capita-energy consumption for various nations of
the world. Is the,consumptibn of energy fair? That is the average
per capita energy consumption for a resident in the Onited,StatesT

iconsAre Ae1 as mg-more than .their fair share of energy? ,

4. Calculate the total KWH consumed by you and yourt family each month.
If you were asked to reduce your energy consumption by 15%, what
energy user would You be willing to give up?

.5. Conduct an energy audit of your home. Calculate the possible dollar
and energy savings that could take, place if you were to change
your "energy. habits."

VOCABULARY

Allocation of resources, attitude, behavior, cause and effect,
energy cost, demand and supply, influence, privilege, responsibility,
value, vents.

-Note to teacher:, The suggested activities can be adapted to any math class
and math course. Other energy math problews can be formulited using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Energy-Environment Source Book by John Fowler. National Science
Teachers Asgociation, Energy-Environment Materials Project,
Washington, D.C., 1975.

b. Energy in Solid Waste. Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental ,

Quality, Washington, D.C., 1975.
c. Tips for Energy Savers. U.S. Department of Energy. Washington,

D. C., September 1978.
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.THEI-IE 11. ENERGY VS. POPULATION VS, FOOD

BACKGROUND

a

Theme 11deals with population density as a factor which influences the
exploitation of an area's natural resources and thus the availability of the
energy resources in that area. It also considers the effects of population,
changes on supplies'of and the demands for energy and food. For example, an
increase in population results in greater demands for food prodUction., Then,
as food production is increased more energy is used. The earth's resdurces
are limited, however,'and can support only a limited population.

It should' be noted that food production can be viewed as both atsource
and a user of energy: As an energy source, food provides human beings with
fuel for their biidies. As an energy user, food production requires energy.

Understanding a-- the various enerp/populationi..food interrelationships
should enable students to appreciate energy as the key link to life. It
should also help them to realize that the earefli-s resources are finite and,

. even with optimum recycling system's, can support only a limitedpopulation.
This understanding should also encourage students to adopt values and practices
'based on the wise and judicious use of energy and food.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic. skills for ,learning and effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive §elf-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

stuaent's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 5. Develop physical, social and emotional health.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career 'development as an Integral part of

growth and development.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to pelf:as well as to others.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand the various energy/population/food interrelationships.

203
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Theme 11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food

CONCEPTS

1. Population changes directly influence'energy demands, availability
and supply.

2.
--)

PopulatiOn density of an area may influence the demand for and
possible use patterns'of energy resources.

3. Population changes directly influence food consumption and supply.-

4, Food production requires tremendous' amounts of energy and money.

. 5. The use of Hawaii's.limited prime agricultural land resources is
being directed towards trying to achieve self-sufficiency in food
production.

6.. Hawaii's policy on'population-is to manage population growth rates
throughout the state consistent with available and planned energy
resources.

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 59 - Unit VII) AgriC41ture is faced with environmental

'"-problems that are both internal and external.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 6 Goal) To become acquainted
with the significant characteristics of the countries of areas where the language
is spoken. -

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) TO effectively meet the basic
necessities of life in order to sustain life to the optimum.' To develop an
awareness of the needs of society for goods and services and hoW goods and
services are effectively pri5vided.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pig. V Objective) To live effectively in today's
economic environment.

HEALTH: (pg. iii & 1 - Goal) Through a developmental health education ti

program, students will acquire accurate health information,' and gain experiences

contributing to itititud,ss, values and responsible health practices; students will
be able to make decisions-relating to their health and understand how these
decisions affect them and the society inwhich they live.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objeclive) Develop mutual understanding and
appreciation'of differing cultures and ways of life, and co-operate with people
vtif other culturep who are striving to raise lOvels of living.

LANGUAGE ARTS:' (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop'the highest
degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goai) Develop ability to think critically and-to
solve problems.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objective) .Expose students to Obss-culturar comparikms
of critical bio-social issues, i.e., race relations, family structure,.male-female
roles, human resources and others.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 12 - Objective) The stu dent values knowledge sa nd

skills enabling individuals, groups, add societies to cope effectively with
the complexity- of human circumstances.

206
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Theme 11. Energy vs Population vs Food Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level

THINGS TO DO'

7-12

1. Investigate the energy consumption of various countries and/or-nations.
Graph the per capita consumption of energy of each of the countries
investigated.

? Obtain a projection of the population in Hawaii for the year 2000 or
make a projection based on previous.pOpulation trends. Based.on the
projection, calulate the'nmount of energy that wil be used in the year -
2000 in Hawaii.

3. On a large table mark off an area 1 meter square (ol*rk outside in
'the,school yard). Get a box of counting blocks (other materials may '-
be substituted such as empty soda cans, marbles, etc.). Let one block
represent one person. Start'off.your population with 2.blocks (people).
Every thirty seconds, add 8 blocks (people) to your ltieter square.
(our world). This represents the number ofpeople being born every 2
seconds in real'life. Take away 3 blocks (people) every 30 seconds. This
represents those people who die in real life every 2 seconds. What
happens to your world after a few minutes? After 10 minutes? How is
energy consumption affected? How is food supply affected? The same thing
is happening in the real world. That is; every second, 4 babies are born
and 1.6 people die. Every second we add 2.4 people to the world. How many
people are added to the world in a minute? In a day? In a year? How
will this population growth affect our fossil fuel supply?

4VOCABULARY

Allocation of resources, BTU's, calories, conservation, energy con-.

sumption, fossil fuel, fuel,-non-renewable, per capita, population,
population density, renewable, resource reclamation, supply and demand,
values, wants.

1Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to any matrclass
and math course. Other, energy math Problems can be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Energy: Use Conservation and Supply. American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Washington,.D.C., 1974.

be Ecoscience: "Population, Resources, Enmironment by Paul and Anne
Ehrlich and JohiHoldren. w.g. Freeman and Co., San Francisco,
California, 1977.

c. Energy-Environment Source Book by John Fowler.- National' Science
Teachers Association,. Energy-Environment Materials Project,
Washington, D.C., 1975. .
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THEME 12. ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE

BACKGROUND

In this theme students will consider energy-related issues which are
internationaldn sc pe. For example, they will analyze different patterns
of naturalresource which exist around the world in terms of the geographic
diRtribution of tra e i'or energy resources. They will also evaluate how the ,

demand for energy r sources has prothoted international .trade and linked areas
of the world together in an economically interdependent manner.

Due to factors of.compashtive advantage and gains received from trade,
nations-have increased their engagements in excharging energy resources. In
1968, 33% of prithary energy consumed in the world crossed foreign borders.
Countries with a comparative disadvantage in the production of energy resources,
however, import more energy resources than they produce. For example, about
-half of the oil consumed in the United States and nearly all of Hawaii's
energy resources are imported at the present time. It is important that
students understand the significance of sharing among nations and world inter-
dependency. They shouldialso be aware of the geographic, environmental; social
and political factors which influence energy- related international trade.

Mo

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effectivet5ommunitation
with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving eillset the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student .

is responsible to self as well as to others.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand current energy exchange practices which link nations in
an economically, socially and politically interdependent manner.

e

A
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Theme 4,24.-; Energy Interdependence

' CONCEPTS .

.
.

.1. Energy resou rces are unevenly distributed a round the world.

2. Regional availability of particular energy resources and the growing
demanOs'for these resources foster international trade and link the
worn together in an economically interdependent manner.

3. The complex network of international factors influence the import/
export` patterns of nations and the availability and Itse of energy

,resources. These fact'ors include: cartel, international supply
and demand factors, balance of payments, patterns of trade, terms
of trade, comparative advantage, political and ideological factors;
exchange rates, money flows and price changes, etc.

4. 'Hawaii is very dependent on,Imported oil from foreign countries.

RELATED GOALS AND/bR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICUIFURE: (pg. 58 - Unit VI) 'Efficient processing,
distrib4ihn are'essential in making agricultural products
to man..s

*1

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 8 7. Goa .Z

of the interdependency of nations.

,
marketing, -and

economically availaNe

An understanding

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) Tb develop an awareness of the
needs of society for goods and services and how goods and services are effectively
provided.

BUISINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V.- Objectives) 1. TAive*effectively in
today's economic environment. 2. To meet the ever-changing demands of the
business world of work.- 4c .

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective)* Develop mutual understanding and
appreciation of differing cultut!es and ways of life, and co-operate with people
of other cultdres who are striving to raise levels of living..

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 = Objective) Develop an understanding,
of the nature and significance of materials, tools, processes, products,' and
occupatipns of our technological world, and their impact upon our 'society.

LANGUAGE ARTS:' (pg. 4 - Goal) To increase student understandings of,the
nature and structure orthe English language within the broad perspective of

%..
communication.

MATHEMATICS: .(pg. 3,:%-Goal) Develop mathematical cdmpetence,to function
effectively if tod4y's Society.

MUSIC: ,(pg. 704/jective) Doonstrate an understanding and appreciation
of the music of the4.own culture,,,as weea as the music of other cultures.

,SCIENCE: (pg441-13 - .Objective) Expose students to cross-cultural comparisons
'of critical bio-sdeial issues,, i.e., race relations, family structure, male-
female roles., huian resources and others.

SOCIAI STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objective) The student' is able to identify and
analyze problems and issues by which he or. she is affected as a member, of a

.'changing multicultural society.
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Theme 12. Energy Interdependence

THINGS TO DO1

Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level 7-12

I

1. Research and calculat the peicentage of the world',s oil; coil,'
and natural gas owned by the United States. What percent of the
world's output do we actually use? How much fossil fuel energy da
we'import? How much does the State of Hawaii import? Research and
find out from Ilhich countries the United States imports oil. What
percefft of our imported oil comes from each of these countries?

2. Use a map of the world and other references and locate land areas
that contain fossil fuels (coal, oil or natural"gas). Find out
how much of the world's fossil fuel,is estimated to be in each location.
What percent of the world's current consumption is actually being
produced in each location? Is there a relationship' between availa-
bility of fossil fuel reserves and energy production? Why or why not?

3. Investigate the.lood products.imported in and expOrted out of.
Hawaii: What is the net balance of trade for the food industry in

u Hawaii? If the. food products are translated into energy costs, what
is the net balance of energy for food products in Hawaii?-

VOCABULARY

Allocation of resources, balance of paymenes, balance of trade,
calorie, 'cartel,tembargo, energy-costs, export, fossil fuel, fossil
fuel,reserves, import, Life style, net energy, OPEC, price control,
standard of living, supply and demand',, trade, trade deficits.

1
Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to any math class

r and math course. Other energy math problems can be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Two Energy Gulfs. Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials
in Energy, the Environment, and the Economy (EEE), U.S. Department
pf Energy, Technical Information Center, Oak Ridge,.Tennessee,
March 1979.

b. Ecoscience: Population, Resources, Environment by Paul and Anne
Ehrlich and John Holdren W.H. Freeman and Co., S4n Francisco,
California, 1977.

c. Energy - Environment Source Book by John Fowler. National Science *

Teachers Association, Energy-Environment Materials Project,
Washington, D.C., 1975.

r.

Po-
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THEME 13., ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENCY

BACKGROUND

6

'Theme 13 exPlpyes the movement towar s complete self-sufficiency as part
of the contInuing search for dependable, p equate, efficient and economical

'sources of energy. It also considers the mpacts of technology atuLthe poll-
fical, Social, aesthetic; and moral attitud s and values ,on this movement.

Very few areas of the world are able:or willing to be completely independent
of other areas for the production and consumption of energy resouces. However
in iZcent years, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has
provided momentum for the movement toward self- sufficiency by its cartel-like
4ehavior which resulted in cycles of oil surpluses and shortages. For example,
the United,States is dependent upon OPEC nations for some of its energy needs.
To reduce this dependency and to strive for self-sufficiency,, research on new
and/or alternate energy sources is being undertaken., Conservation practices
are also being encouraged.

'Regardless of OPEC's actions,,it is important for individuals to realize
. 'that the energy sources that we are currently using are being depleted and are

for the most part non renewable. Thus, this theme should help students under-
stand that new patterns of energy consumption will have to evolve and that they
must be prepared to cope with changes to lifestyles if self-sufficiency is to
become a reality. °

.FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others. ,

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FP0,3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part of

growth and development.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.
FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE t'

To understand the movement toward complete self-sufficiency as necessary
and feasible.
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Theme 13: Energy Self-Sufficiency

CONCEPTS

1. Self- sufficiency in terms of energy means the agility to provide-
. energy resources in 'amounts necessary to meet domestic demands.

2. The problems of availability and control of energy resources make
it necessary for nations to become self- sufficient.

Level of technology and the political, social, aesthetic and moral :
attitudes and values influence a nation's movement toward complete
self-sufficiency.

4. .Movement toward self-sufficiency
J

will necessitate changes in life
styles.

5. The State of Hawaii's plan is to reach net energy selfLsufficiency
by the year 2025 through research and the development of new.and
'indigenous energy sources. ifw

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT'AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg..61 - Unit IX) Continued research and experimentation
are required for advancement in agricultural productivity and human's well being.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC'LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) An understanding of
the geographic influences upon the economic and social development of the country. III

BASIC.PRACTICAL ARTS:. (pg. 4 - Objective) To develop the ability to cope

with change.®

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today's

economic environment.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Make and carry out intelligent
detisions regarding\the use of personal, .family, and community resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-UCH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge
and techgiques for effective'living in situations such as recreation; consumptidn,
occupation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop the highest
degree of infdrmed control of which they are, capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg.13 - Goal) Develop ability to think critically and to

solve, problems.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 & 14 - Objectives) 1. Help students to analyze and
synthesize holistically (using knowledge from various disciplines) in solving

a problem. 2. Prepare the children for useful, effective citizenship in an
increasingly complex and technological society by developing an interest in
and a curiosity about the future both for themselves and for the civilization
gf which they are a part.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11- Objective) The student is able.....co participate

actively and responsibly in collective decisions affecting the social, economic,
political, or physical environment in which heor she lives.

c
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Theme 13. 'Energy Sglf-Sufficiency

THINGS TO b01

Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level 7-12

1. It has been said that Hawaii has the technological capabilities to
become independent of foreign oil. Make a chart of the projected
energy demands for 1990. What is the renewable energy supply potential
for each of the islands in the State?

2. The; development of renewable energy systems is capital intensive.
However many people feel that the costs will eventually be more than
offset by the very low or nonexistent fuel cost factor.compare with
the escalating price of oil. The yearly cost of oil is projected'at
10% increase compounded annually. Gather the necessary information
and calculate (based on the198`0 dollar) how many years from today,
an investment in a renewable energy system (such at a windmill
would pay for itself.

VOCABULARY
K

Allocation of Fesources, balance of payments, balanct-of trade,
capital intensive, energy independence, export, import, labor intensive,
lifestyle, net self-sufficiency, OPEC, price control, renewable energy is
sources, scarcity, supply and demand, technology, trade.

1
Note to teacher: The suggested activities con be adapted to anymath class
and math course. Other energy math problems `can be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

......

4. U.S. Energy Policy-Which Direction? Interdisciplinary Sudent/
Teacher Materials in Energy', the Environmentand the Economy,. U.S.
Department of Energy, Technical Information Office, OaktidOc
Tennessee, 1978.

b. Legislative Energy RD&D Workshop Handbook. Hawaii State Senate,
Economic Development and Energy Committee, State of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 1979.

c. Ecoscience: Population; Resources, Environment by Paul and Anne
Ehrlith'and-John Holdren. W. H. Freeman and Co., San Fra ncisco,
California, 1977.

d. Energy- Environment Source Book by John Fowler. National Science
Teachers Association, Energy-Environment Materials Project,
WashingtonA.C., 1975.

A
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1HEME 14. APPROPRIATE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

BACKGROUND

Themeel.4 focuseS on appropriate energy technology as a fundamentally .

different approach to meeting the social and economic needs of human beings.
Appropriate technology includes tools, techniques, processes, and ways of
thinking and acting which maintain or improve our quality of life. It is
trend away from energy- intensive or hard technology and a movement upward
labor-intensive or soft technology to insure an energy future which is

'affudable, sustainable, and ecologicali4y sound.

,The cheap-energy or hard technology based on fossil fuels has contributed
to many of our environmental, 'economic, and social problems. Long-term solu-
tions to these problems are being sought as part of the planning being dole for
a future based on additional and different sources of energy. Thus, technology
that is'more appropriate than that which now is used byeur society is needed
for this transition from fossil fuels to alternate energy sources. Examples of
appropriate technology include solar energy systems, wind energy systems, solid
waste recycling systems, composting, organic gardening and farming, development
of bicycle and low-speed mass transportation networks, use of climate -based
design in home construction, "cottage" or home-based industries, etc. Such
technology will necessitate major changes in personal lifestyles and social goals.

This theme should help students understand the need f9r alternative goals
and directions that value human activity, preserve the natural environment, and,,,,
involve appropriate energy technology. Attainment of these goals should main-
tain or improve the quality of life for all.

.

FOUNDATION.. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective coMMunication
with others.

FPO 2. Dpvelop positive self- concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in lear ng.

FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career d velopment as an integral part of
growth and development.

FPO 7. Develop a continually growing ilos.,hy such that
is responsible to self as well as o o ,er

FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

student

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

- ,To understand that energy technology has to fit the.use to which it is
put with minimum negative effects_upon the quality of life.
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Theme 14. Appropriate Energy Technology

CONCEPTS

1. Apptopriate energy technology is simple and
use of available renewable energy resources
resources, depends largely upon human labor
local materials and skills, is small-scale,
sustaining, and non-polluting.'

efficient, makes best
, conserves non-xenewable
, emphasizes the use of
decentralized, self-

2. The political, social, aesthetic and moral attitudes and values of
'a society influence and are influenced by the development and use
of.appropriate energy technology.

3.' The development and use of appropriate energy technology will require
major changes in personal lifestyles and social goals.

4. As one of the first'selected pilot sites inthe nation, Hawaii has
undertaken a wide variety of projects involving appropriate,energy''
technology.

"
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Theme 14. Appropriate Energy Technology

RELATEDbOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

0 0

AGRICULTURE: (pt. 61 - Unit IX) Continued research aria `eperimentatiop
are required for advancement in agricultural productivity and human's1p11,being..

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Use the potentialities of art and take action
to shape and enhance the qUality of one's personal and public environment.

ASIAN,-EUROPEAN ANDPACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) An understanding
of how governments are similar to and different from our`own, in solving their
problems.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg, 4 - Objective) To:effectively utilize the
resources of our technol4ical world and to understand th,5importauce of
conservation.

gatIV

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V"- Objective) To liye effectively in today's
economic environment. . 4-

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Perform the tasks of maintaining
adlome in such a way that they will contribute.effectively to furthering
individual and family goals..

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg! 2 -1)bjective) Apply,technical knowledge
and techniques for effective living in situations such as. recreation, consumption,
occupation and education. . 4

LANGUAGE ARTS: '(pg. 4 -.Goal) To assist students to'develop the highest
degree of informed control of which they are capable,over° their useof language.

MATHEMATICS: -(pg: 13 - Goal) Develop an understanding of the ihportance
. and relevance of mathematics historically and in the world ttoday.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-1'4 - Objectives) 1. Encourage students to maintain a safet.,,,c_
and healthy environment. 2. -Help students gain experience with the potentialities
and limiCations of the methods of scientific and social investigation but at the
same time recognize that the environment can be interpreted and hanipulated.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objectives) 1. The student is able to construct,'
evaluate, and revise alternatives for persbnal.goals, plan, or'problem solutions,
considering costs and benefits to self and to' others aftesteiby his or her
decisions. 2. _The student is able to participate activelrInd responsibly
in collective decisions affecting the social, economiC,,political, or physical
environment in which be or she lives.

9
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Theme 14. _ Appropriate Energy Technology Subject Area Mathematics

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO1
4

1. The underl*nepurpose of appropriate technology is to make the
bebt use of available renewable energy resources appropriate to the
'region or logerlity. Compare the energy consumed by a solar water
eater and aconventional electrical or gas water heater for a given'
ousehold. Which method of heating water uses energy more effi-

'cient/y? Which method is. more cost efficient? Which method con-
serves energy? How muctoenergy is conserved?

2. 'Compare the feasibility Of various renewable energy sources for Hawaii.
Which renewable 'energy source is the most cost efficient? Calculate the
efficiency- cost of' each renewable energy source to show proof of
your, answer. 4

VOCABULARY S.

3

Appropriate technology, biomass conversion, cost efficiency, energy
efficient, energy intensive, energy, self- sufficiency, environmentally
sound, "hard" technologNinappropriate technology, labor intensive,
wife style, methane generktion, non-pollUting, passive technology, re-,
,cyle, renewable energy; mboft" technology, solar energy,, technology;
waste energy recovery, waste ,heat recovery.

O

Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to.any math class
and math course. Other energy math problems can'be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. ,Legislative Energy RD&D Workshop Handbook.° Hawaii State Senate,
Econftic Development and Energy Committee, State of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 1979.

b. Application of Solar Technology to Today's Energy Needs. Congress
of the United States, Office of Technology Assessment,, Washington,
D.C., June 1978.

4° c. Appropriate Energy Technology in Hawaii. Department of Planning
and Economic,Development, State Energy Office, ltionolulii, Hawaii,

4 A

October 1979.
d. Energy Self-Sufficiency for the State of Hawaii by University gf.

Hawaii students of Civil Engineering/Interdisciplinary Studies,
published through a grant from National'Science Foundation,

e. Solar/Wind Handbook for Hawaii by Waclidi falicoff, George Koide,
Uni'v'ersity of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Tawaii, September 1978.

and Pat Takahashi, U.S. Department of Energy in cooperation with
University of Hawaii at Manoa, University of Hawaii at Hilo and
the 'nate of Hawaii (State Energy Office), Honolulu, Hawaii, May 1979.
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'THEME 15. .FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

BACKGROUND

In theme 15, students consider the various ways in which they can
participate in creating an energy secure future. An understanding of all
faCetsiof today's energy-related problems and issues and consideration of
the range'of consequences of today's decisions and actions will help students
to envision these possible futures.

'The students explore their values and make their own decisions when
confronted with difficult but necessary choices in formulating plans and
actions to achieve a preferred future. This kind of decision-making involves
an objective and rational assessment of the future outcomes of alternative
actions and policies regarding energy use and the environment. These decisions.
and actions are based on the-values of,society, and undetstanding of basic
science and natural scienctconcepts, technological development, economic
factus and envitonmental ;nd ecological considerations.

Development and examination of alternative,p and all possible outComes of
many possible futures will help students realiee,the importance of being flexi-
ble and adaptable. This will enable them to better cope with rapidly changing
technology and polilOcal, social and economic circumstances affecting energy
use and, the environment.

.

. . .

-

('
.

The 'studefits should tnderstand that as individual citizells, they n ed to
have an active say it and be in control of their futures planning. The should
also understand that decisions made today will affect both their own 4. es and
those of generations to come. .

'

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
0

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective commu icaton
with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concepte
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-"soiving skills at,the.,

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. .Develop independence in learning.
FP0.5. Develop physical, social and emotional health.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part of

growth and development.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophz such that'the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.
FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

-CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

. To utilize decision-making and probl m-solving skills in formUlating plans
and actions to achiev'e a 'maenad future n energy use and the environment.

,
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Theme 15. Future Perspective

CONCEPTS .

.

....

. c
1. Energy availability and changes in the attitudes of individuals and

societies regarding energy use will affect our future lifestyles.

2; Economic, social, political, and technological decisions made now will..
. .

affect the availability, distribution and use of energy in.the futre.

. 3. The State of Hawaii is in the process ofrdeveldping a functional plap
fora preferred future r'gardin; energy use and the environment.

ti
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Theme 15.. Future Perspective

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 57 - Unit V) In order to reach desired goals, man
must be able to-employ effective managementuptactices.

A
..ART: (pg.417. - Objective) Use potentialities of art And take action to

shape and enhance the quality of one's personal.4nd public environment.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) An understanding
of how governments are similar to and different from our own in solvng their
problems.. ,

0BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 40- Objective) To understand the elements of .".
management and effdttive management practices as they relate to our technological
society,"

Al

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V 7 Objectives)' 1. To live effectively in today's
economic environment, 2. To meet the ever-changing demands of the business
world of work.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Estpblish lonr-range goals for
financial security:and work toward their environment.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply Achnical knowledge
and techniques for effective living In situations such as recreation, consumption,
occupation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg'. 4 - GoalT To increase student understanding oft.Ahe
nature and structure of the English language within the broad perspective,oft
communication.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop ability to think critically and to
("solve problems. ..

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objective) Acquire the habit of participating
in wholesome recreational activities.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 & 14 - Objectives) 1. Help students to analyze and
synthesize holistically (using knowledge from various disciplines) in solving
a problem. '2. Prepare the children for useful, Affective citizensfiip in an
increasingly complex and ttchnolngical.society by developing an interest in and

rJ a curiosity about the future both for themselves and for rile civilization of
which they are a part; 3,----F'acii1tatea positive self-concept through'the
development of self-pride and-a sense of accomplishment by encouraging self-
expression of conventional and unusual ideas as well as independence in learning.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11- Objective) The student igLable to select and
7 appropriate criteria, procedures, and information sources to assess the
validity or significance of findings about past, present, or future human life
or affairs.
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Theme 15. Future Perspective Subject Area Mathematics

Grade LeVel 7-12

,THINGS TO DO1 -.

1. Obtain a projection of the population in Hawaii for the year 2000, or
. make your own projection based on population trends over the past years.
Based on the projection, calculate the amount of paper that will be used
in the year 2000 in Hawaii.. How much energy will be .consumed in the
production of paper for the year 2000 in Hawaii? If all this paper
becomes waste, how much landfill space would be require for it. (Assume
200 cubic feet per ton of paper.) If all of this paper is recycled,
how much energy will be conserved?

2. Use statistical data from the State Energy Office'and U.S. Department
of Energy to'predictand project future energy consumption trends.

3. Calculate the barrels of oil conserved if Hawaii passed a laN.;

making itandatory that all registered vehicles have a fuel economy
of 17-mpg or better.

VOCABULARY

Allocation of resources, appropriate energy technology, biomass
conversion, conservation, conservation-ethic, energy self- sufficiency,
labor intensive, life style, needs, recycle, renewable energy source,
resource 'reclamation, solar energy, supply and demand, technology,
values, wants; waste energy recovery:

1
Note to teacher: The suggested activities can be adapted to any math class
and math course. Other energy math problems can be formulated using various
reference materials. Some reference materials to consider are:

a. Legislative Energy RD&D Workshop Handbook. Hawaii State Senate,
Economic Development and Energy Committee, State of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 1979.

b. Appropriate Energy Technology in Hawaii. Department of Planning
and Economic Development, State Energy Office, Honolulu, Hawaii,
October 1979.

c. State of Hawaii Energy Policies Plan. General Plan Revision Program,
Department of Planning and Economic Development, State of Hawa (ii,
Honolulu, Hawaii. (Ask for latest energy policies plan.)

d. Publications from the State Energy Office and Federal Energy Office.
e. annual Reports from Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI),

University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii.

A.
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